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With the steady increase in computing power, operational
centers throughout the world are planning to run their
numerical models with resolutions that begin to resolve the
convective scale. This situation opens the opportunity and
increases the demand for using radar data in convective-scale
data assimilation in order to insert convective structures into
model initial conditions.The potential for successfully assim-
ilating radar data into convective-scale numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models is predicated on the solution of
several key challenges, including data quality control, proper
estimation of the background error statistics, and, most
notably, the estimation of atmospheric state variables that are
not directly observed by radar. This special issue of 12 papers
focuses on progresses in some of these important areas.

Radar data quality control is critical for radar data
applications, including the use of radar data for severe
weather warning, assimilation of radar data into storm-
scale NWP models, and diagnostic research on thunder-
storm mechanisms and structures. Velocity dealiasing is
an especially important and yet often very difficult part
of the radar data quality control problem. In this special
issue, Q. Xu et al. report on a Doppler velocity dealiasing
technique based on alias-robust Velocity-Azimuth-Display
(VAD) and variational analyses at theNOAA/National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL). This technique has been tested
extensively with observations from the operational WSR-
88D radars under various weather conditions and data from
a phased array radar (PAR) operated by NSSL. In another
study related to radar data quality control, an automated

technique is developed byY. Jiang et al. to identify and remove
contaminated velocities by birds, especiallymigrating birds in
addition to those contaminated by ground clutter.

The effective assimilation of radar data into a NWP
model requires advanced data assimilation (DA) techniques,
such as variational and ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)
methods. A three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) system,
which includes a mass continuity equation and the Advanced
Regional Prediction System (ARPS) model equations as
weak constraints, has been developed over the years at the
Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS). The
3DVAR system was designed with special considerations for
assimilating radar data into a convective-scale nonhydro-
static model, the ARPS, and has been used to provide initial
conditions for numerous real time convective-scale NWP
and research studies, including several papers in this special
issue (G. Ge et al.; T. Hou et al.; E. Natenberg et al.; N.
Yussouf et al.; M. Xue et al.). A major advantage of a 3DVAR
system is its computational efficiency and the ease by which
equation constraints can be included. However, one of the
major shortcomings of a 3DVAR system is that it usually
employs background error covariances that are not flow-
dependent, limiting their ability to “retrieved” unobserved
state variables.

Compared to 3DVAR, the more advanced 4DVAR tech-
nique incorporates a full prediction model into the assim-
ilation system and implicitly includes the effects of flow-
dependent error covariances through the use of both the
forward prediction and backward adjoint models. In J. Sun
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and H. Wang, a variational storm-scale data assimilation
system for the Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF-ARW)model, including both 3DVAR and
4DVAR components, is described. The paper provides a
review of the basics of the system and various studies that
have been conducted to evaluate and improve its perfor-
mance. Future activities that are required to further improve
the system and to make it operational are also discussed.
In another 4DVAR related work, X. Qiu et al. describe
an application of the so-called simple adjoint method for
retrieving three-dimensional winds from PAR data. They
demonstrate that the method is computationally efficient and
can be used for real-time applications with PAR rapid scans.

The EnKF is another advanced data assimilation method
that shares many of the advantages of 4DVAR. For convective
storms, some encouraging results are reported using EnKF
data assimilation in this special issue. The impact of model
microphysics on storm-scale DA is a very important topic.
In D. T. Dawson et al., the impact of increasing the number
of predicted moments in a multimoment bulk microphysics
scheme is investigated using EnKF analyses. They find that
a triple-moment version of a microphysics scheme produces
the best results in comparison to the single- and double-
moment versions. In another study, C. K. Potvin and L. J.
Wicker apply procedures that have traditionally been used to
retrieve the pressure and buoyancy fields from dual-Doppler
wind analyses to rebalance the pressure fields produced by
EnKF. The method is shown to provide an effective and low-
cost way to remove pressure oscillations in the storm-scale
EnKF analyses.

As pointed out earlier, 3DVAR is computationally efficient
and can easily incorporate equation constraints that can be
very beneficial. However, its use of static background error
covariances limits its ability to retrieve unobserved variables.
The EnKF directly uses flow-dependent error covariances
derived from forecast ensemble but has a rank-deficiency
problemdue to the typically small ensemble size. To blend the
advanced features of both variational and EnKFmethods and
to overcome their respective shortcomings, hybrid ensemble-
variational (EnVar) algorithms had been proposed. Such an
approach has been shown to be effective by a number of
studies for large-scale data assimilation, but studies have been
very limited for the storm scale. J. Gao et al. demonstrate
the potential usefulness of a hybrid En3DVar method for
convective-scale data assimilation. The algorithm uses the
extended control variable approach to combine the static and
ensemble-derived flow-dependent forecast error covariances,
and the ensemble perturbations are provided by an EnKF that
is coupled with the hybrid En3DVar.Themethod is applied to
the assimilation of simulated radar data for a supercell storm.
The results indicate that the hybrid method provides the best
results among the 3DVAR, EnKF, and hybrid methods for
hydrometeor-related state variables in terms of root-mean
squared errors. For other state variables, the performance of
the hybrid is very close to that of EnKF but much better than
that of 3DVAR. More studies are needed in this direction.

The purpose of storm-scale data assimilation is to provide
initial conditions for high resolution explicit convective
storm prediction and quantitative precipitation forecasting.

In this aspect, several studies of high impact severe weather
events are included in this special issue. To explore the impact
of model physics on the mesoscale environmental variability
and its uncertainty, combined mesoscale convective scale
ensemble DA and forecast experiments are conducted for
the 8 May, 2003, Oklahoma City tornadic supercell storm
by N. Yussouf et al. Two sets of 36-member WRF-ARW
model mesoscale ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF)
DA experiments with continuous cycling on a continental
United States domain are conducted to provide background
environmental conditions, using either fixed physics or mul-
tiple physics parameterization schemes across the ensem-
ble members, respectively. Results show that the ensemble
with background fields from the multiple physics mesoscale
ensemble provides more realistic forecasts of significant tor-
nado parameter, dryline structure, and near surface variables
than the ensemble from fixed physics mesoscale background
fields. This suggests that incorporating physics diversity
across the ensemble can be important to successful proba-
bilistic convective-scale forecast of supercell thunderstorms.
With the same 8 May, 2003, Oklahoma tornadic case, E.
Natenberg et al. find that the use of data from all available
radars provides the best forecast in which a strong low-level
mesocyclone develops and tracks in close proximity to the
actual tornado damage path. T. Hou et al. examine the impact
of 3DVAR on the prediction of two heavy rainfall events
over southern China by using the storm-scale WRF-ARW
model.Observations fromDoppler radars, surfaceAutomatic
Weather Station (AWS) network, and radiosondes are used.
The assimilation of all radar, surface, and radiosonde data
together produces more positive impacts on the forecast skill
than the assimilation of only one type of data for the two
rainfall events.

M. Xue et al. report on the results of real-time convection-
resolving forecasts at 1 km horizontal spacing over the
continental United States in spring 2009 and a test case
from spring 2008, produced by CAPS at the University of
Oklahoma as part of the NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed
(HWT) Spring Experiment.The forecasts started from initial
conditions which included the assimilation of radial velocity
and reflectivity data from all operational WSR-88D radars
within a large model domain. The assimilation used the
ARPS 3DVAR with a cloud analysis package. Significant
positive impact of radar data assimilation is found to last
for at least 12 hours. Clear advantages of running the model
at the convection-resolving 1 km grid over a coarser 4 km
convection permitting grid spacing are also demonstrated.
Convection-allowing storm-scale data assimilation and fore-
casting, including ensemble forecasting that provides prob-
abilistic forecast information and radar data that provides
valuable information on convective storms and precipitation,
clearly represent the future of operational NWP.
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A three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) assimilation technique developed for a convective-scale NWP model—advanced
regional prediction system (ARPS)—is used to analyze the 8 May 2003, Moore/Midwest City, Oklahoma tornadic supercell
thunderstorm. Previous studies on this case used only one or two radars that are very close to this storm. However, three other
radars observed the upper-level part of the storm. Because these three radars are located far away from the targeted storm, they
were overlooked by previous studies. High-frequency intermittent 3DVAR analyses are performed using the data from five radars
that together provide a more complete picture of this storm. The analyses capture a well-defined mesocyclone in the midlevels
and the wind circulation associated with a hook-shaped echo. The analyses produced through this technique are used as initial
conditions for a 40-minute storm-scale forecast.The impact of multiple radars on a short-termNWP forecast is most evident when
compared to forecasts using data from only one and two radars. The use of all radars provides the best forecast in which a strong
low-level mesocyclone develops and tracks in close proximity to the actual tornado damage path.

1. Introduction

Doppler radar observations became more widely used as an
analysis tool since the 1970s, by mapping polar coordinate
radial velocity data to a Cartesian grid space. Results in
Brandes [1] showed the evolution of a supercell including an
intensifying mesocyclone and development of the rear-flank
downdraft (RFD), as observed by a dual-Doppler analysis.
Additional study was done using this technique in Brandes
[2] where the airflow within a tornadic thunderstorm was
compared with the observed tornado damage path. Brandes
[2] also found that, at the beginning of the tornadic phase of
a supercell thunderstorm, an increase in radial flow near the
tornado was observed in the radar data analysis. This helped
determine that there was a strongly convergent flow beneath
the mesocyclone during this time. Another major develop-
ment in the use of Doppler radar was the discovery of a
unique Tornado Vortex Signature (TVS), that coincided with

the development of low-level rotation and tornadogenesis in
the 1973 Union City tornado [3]. The development of this
signature was closely linked to the mesocyclone structure
model found in Lemon and Doswell [4].

With the frequent use of dual-Doppler analysis and
increased resolution of storm scale models, data assimilation
has become an important area of research that integrates
observations into a numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model. The development of variational data assimilation
techniques for Doppler analysis has shown better results over
other methods of analysis [5]. Several methods to obtain an
initial state by thermodynamic retrieval using observations
were originally proposed by Gal-Chen [6] and tested byHane
et al. [7] for simulated data and Gal-Chen and Kropfli [8] for
radar observations of the planetary boundary layer.

Crook [9] tested a variational technique that would allow
the retrieval of thermodynamic variables using radar data
and a background sounding. The technique used a time
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tendency term to estimate the thermodynamic variables and
then estimated the deviation of those variables from the
background values. This technique was then tested using
observational data from three gust front cases [10]. Several
data interpolation methods were tested to create an initial
analysis, followed by a forecast to see if the analysis could help
accurately predict the propagation of several outflow bound-
aries. The findings from these experiments showed that the
analysis and forecast were greatly improved when surface
data were used in addition to radar data and upper air
soundings.

Weygandt et al. [11] tested a single velocity Doppler
retrieval technique on a supercell thunderstorm with the use
of the Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis as a weak con-
straint. The results showed that there was reasonable agree-
ment in the analysis with the exception of the magnitude of
the vertical velocities. In an additional experiment per-
formed byWeygandt et al. [12], thermodynamic retrieval was
included using three separate retrieval times for a supercell
thunderstorm. The initial analysis from this study showed a
supercell which exhibited pressure perturbations consistent
with Rotunno and Klemp [13] linear theory. When a non-
hydrostaticmodel was initialized using a set of retrieved fields
as initial conditions, the evolution of the storm seemed rea-
sonably well predicted [12]. Results, obtained from another
experiment using a simplified version of the analysis tech-
nique which only included radial velocities, estimated mean
horizontal wind, and perturbation radial divergence, were
poor. One problem noted by this study was the speed of the
cold pool propagation, which was faster than the observed
speed. This could have been due to the lack of ice micro-
physics in the model [12].

A four-dimensional variational (4DVAR) analysis tech-
nique was developed by Sun and Crook [14, 15], whose goal
was to accurately retrieve wind and thermodynamic fields by
minimizing the difference between the background and the
observations defined by a cost function. By applying this
technique, all the model variables are determined at the same
time. Initially, the method was tested with simulated obser-
vations which showed good results for the thermodynamic
structure, and the addition of a penalty term further increased
the accuracy of the model state [14]. The results from the
latter studies using 4DVAR analysis of several Florida thun-
derstorms showed good agreement with observational data
[15]. Sun and Crook [16] also used the 4DVAR technique to
assimilate data from a line of strong thunderstorms. Their
findings showed that the penalty term helps to decrease
noise in the analysis and the background term increases the
forecast accuracy (after the first 10 minutes) in areas of sparse
observational data. It was also found that using a previous
analysis as a background for the analysis produced better
results than those obtained by using a short-term forecast as
a background [16]. However, the 4DVAR analysis technique
is computationally expensive.

Gao et al. [17] tested a less costly computational technique
known as three-dimensional variational (3DVAR). In this
method, the cost function is composed of several terms: an
observational term, a background term, and several penalty
terms. Simulated observations showed that this analysis

technique was less sensitive to the boundary conditions than
other methods that used mass continuity as a strong con-
straint, thereby mitigating the effects of error accumulation
through explicit integration. The use of a recursive filter has
been tested with the 3DVAR technique to improve the quality
and efficiency of the analysis [18]. Each pass of the recursive
filter employs the use of a filter in two directions, a leftmoving
filter and a right moving filter [19]. When applied using dual-
Doppler data of a supercell thunderstorm, it was shown that
the use of a recursive filter produced analysis results similar
to that in Gao et al. [17] but greatly improved the efficiency of
the 3DVAR method.

The method developed in Gao et al. [18] was also used to
run an analysis and numerical prediction cycle of a tornadic
thunderstorm outbreak in north Texas [20, 21]. Two cloud
analysis schemes along with the 3DVAR technique were
tested to determine the sensitivity of these schemes to the
analysis and subsequent forecast. The use of radial velocity
in the analysis was found to play an important role in the
development of vorticity in the forecasts. Also, the role of
reflectivity in the analysis was shown to have a major impact
on the development and maintenance of intense convection.

Recently the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) technique,
originally developed by Evensen [22], has beenwidely used as
a newmethod to assimilate observations into themodel state.
The EnKF technique seeks to accurately determine the flow
dependent background error covariance through the use of
an ensemble of nonlinear forecasts. The application of the
EnKF method to storm-scale data assimilation has been
examined by Snyder and Zhang [23], Zhang et al. [24], Tong
and Xue [25], and Xue et al. [26] using simulated data,
and by Dowell et al. [27], Snook et al. [28, 29], and other
authors using observed radar data. AlthoughEnKF avoids the
linearization of the background error covariance, the use of
a large ensemble is computationally expensive. Also, when
decreasing the amount of members, the covariance can
become underestimated.

Most of the above research used observations of severe
thunderstorms from only one or two radars located close to
the convection being studied, thereby limiting the informa-
tion available to provide a complete picture of the storm, and
which does not take full advantage of the WSR-88D radar
network. By only using data from one or two nearby radars
in an analysis, a large part of atmosphere located above the
radar cannot be effectively observed due to the limits in the
elevation of a radar volume scan, known as the “cone of
silence”.

The 8 May 2003 tornado in central Oklahoma has been
widely studied because of the high impact on society and the
high density of weather observations. The storm spawned a
F4 tornado that tracked through southern Oklahoma City
causing $370 million in damage and 134 injuries. Located
in the region are four WSR-88D radars: KVNX, located
in northwest Oklahoma at Vance Air Force Base; KINX,
located just northeast of Tulsa; KFDR, located in southwest
Oklahoma near the town of Frederick; and KTLX, located
southeast of OklahomaCity (Figure 1). Two additional radars
are also located in close proximity to OklahomaCity: KOUN,
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Figure 1: Map showing weather radars over Oklahoma. Shown are
four WSR-88D Doppler radars KVNX, KTLX, KFDR, and KINX as
well as two other radars: KOUN, an experimental dual-polarization
WSR-88D radar, andKOKC, a TDWRradar operated byWill Rogers
Airport in Oklahoma City.

a research dual-polarization WSR-88D radar located in Nor-
man, and KOKC, a terminal Doppler weather radar (TDWR)
used by the FAA near Will Rogers Airport in Oklahoma
City. Because these two radars are too close to each other,
we chose to use data from one of them, the KOKC TDWR
radar, in this study. The Oklahoma Mesonet also provides
surface observations every five minutes for 119 sites in all 77
of Oklahoma counties [30]. This, along with four upper-air
wind profilers in the state, allows for high temporal resolution
of atmospheric phenomena.

There have been several studies examining the evolution
of the 8 May 2003 Oklahoma City supercell through use of
radar data, assimilation techniques, and numerical models
[27, 31–36]. In these studies, observations from only one or
two radars close to the storm were assimilated, thus omitting
the upper-level structures of this supercell.

In this study, multiple radars both close to and far from
the storm are used to perform an analysis using the 3DVAR
technique.The use of the 3DVAR technique to study this case
was chosen over the EnKF or 4DVAR techniques because
the 3DVAR technique is not computationally costly and has
shown good results in other related studies [18, 20, 21]. In
Section 2, the advanced regional prediction system (ARPS)
and its 3DVAR technique are briefly discussed. Section 2 also
describes the 8 May tornadic storm case, the processing of
radar data, and experiment configurations. Results about the
analysis and forecast experiments are presented in Section 3.
Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section 4.

2. Models, Methods, and Data

2.1. ARPS Model, ARPS 3DVAR, and Cloud Analysis Algo-
rithm. The advanced regional prediction system (ARPS) has
been developed at the Center for Analysis and Prediction
of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma over the
past 15 years [37–39]. The ARPS model was designed as a
system suitable for explicit prediction of convective storms. It
is a three-dimensional, nonhydrostatic, compressible model

formulated in generalized terrain-following coordinates. The
model employs advanced numerical techniques, including
monotonic advection schemes for scalar transport and vari-
ance-conserving fourth-order advection for other variables.
The model also includes state-of-the-art physics parameteri-
zation schemes that are important for explicit prediction of
convective storms. The system has been used in real-time
high-resolution prediction experiments for convective scales
in the past several years over the continental United States
[40, 41].

A detailed description of the ARPS 3DVAR system can be
found in Gao et al. [18]. In the current version of the ARPS
3DVAR system, the spatial covariances of the background
error are modeled by a recursive filter [19], and the square
root of the matrix is used for preconditioning [42]. The
corresponding covariancematrix is diagonal, and its diagonal
elements are specified according to the estimated observation
errors.

Radar data can easily be incorporated into the cost func-
tion in the observation term; the observed values represent
the radial component of wind even though the data have been
mapped to a Cartesian grid during preprocessing. The ARPS
3DVAR data assimilation system can ingest data from a num-
ber of different sources including surface air observations,
upper air soundings, profiler data, and aircraft data. Quality
control in ARPS 3DVAR is performed by determining if an
innovation vector is less than a threshold value. An obser-
vation whose innovation exceeds the threshold is rejected.
The quality control threshold is a function of the specified
background error, in which a larger background error value
corresponds to a larger threshold. With the 3DVAR analysis,
the background error also affects the relative weight of
the observations and background. Observations can also be
rejected based on climatological error statistics of the obser-
vation stations.

One unique feature of the ARPS 3DVAR system is that
multiple analysis passes can be used to analyze different data
types with different spatial correlation scales to account for
the variations in the observation density among different data
sources. Upper-air rawinsonde data and radar observations
are examples of two observing systems with very different
spatial density. An initial analysis pass can be performed
using only upper air observations, using a large correlation
scale. A second pass is then performed with radar data with
a smaller correlation scale. Such a procedure allows for the
retention of multi-scale information contained in observa-
tions of vastly different spatial density. A mass divergence
constraint is also employed within the 3DVAR cost function
to help couple the three wind components. This constraint
permits the retrieval of vertical velocity from the mostly
horizontal wind components as measured by radar and also
helps spread observational information to nearby grid points
in the analysis [21].

After completion of the 3DVAR analysis, a cloud analysis
is performed. The procedure is based on that from the local
analysis and prediction system [43] and includes modifica-
tions from Zhang et al. [44] and Brewster [45]. The cloud
analysis package estimates mixing ratios of water vapor, rain-
water, and cloud water based on reflectivity measurements.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) 500mb analysis and upper air observations, (b) 850mb analysis and upper air observations valid at 0000UTC, 9May 2003.The
red-shaded circle denotes the position of a short-wave trough. Heights are shown as black contours (in decameters), temperature is shown by
dashed red contours, and dewpoint temperatures greater than 8 degrees celsius are contoured in green. Note also the 850mb 50 knot wind
observation at Dallas/Fort Worth (image from http://www.spc.noaa.gov/).

The cloud analysis can also adjust in-cloud temperature based
on reflectivity [20].

2.2. The 8 May Storm Environment. In the first ten days of
May 2003, there were 434 tornadoes, more than anymonth in
the US on record (although the record was broken in 2008).
On three of the ten days, central and eastern Oklahoma were
hit by significant tornado outbreaks. The 1200UTC upper-
air observations on the morning of 8 May 2003 showed a
significant positively tilted trough in the Pacific Northwest
characterized by 500mb heights near 540 decameters (not
shown). This trough exhibited a double-barrel structure with
two regions of minimum heights, one in central Alberta and
a second approaching the coast of Washington State. Several
short-waves rotated around the large trough and propagated
downstream. The most prominent of these short waves
(shaded in red on Figure 2(a)) provided enhanced vorticity
advection over Oklahoma in the hours previous to 0000UTC
9 May which induced midtropospheric rising motion and
pressure falls at the surface. These pressure falls enhanced
those associated with lee troughing downstream of the Rocky
Mountains, over which a strong upper-level jet existed. A
poleward meridional flow then developed on the eastern
side of the developing low that advected large quantities of
unstable warmmoist air from the Gulf ofMexico in the lower
levels of the atmosphere (Figure 2(b)). An important aspect
of this dynamical setting was the continued presence of the
trough in the northwestern United States during the week
prior to the 8May event and the subsequent reinforcement of
the lee trough and southerly winds. This continuous flow of
moist air from the Gulf of Mexico helped reinforce thermo-
dynamic instability over the central plains throughout the
week.

At the surface, several outflow boundaries existed in the
warm sector caused by a complex of nocturnal tornadic thun-
derstorms. These outflow boundaries served as a focal point
for convergence and subsequent convective initiation later

that afternoon. As the convection from the previous night
moved east along the Red River and dissipated, skies over
Oklahoma cleared, contributing to strong surface heating
during the day. The low-level environment through the late
morning of 8 May was characterized by temperatures near
28∘C and dewpoints around 22∘C. A sounding fromNorman,
Oklahoma, (OUN) at 0000UTC 9 May 2003 showed an
extreme level of instability within the warm sector (Figure 3).
Surface convective available potential energy (CAPE) reached
values near 5000 J kg−1, but convection was inhibited initially
by a capping inversion.TheOUN sounding also shows a well-
defined “quarter circle” hodograph representative of strong
directional and speed shear with associated storm relative
environmental helicity (SREH) values of 317m2 s−2 in the
lowest 1 km. This strongly sheared environment with large
values of CAPE was conducive to the formation of strong
tornadoes.

At 3 pm local daylight time (LDT) or 2000UTC, satellite
data showed the upper-level short-wave moving eastward
into western Oklahoma. Observations from the Oklahoma
Mesonet indicated a dryline located just to the west of OUN,
in central Oklahoma. Along this boundary dry air from the
western plains which converged with moist air from the
Gulf (not shown). By 4 pm LDT, towering cumulus had
penetrated the capping inversion and initiated strong surface-
based convective thunderstorms along a bulge in the dryline.
After 4 pm the storms that formed along the dryline became
severe in Grady County, just southwest of Oklahoma City
and by 4:30 pm LDT the most prominent of the convective
cells split and deviated in stormmotion by about 9 degrees to
the right of the mean motion. At this time both cells showed
moderate rotation at midlevels. By 5 pm LDT, the right-split
storm was entering Oklahoma County and radar detected
strong low-level convergence and rotation. It was at this time
that sporadic wind damage was caused by the advancing
RFD. Minutes later, at 5:11 pm LDT (2211UTC) a tornado
was confirmed on the south side of Moore, Oklahoma.
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Figure 3: 0000UTC 9 May 2003 sounding from Norman, Oklahoma (image from http://www.spc.noaa.gov/).

The tornado increased in intensity as it tracked to the east-
northeast just south of Interstate 240 and intoOklahomaCity.
At 5:38 pm LDT, after traveling 30 km, the tornado dissipated
4 km south-southeast of Choctaw, Oklahoma.

2.3. Radar Data Ingest and Preprocessing. Radar data must
undergo several procedures before being used in the analysis.
For this study radar data in several formats were ingested into
the ARPS 3DVAR system. Level II data were obtained from
the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) in binary format
which included full volume scans every 5 to 6 minutes. Data
from TDWR were ingested in network common data form
(NetCDF) format with full volume scans being reconstructed
using each tilt during the preprocessing procedure. TDWR
data included 9 elevations, while WSR-88D radars had 13
elevation levels. After the volume scans are read into the
program, the program checks the quality of the velocity and
reflectivity data and makes corrections to the data if needed.
For raw velocity data, the absolute values of velocities greater
than theNyquist velocity of the radar are folded (Figure 4(a)).
This means that inbound velocities greater than the Nyquist
velocity in the raw data will be displayed as if they were
outbound velocities (of the opposite sign) with a magnitude

less than theNyquist velocity. To correct the velocity informa-
tion, a dealiasing algorithm is used to unfold the raw velocity
data by comparing the data to a background sounding or by
comparing the data to velocity measurements surrounding
the region being dealiased. If the velocity is determined to be
folded, the deviation from the Nyquist velocity will be found
and then added to the Nyquist velocity of the opposite sign.
Figure 4(b) shows a sweep of velocity data after dealiasing
which clearly depicts the location of the circulation. The
initial radar reflectivity includes ground clutter (displayed
in Figure 4(c)), anomalous propagation, and transient clear
air echoes. These artifacts are removed by additional radar
reflectivity quality control procedures by detecting both large
changes in mean radial velocity and reflectivity over neigh-
boring range gates at the lowest elevations.

After being cleaned, the data are projected onto a Carte-
sian grid with the same resolution as the analysis being
performed. Radar data are then interpolated to a grid using
a least square method. During the interpolation, a linear fit
is used in the vertical and a quadratic polynomial fit is used
in the horizontal. The domain of this method is bounded by
the range of available radar data, precluding extrapolation of
the data.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Raw (a) and dealiased (b) radial velocity and (c) reflectivity data on the 14 degree elevation surface from KTLX valid at 2159UTC
on 8 May 2003. The region of twice-folded velocities is shown in the circled region. Note that the color scale for (a) has increments of 3m/s
while (b) has increments of 9m/s.

2.4. Experiment Design. Anumber of analyses are performed
on the 8 May 2003 Moore/Oklahoma City supercell at 5-
minute intervals starting from 2145UTC to 2240UTC. For all
experiments, the grid resolution in the horizontal direction
is 1 km, with a lower bound vertical grid resolution of 100
meters which is stretched vertically to 23 km using a cubic
function with an average grid spacing of 500 meters. The
domain size is 157 × 143 × 47 grid points with the center
of the domain located just east-southeast of Oklahoma City
at the location where spotters reported a large tornado.

The background state is obtained from a 9 km ARPS forecast
using a background from the operational NCEP ETA model
and upper air observations. A forecast is then performed
using intermittent analyses that assimilate only sounding and
profiler data starting from 18UTC to produce the background
for the 1 km analyses. The observational data that are used
in the 1 km analysis consist of Oklahoma Climate Survey
Mesonet observations, profiler data, and radar data. Upper air
sounding data were only included in the 9 km forecast and
not the 1 km analyses due to the sparse temporal resolution
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of the data. The radar data used in this study consist of
four WSR-88D radars and one TDWR, as discussed in
the introduction. Since radar observations are obtained at
different times, scans closest to the time of the analysis
were used.

In the control analysis experiment, all available obser-
vations are ingested into the assimilation system using four
analysis passes. During the first pass the radius of influence is
set at 50 km in the horizontal, 3 grid points in the vertical, and
only profiler data are used. On the second analysis pass, the
radius of influence is changed to 25 km in the horizontal and
2 grid points in the vertical, andMesonet and profiler data are
used. In the third pass, the radius of influence is decreased to
10 km in the horizontal and 2 grid points in the vertical, and
Mesonet and radar data are used.On the fourth andfinal pass,
the radius of influence is changed to 5 km in the horizontal
and 1 grid point in the vertical, and only radar data are used.

Two other analysis experiments are performed to deter-
mine the impact of the number of radars used in the analysis
at one time, 2200UTC (Table 1).These experiments show the
role of each radar on the control analysis and their impact
on the divergence and vertical velocity fields. The second
experiment (1RAD) is the same as the control analysis, but
with the use of radar data only from KOKC, the closest radar
to the storm during a large duration of the analysis period.
The third experiment (2RAD) includes the two radars that
only observed the low levels of the thunderstorm, KOKC and
KTLX.

Finally, several forecast experiments are performed to
examine the sensitivity of a forecast to the number of radars
using the previous 3DVAR analyses at 2155 utc (Table 1).
These analyses are then used as initial conditions for integra-
tion of the ARPSmodel. To demonstrate that use of data from
radars that are close to the storm may not always benefit the
forecast, we perform twomore forecast experiments; onewith
only the KOKC radar, and a second with both the KOKC and
KTLX radars.

The model was run using the Lin 3-ice microphysics
scheme [46]. A large time step of 2 seconds and a small time
step of 5 seconds are used to perform forward integration
of slow and acoustic wave modes, respectively. The drop size
distribution’s intercept parameter for rain was adjusted from
the default value of 8×106 to 8×105m−4 to allow for expected
larger raindrops associated with the supercell storm that will
result in less evaporative cooling and a weaker cold pool [47].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Control Analysis with all Radars. In the control anal-
ysis, we use data from all available radars except for KOUN
(which is very close to KTLX and therefore has similar view-
ing angles), so the amount of data used in the analysis is
quite large.This analysis best resolves the storm-scale features
throughout the analysis period and therefore serves as a
benchmark for other experiments.The evolution of the storm
from the stage before tornado production until the tornado
lifted is shown in Figure 5. The development of a hook
feature around 2200UTC about 10 minutes before the first

Table 1: List of analysis and forecast experiments showing the
number of radars used.

Name No. of radars Radars used

Control 5
KOKC KINX
KFDR KTLX

KVNX
1RAD 1 KOKC
2RAD 2 KOKC KTLX

touchdown and dissipation just after 2230UTC about 10
minutes before the tornado lifts during the final stages of
mesocyclone occlusion are very clear. Halfway through the
life of the tornado, the storm weakens and the reflectivity
decreases quite rapidly after 2230UTC. This is due to the
full occlusion of the RFD around the tornadic circulation [4]
and decreased updraft intensity associated with a downward
oriented pressure gradient [48, 49]. Wind vectors shown in
Figure 5 depict intense inflowduring themature period of the
storm and weak inflow during the decaying period.

The evolution of the low-levelmesocyclone andoccluding
RFD is visible in the divergence field (Figure 6). The storm
evolves from an elongated diffuse area of weak convergence
on the south flank of the reflectivity contour at 2150UTC
(shown in Figure 6(a)) to a more concentrated area of con-
vergence beneath the area of the mesocyclone by 2220UTC
(Figure 6(d)). Just before this at 2200 utc (Figure 6(b)) and
then at 2210UTC (Figure 6(c)) divergence is strongest wrap-
ping around (to the west and south of) the area of con-
vergence associated with the RFD. The advancement of the
RFD around the southwestern region of the updraft at
2200UTC coincides with the development of the tornado.
The mesocyclone tracks across an area of enhanced low-
level convergence on the front flank of the storm similar to
that in the Lemon and Doswell model [4]. Strong upper-
level divergence is visible at the 12 km level in the analysis
(Figure 7), which can be attributed to the assimilation of data
from radars that are located far away from the storm. As the
storm progressed to the east-northeast, the divergent nature
of the outflow weakened.

The dipole vorticity structure simulated by Klemp and
Wilhelmson [49] and discussed by Rotunno [50] is clearly
depicted in this analysis (Figure 8). The right split storm
exhibits strong positive vertical vorticity at the beginning of
the period with a weaker anticyclonic counterpart on the
northwest side of the mesocyclone. The left split storm also
exhibits signs of the dipole vorticity structure opposite to that
of the right split but with weaker magnitudes of vorticity and
vertical velocities. Since the hodograph in Figure 3 favors a
right split storm, the left split counterpart never evolves into
a mature storm [13]. It is shown that the vertical vorticity
is strongest at 2210UTC when the tornado touched down
(Figure 8(c)).

3.2. Sensitivity of the Analysis to Different Number of Radars.
To investigate the contribution of individual radars to the
control analysis, two more 3DVAR analyses are performed
only at 2200UTC. One uses data from KOKC only (1RAD),
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Figure 5: 0.5 km radar reflectivity and horizontal wind vectors from the control analysis from (a) 2150UTC to (f) 2240UTC at 10-minute
intervals.
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Figure 6: 0.5 km horizontal divergence (10−3 s−1) and horizontal wind vectors with the 35 dBZ reflectivity contour outlined from the control
analysis from (a) 2150UTC to (f) 2240UTC at 10-minute intervals.
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 6 (horizontal divergence, 10−3 s−1) but for 12 km height and 20-minute intervals.

and another uses data fromKOKC andKTLX (2RAD).When
assimilating radar data over a period of time, the effects
of unavailable data above the highest elevation level of the
volume scan, referred to as the cone of silence, may be
minimized by using a storm scale NWP model to estimate
quantities in regions that are unobservable [34–36]. For this
experiment, however, the analysis does not make use of data
assimilation cycles from a storm-scale NWP model to fill in
the gaps between observations. Therefore, in regions of no
radar coverage, the analysis relies heavily on the background,
the spatial spreading of observation information through
background error correlations, and the mass continuity
constraint to fill in the gaps (conventional upper air data are
usually very limited).The impact of decreased radar coverage
is most clearly depicted in Figure 9.

When radar data from KOKC only (1RAD), located
closest to the storm, are used, the ability to obtain cross-beam
winds is very limited. Even at the 3 km level (Figure 9(e)), a
significant part of the circulation in the storm is missed. At
the top level (12 km), both the reflectivity and storm outflow
are almost completely missed (Figure 9(h)). When data from
both KOKC and KTLX (2RAD), which intersect the hook of
the storm at about 45 degrees, are used, the accuracy of the
analyzed wind is increased dramatically. This is most visible
along the front flank of the thunderstorm at the lowest levels
just east of the mesocyclone where winds are parallel to the
cross-beam component of the KOKC radar (Figures 9(a),
9(b), and 9(c)). The most notable impact of the radars is in
the reflectivity structure. Both experiments with one and two
radars that are close to the storm miss significant parts of
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Figure 8: 3 km vertical vorticity (10−5 s−1) and horizontal wind vectors with the 35 dBZ reflectivity contour outlined from the control analysis
from (a) 2150UTC to (f) 2240UTC at 10-minute intervals.
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Figure 9: Reflectivity and horizontal wind vectors at 2200UTC for the control analysis at (a) 1 km, (d) 3 km, and (g) 12 km level and for the
1RAD experiment ((b), (e), (h)) and for the 2RAD experiment ((c), (f), (i)).
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Figure 10: East–west cross section of reflectivity and wind vectors through the center of the storm at 2200UTC for the (a) control analysis,
(b) the 1RAD analysis, and (c) the 2RAD analysis.

the reflectivity structure owing to the cone of silence (Figures
9(h), and 9(i)). This artifact is eliminated when data from
three other radars (KVNX, KINX, and KFDR) far away from
the storm are used, as depicted in the control analysis (Figures
9(a), 9(d), and 9(g)). The ability of the analysis scheme to
resolve the structure of the updrafts and downdrafts within
the storm is also improved when using all available radars.
This is most evident when looking at a cross section as shown
in Figure 10. The higher vertical velocities in the updraft are
resolved only when at least two radars are used. In the control
analysis, the additional radar data from radars located far
from the storm help resolve the anvil structure above the
10 km level (Figure 10(a)) up to 20 km.

When assimilating data from only KOKC, low-level con-
vergence is weak, and upper-level divergence is almost miss-
ing (Figures 11(b) and 11(e)). When two close radars KTLX
and KOKC are used, the low-level convergence is more pro-
nounced when compared to using a single radar (Figure 11(b)

versus Figure 11(c)), but the upper-level divergence is still
missing. Only when assimilating data from radars located
further away from the storm are used, do areas of upper-level
divergence, which are consistent with the Lemon andDoswell
[4] model, appear in the analysis (Figure 11(d)).

When observations of the storm structure are incomplete
(as with the analyses performed by using data from only one
radar), the variational analysis technique acts to fill in the
gaps with values obtained from other sources (surface and
upper air), as well as information from the background state.
While providing a reasonable estimate to the state of the
atmosphere in synoptic and mesoscale data assimilation,
sounding and profiler data, when available, are rather crude
estimates of the true state of the atmosphere when deep
convection is present.

In summary, the control analysis captures the structure
and evolution of the supercell using information from mul-
tiple radars. Features at both the low and upper levels are
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Figure 11: Divergence (10−3 s−1) and horizontal wind vectors at 2200UTC with 35 dBZ reflectivity contour outlined in black for the control
analysis at (a) 1 km, (d) 12 km, and level and for the 1RAD experiment ((b), (e)) and for the 2RAD experiment ((c), (f)).

well resolved. These storm scale features are most appar-
ent when examining convergence and vorticity within the
analysis that depict a developing and strengthening low-level
mesocyclone. Thus, a complete set of analyses of the storm
is obtained when using data from radars located both close
and far away from the storm, a strategy often overlooked in
previous investigations.

3.3. Sensitivity of the Forecast to Different Number of Radars.
Three forecast experiments are performed using initial con-
ditions similar to those produced with data from one, two,
and five radars to examine the sensitivity of a forecast to
the number of radars used. To limit the amount of noise
from radar data, only radar reflectivity and radial velocity in
regions of high reflectivity (greater than 50 dBZ) and close
to the convection were assimilated. All three forecasts are
initialized using the 3DVAR analysis at 2155UTC.

The forecast 0.5 km vertical vorticity and horizontal wind
vectors between 2200UTC and 2220UTC are shown in
Figure 12 at ten-minute intervals with the observed tornado
damage path.TheKOKC forecast, assimilating data fromonly
one radar, shows the storm moving in a north-northeasterly
direction, away from the actual tornado damage path. In
addition, the simulation produces only low levels of positive
and negative vorticity. The 2RAD forecast (Figures 12(d)–
12(f)) used data from only the KTLX and KOKC radars, and
although it captured more of the low-level wind structure
than the KOKC experiment, their volume scans still did not
observe the top portion of the storm. This forecast predicts
storm movement closer to the observed damage path than
the KOKC experiment, but still to the north of the observed
tornado damage path. In general, both these forecasts without
the observations in the upper levels of the thunderstorm
deviated to the north of the tornado damage path.The control
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Figure 12: 0.5 km vertical vorticity (10−5 s−1) and horizontal wind vectors for the 1RAD forecast ((a)–(c)), 2RAD forecast ((d)–(f)), and
control forecast ((g)–(i)) initialized at 2155UTC and shown at 10-minute intervals starting at 2200UTC until 2220UTC. Vorticity values
greater than 2 × 10−2 s−1 are shown as transparent. The thicker black line denotes the location of the observed damage path of the tornado.
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Figure 13: Equitable threat scores (ETS) of predicted radar reflectivity for (a) 15 and (b) 45 dBZ validated using KTLX radar composite
reflectivity.

forecast (using 5 radars) shows a strongmaximum in vorticity
(Figures 12(g)–12(i)) close to the actual storm track. The
storm propagates in an east-northeasterly direction closer to
the observed tornado damage path than the previous two
experiments. The inclusion of radar data in the upper levels
of the convection seems to greatly improve the accuracy of
prediction of the simulated storms mesocyclone in relation
to the actual tornado damage path.

To quantify the improvement of the predicted storm for
the three experiments the equitable threat scores (ETS; [51])
of the predicted reflectivity were calculated usingKTLX radar
composite reflectivity. The ETS scores using a 15 dBZ thresh-
old are shown in Figure 13(a). There is a pronounced
improvement in the ETS scores from 2210 through 2235UTC
for the control experiment when compared to the exper-
iments which only assimilated data from one or two
radars. Between 2205 and 2215UTC the control run does
produce higher scores for the 45 dBZ threshold than the
other two experiments but the improvement is degraded after
2215UTC.

These results are similar to that of Xue et al. [36] for a
1 km forecast of the same thunderstorm but with the use of a
cycling 3DVAR analysis. In their study, only one radar was
used, KTLX, and their storm also propagated to the north of
the observed tornado damage path.The cycling of the 3DVAR
analysis in Xue et al. [36] seemed to have a positive impact
when compared to the single-time analysis used in this study.
In contrast, our study shows that the track of the storm is
closer to the actual tornado damage path when assimilating
all available radar data.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the ARPS 3DVAR system with a cloud analysis
package is used to assimilate radar observations for the 8May
2003 tornadic supercell thunderstorm in central Oklahoma.
The analysis includes observations from five radars, four
operational WSR-88D radars (KTLX, KVNX, KINX, and
KFDR) and one terminal Doppler weather radar (KOKC).
Results show that the whole storm can be properly analyzed

by including radar observations further away from the storm
in addition to those located close to the storm. This aspect
has not received enough attention in previous studies of
convective stormdata assimilation.The radars located further
away from the storm are able to observe the upper levels of the
storm that cannot be captured by the radars located very close
to the storm owing to the “cone of silence”, an unobservable
volume centered directly above the radar due to the upper
limit of the scanning elevation angles. In analyses performed
using data from one or two radars located close to the storm,
the vertical vorticity and upper-level divergence structure are
not analyzed as well when compared to the control analyses
using all five radars.

The resulting analyses are then used as initial conditions
for short-term storm-scale forecasts. Forecasts initialized
from analyses using data from fewer radars proved to be less
accurate.These forecasts had noticeably lower values of max-
imum low-level vertical vorticity and the track of maximum
vorticity deviated from the observations more than that from
a forecast using data from five radars. The computational
efficiency of the 3DVAR technique makes it very suitable
for short-term operational storm-scale forecasts, as has also
been demonstrated by real-time radar data assimilation
experiments over the continental United States [40].
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For the first time ever, convection-resolving forecasts at 1 km grid spacing were produced in realtime in spring 2009 by the
Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma.The forecasts assimilated both radial velocity
and reflectivity data from all operational WSR-88D radars within a domain covering most of the continental United States. In
preparation for the realtime forecasts, 1 km forecast tests were carried out using a case from spring 2008 and the forecasts with
and without assimilating radar data are compared with corresponding 4 km forecasts produced in realtime. Significant positive
impact of radar data assimilation is found to last at least 24 hours. The 1 km grid produced a more accurate forecast of organized
convection, especially in structure and intensity details. It successfully predicted an isolated severe-weather-producing storm nearly
24 hours into the forecast, which all ten members of the 4 km real time ensemble forecasts failed to predict.This case, together with
all available forecasts from 2009 CAPS realtime forecasts, provides evidence of the value of both convection-resolving 1 km grid
and radar data assimilation for severe weather prediction for up to 24 hours.

1. Introduction

Accurate prediction of convective-scale hazardous weather
continues to be a major challenge. Efforts to explicitly predict
convective storms using numerical models dated back to
Lilly [1] and began with the establishment in 1989 of an NSF
Science and Technology Center, the Center for Analysis and
Prediction of Storms at the University of Oklahoma (CAPS).
Over the past two decades, steady progress has been made,
aided by steady increases in available computing power.
Still, the resolutions of the current-generation operational
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models remain too
low to explicitly resolve convection, limiting the accuracy of
quantitative precipitation forecasts.

For over a decade, the research community has been
producing experimental real time forecasts at 3-4 km
convection-allowing resolutions (e.g., [2–4]). Roberts and

Lean [5] documented that convection forecasts of up to 6
hours are more skillful when run on a 1 km grid than on a
12 km grid, and more so than on a 4 km grid. On the other
hand, Kain et al. [2] found no appreciable improvement with
2 km forecasts compared to 4 km forecasts beyond 12 hours.

In the spring seasons of 2007 and 2008, CAPS conducted
more systematic real-time experiments. Daily forecasts of
30 h or more were produced for 10-member 4 km ensem-
bles and 2 km deterministic forecasts ([6, 7], X07 and X08
hereafter). In 2008, radial velocity (𝑉

𝑟
) and reflectivity (𝑍)

data from all operational radars in a domain covering most
of the CONUS (continental US) were assimilated [7] using
a combined 3DVAR-cloud analysis method [8, 9]. Standard
precipitation verification scores show that significant positive
impact of radar data lasts up to 9 hours but the difference
in scores between the 4 and 2 km forecasts is relatively small
[7, 10].
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Figure 1: Observed composite radar reflectivity at 0300 UTC, May 26, 2008 (a) and 3-hour forecasts of the same field valid at the same time
from (b) the 1 km forecast with radar data assimilation, (c) 4 km control forecast with radar data assimilation, and (d) 4 km forecast without
radar data. Panel (b) includes surface wind vectors at 10m AGL plotted at every 80th grid point.

Recognizing that producing better convective forecasts
requires accurately resolving the internal structures of con-
vective storms, the CAPS team carried out real-time 1 km
resolution forecasts assimilating radar data from mid-April
through early June, 2009 [11]. Daily 30-hour forecasts used
9600 processor cores of a Cray XT5 supercomputer at the
National Institute of Computational Science, University of
Tennessee. Each forecast took about 5.5 hours to complete.
In preparation for such forecasts, tests were made using cases
from the spring of 2008 and they represented the first time
ever that forecasts at a 1 km resolution were produced for
a large domain covering the entire CONUS, assimilating
all available data from the operational weather radars in
the domain (see Figure 1). In this paper, we document the
results of one of the 1 km tests as they were produced in
early 2009 in preparation of the 2009 CAPS spring forecast
experiment and compare the forecasts produced at 4 km grid
spacing with and without radar data assimilation that were
produced in realtime in 2008. We also present briefly the
mean precipitation skill scores from the spring 2009 forecasts,
produced at 1 km and 4 km grid spacing with radar data
assimilation and 4 km forecasts without radar data, together
with their comparisons with the reference NAM forecasts.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the forecast model configurations, and Sections 3
and 4 present and discuss the results. A summary is given in
Section 5.

2. Forecast Configurations

The 26 May 2008 test case is a more weakly forced case
highlighted in X08. The 4 km realtime forecasts correspond
to the control members of the 4 km storm-scale ensemble
forecasts (SSEF, X08, [12]), with and without radar data
(named CN4 and C04, resp.). In 2008, the CAPS forecasts
used version 2.2 of the Advanced ResearchWeather Research
and Forecast (WRF-ARW) [13] model while in 2009 version
3.0 of WRF-ARW was used. For this reason, the 4 km and
1 km forecasts presented in this paper used versions 2.2 and
3.0 of WRF, respectively, but with the same set of physics
parameterization options that correspond to the control
member of the CAPS SSEFs of the two years [12, 14]. (The
physic options used by the control forecasts of the two
years were the same. Furthermore, version 3.0 differs from
2.2 mainly in the addition of new physics parameterization
schemes while the dynamic core remains the same. For the
configurations used, version 3.0 produced essentially the
same forecasts results as version 2.2 for the 4 km forecasts
based on later tests.) They are, specifically, the RRTM short-
wave and NASA GSFC long-wave radiation; the NOAH
land surface model, the Thompson microphysics, and the
Mellor-Yamada-Jancic (MYJ) PBL schemes were used (see
X08 for references), together with monotonic advection for
water variables [15]. Cumulus parameterization scheme was
not used, since 4 km and 1 km grid spacings are generally
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considered convection permitting and convection resolving,
respectively, while cumulus parameterization schemes are
usually designed for grid spacings larger than 10 km [16].

All forecasts were initialized at 0000 UTC of 26May 2008
for the test case. Forecasts C04 and C01 are, respectively, 4
and 1 km forecasts without radar data assimilation and were
initialized by interpolation from the operational National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) North Amer-
ica Mesoscale (NAM) model 0000 UTC analysis on a 12 km
grid. The 4 and 1 km forecasts with radar data assimilation,
that is, CN4 and CN1, started from the analyses produced on
the native model grid by the Advanced Regional Prediction
System (ARPS) [8] three-dimensional variational (3DVAR)
system [17] and its complex cloud analysis package [9, 18],
using the same NAM analysis as the background. Full-
volume level-2 𝑉

𝑟
data from 57 WSR-88D radars running in

precipitation mode (63 additional radars ran in clear mode)
were analyzed by the 3DVAR. The 𝑍 data entered the system
through the ARPS complex cloud analysis package, which
analyzes cloud and hydrometeor fields and then adjusts in-
cloud temperature and moisture based on a 1D parcel model
with entrainment in areas of diagnosed cloud and rising
motion [18]. The radar data were first automatically quality
controlled, including velocity dealiasing, then “remapped” to
the model grid through a least-squares fitting procedure [19]
before being analyzed. Hence, the data were essentially super-
obbed to the model grid first. Additionally, wind profiler
and standard surface observations including the Oklahoma
(OK) Mesonet data were also analyzed. The lateral boundary
conditions came from the NAM forecasts. Both grids had 50
vertical layers with a near-surface vertical resolution of 20m.

3. Forecast Results and Subjective Evaluation

3.1. The 26 May 2008 Case. At 0000 UTC, 26 May 2008 (not
shown), a low was centered over Minnesota (MN), and a
weak, quasistationary cold front extended from the low center
southwestward to the western Kansas (KS) border, where it
intersected a dryline that extended southward along eastern
New Mexico (NM) border into northern Mexico (the point
where a dryline intercept a front is often referred to as the
front-dryline triple point, e.g., [20]). Fully developed quasi-
linear convection existed through central KS about 100 km
ahead of the cold front. Another SSW-NNE-oriented quasi-
linear convective line existed in the Texas (TX) panhandle
area, about 150 km east of the dryline at the TX-NM border.
Over the next three hours, these lines evolved into a long
connected line that was further linked with the convection
in the Great Lakes (GL) region (Figure 1(a)). This squall line
propagated eastward and maintained its identity until 0000
UTC, May 27 (not shown), when it was found over eastern
Mississippi (MS), northern Alabama (AL), and eastern Ten-
nessee (TN). During the entire period, the cold front was
nearly stationary; the squall line was therefore mostly self-
propagating, driven by the progression of its own cold pool.
The initial convection-initiating forcing along the front and
dryline was lost during this stage.This line quickly dissipated
after 0000 UTC, May 27.

During this 24 hour period, there were other regions of
convection that interacted with each other. As documented
by X08, the evolution of convection during this period
was rather complex and the morphology of many of the
convective storms was modulated by their own cold pools
and gust fronts and interactions with those of other storms.
Such a situation is more difficult to predict than cases where
strong propagating synoptic-scale features, such as a strong
cold front, play more controlling roles. We demonstrate here
that in the absence of strong large-scale control, the impact of
radar data can be long-lasting.

3.2. Prediction Results. At the initial time (not shown), the
composite (vertical column maximum) 𝑍 fields in CN4 and
CN1 look very similar to the observed, which is due to the
direct assimilation of 𝑍 data. C04 and C01, however, had no
reflectivity in the initial condition (not shown). In addition
to the quasi-linear convection ahead of the dryline and cold
front, there was a large bow-shaped echo extending from
central Missouri (MO) to central Arkansas (AR) at this time.
There was also a line of cells in far southwestern TX, also east
of the dryline.

Being properly initialized in CN1 and CN4, these groups
of convection were accurately predicted over the first three
hours (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)). The characteristics and pattern
of convection predicted by CN1 (Figure 1(b)) in the TX pan-
handle, northwest OK, and KS regions at 0300 UTC compare
very well with those of observation (Figure 1(a)). The asso-
ciated narrow-line structures in CN1 agree particularly well
with the observations.The forecast did miss the development
of a new line segment in eastern Iowa (IA) at this time,
which developed in the model later, at 0500 UTC.Themodel
also predicted the bow-echo in the MO-AR region well,
moving it from the initial central-MO-central-AR location to
the Mississippi River at 0300 UTC (Figure 1(b)). The broad
pattern of CN4-predicted convection is similar, but many
fine-scale details are missing. The line segments in the TX,
OK, and KS regions are not as well organized.This shows the
noticeable advantage of the 1 km grid in resolving storm-scale
structures.

The 4 km forecast without assimilating radar or addi-
tional surfaceMesonet data (C04) is clearly inferior at 3 hours
(Figure 1(d)). Essentially all of the line segments in TX, OK,
and KS are missing. Instead, the model was trying to initiate
new convection along the dryline at the TX-NM and KS-
Colorado (CO) borders and along the cold front now located
at the KS-Nebraska (NE) border and intersecting the dryline
at the northwest corner of KS. In C04, the bow in MO-AR
region ismostlymissing, and the convection in the GL region
is too weak. In this case, the convection that developed in
the first few hours of forecast near the cold front and dryline
was at wrong locations; as we will see later, this has long-term
consequences.

At 9 hours, a time when the direct impact of radar data
measured by standard skill scores for the season average starts
to diminish (X08), the positive impact of radar data is still
very clear in this case in both CN1 and CN4 (Figure 2).
Figure 2(b) shows that CN1 predicted the strong, narrow
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Figure 2: As Figure 1 but valid at 0900 UTC, 26 May 2008, corresponding to 9-hour forecast time and for a selected Midwest subdomain.

squall line extending from central OK through eastern-
central MO very well, including the structure of embedded
intense convection. Its southern end advanced too fast
though, placing it about 150 km ahead of the one observed
in southeast Oklahoma. One possible reason for the too
fast advancement of the line is the cold pool which may be
too strong. Cold pool intensity has been found to be rather
sensitive to themicrophysics, especially the drop/particle size
distributions of rain and graupel, which through evaporative
and melting affects cold pool intensity [21, 22].

Along theMississippi River is another narrow line of cells
that was observed and also predicted accurately in CN1. An
examination of radar data and satellite imagery indicates that
these cells developed along the back edge of the cold pool
left behind by the northeastward propagating bow-shaped
convection, which is at this time barely identifiable in north-
westernKentucky (KY, Figure 2(a)).This line intersectedwith
the main squall line northwest of St. Louis, MO, forming a
Γ-shaped echo. The CN1 forecast of this pattern matches the
observation very well. In addition, there is indication that the
1 km forecast is producing stratiformprecipitation trailing the
leading convective line at the northern portion (Figure 2(b)),
while the observation shows a clear secondary precipitation
maximum behind the convective line somewhat near the
southern end of the line. Such secondary precipitation max-
ima are prominent features within mature squall lines (e.g.,

[23]) but are notoriously difficult to predict in numerical
models, and lack of model resolution and deficiency in the
microphysics had been suspected to be the cause [24–26].
The fact that the 1 km forecast shows a somewhat better
ability in producing the trailing stratiform precipitation is
encouraging. The evolution of convection in other parts of
the domain not shown, including those in southwest TX, the
northern US Rockies, and near the GL, generally agrees with
observations also.

The general pattern of predicted convection in CN4
(Figure 2(c)) is similar to that in CN1 (Figure 2(b)), although
significant differences exist in detail. CN4 also captured
the general Γ-shaped echo, but the embedded cells are
clearly weaker. The southern portion of the main line also
propagated too fast. In general, the 1 km forecast is noticeably
superior to the 4 km forecast; it provides a much clearer indi-
cation of the intensity of the strongest embedded convective
cells.

The forecast of C04 at this time is much poorer
(Figure 2(d)). This forecast never managed to “spin up” the
prefront and predryline convection. It simply evolved the
convection that was incorrectly initiated along the front and
dryline during the first few hours of the forecast, missing the
most significant areas of convection. As discussed in X08,
this failure continued to affect the subsequent evolution of a
complex sequence of convective activities, for the reminder
of the forecast.
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By noon of 26 May (1800 UTC), all of the convective
systems from the previous evening and night have moved
out of the central Plains. The quasistationary front remained
running across central KS, intersecting the dryline that
extended north from the TX panhandle near the CO border
(not shown). In the afternoon, convection was initiated
along the dryline and, to a lesser extent, along the front.
These processes were captured well in both CN1 and CN4
(Figure 3).

In the late afternoon hours, many hail events associated
with the above convective storms were reported. Two brief
tornadoes were reported near Dodge City, KS, between 2300
UTC, 26May, and 0000 UTC, 27May, emerging from storms
that developed near the dryline-cold front triple point. At
2300 UTC, the observed composite reflectivity map of the
OK-KS region shows three groups of convective cells (labeled
A, B, and C in Figure 3(a)), one near the western OK border
(A), one in southwestern KS near Dodge City (B), and one in
the form of more isolated cells at the central OK-KS border
(C). Groups A and B were initiated along the dryline and
B near the front-dryline triple point (the east-west frontal
location can be inferred from the surface wind field in, e.g.,
Figure 3(b), while the north-south dryline is located near the
east edge of the plotting domain), and they were captured
in both CN4 and CN1 (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)) but not in
C04 (Figure 3(d)). InC04, the convection thatwas incorrectly
initiated along the front over 20 hours earlier was organized
into an east-west oriented line and moved to northern OK
by this time (Figure 3(d)); it dissipated over the next couple
of hours. This line obviously interfered with the conditions
producing the actual dryline convective initiation in the
afternoon of the second day. In fact, in C04 no initiation
occurred at all along the dryline, except for an isolated cell
near the triple point (Figure 3(d)).

Group C, consisting of more isolated cells, formed in the
warm sector south of the front and east of the dryline near
KS-OKborder (Figure 3(a)). It is interesting that themain cell
with this group is successfully predicted in CN1 (Figure 3(b)),
but not in CN4, C04, nor in any other member of the 4 km
ensemble produced in real time (X08). The observed cell
became fully developed at 1900 UTC, while in CN1 it reached
maturity at 2100UTC.The observed storm propagated slowly
south-southeastward and maintained its identity until 0300
UTC, 27May. It generatedmany hail reports and a high-wind
report of over 40m s−1 at 2340 UTC.

The corresponding storm in the CN1 prediction main-
tained its full intensity until after 0100 UTC. It gained
some supercell characteristics in terms of the shape of the
reflectivity by 2300 UTC (Figure 3(b)), consistent with severe
weather reports. Despite some difference in the exact timing
and longevity between the observed and prediction storms,
the ability of a 1 km model to predict, about 20 hours into
the forecast, an isolated severe storm that developed in the
absence of obvious mesoscale forcing is very remarkable.
None of the ten 4 km ensemble forecasts that included initial
and boundary condition perturbations as well as variations
in physics schemes captured this storm. In fact the 4 km
member without radar data assimilation completely missed

the initiation along the dryline on the second day. Finally, the
1 km forecast without radar data assimilation, C01, is similarly
poor as C04, and this can be seen from the precipitation
forecast scores presented in the next section.

4. Precipitation Verifications

To complement the earlier subjective evaluation of the fore-
casts for May 26, 2008 test case, we calculate the equitable
threat scores (ETSs) verified against hourly radar-estimated
precipitation produced on a 1 km grid by the National Severe
Storms Laboratory in real time [27]. Such data were first
interpolated to the forecast model grid before the ETS
scores are calculated. Figure 4 shows the ETSs for hourly
accumulated precipitation, at the 0.1 and 0.5 inch per hour
thresholds, for the entire model domain. Clear evident is that
the radar-assimilating CN1 and CN4 start with much higher
ETSs initially, while the scores of C01 and C04 are around
zero before 12 hours. For the 0.1 inch per hour threshold
(Figure 4(a)), the ETS score for the first hour is about 0.45
for CN1 and 0.3 for CN4, indicating large difference in the
short-range precipitation forecasts of 1 and 4 km grids. For
the higher 0.5 inch per hour threshold (Figure 4(b)), the
scores for the first hour are 0.29 versus 0.14, respectively. In
general, the ETS scores decrease quickly during the first 5
hours, and the decrease is the fastest during the first two
hours, especially for the higher thresholds. Such behaviors
are actually expected and are consistent with the shorter
range of predictability for more intense, smaller-scale con-
vection, since errors associated with smaller scale, unstable
motion grow the fastest (e.g., [28]). As errors associated
with very short spatial scales present in the radar-assimilated
initial condition grow quickly, predictability associated with
such scales is quickly lost, causing initially rapid decrease
of the precipitation forecast skill scores. Another possible
cause for the initially rapid decrease in the skill score is
insufficient dynamic and thermodynamic consistency among
the model state variables within clouds when initialized
by the single-time 3DVAR/cloud analysis. More advanced,
four-dimensional, data assimilation methods that are closely
coupled with the predictionmodel are expected to slow down
the initial error growth to some degree. The forecast model
error is another source although such an error tends to have
larger impacts on longer forecasts.

The scores of C04 and C01 remain very low throughout
the 30-hour-long forecasts and never exceed 0.03 (0.02 for
the higher threshold). Between 2 and 19 hours, the scores
of CN1 are up to 0.05 higher than those of CN4 for the
lower threshold (Figure 4(a)). After 19 hours, the scores
are comparable. For the higher threshold (Figure 4(b)), the
differences between CN1 and CN4 become small after three
hours. For grid point-based skill scores such as the ETS,
position errors in small scale features can significantly impact
the skill scores. In general, beyond the life cycle of the initial
convective storms present in the initial condition, it is difficult
for an NWP model to predict accurately the timing and
location of new storm cells, especially when they are not
forced by fixed features such as local terrain. Therefore skill
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Figure 3: As Figure 1 but valid at 2300 UTC, 26May 2008, corresponding to 23-hour forecast time and for a zoomed-in subdomain.The bold
arrow near “C” points to the supercell discussed in the text.
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Figure 5: Mean equitable threat scores (ETSs) of 3-hour accumulated precipitation at 0.1 inch (a) and 0.5 inch (b) thresholds, for the 1 km
forecast with radar data (CN1, solid red), 4 km control (CN4, solid black), and 4 km run without radar data (C04, dashed black), for forecasts
of 23 days from the CAPS 2009 spring forecast experiment.

scores that would allow for a certain degree of position error
are often more useful (e.g., [5]).

To examine the precipitation forecast skill scores for
the 4 and 1 km grids and the impact of radar data on the
4 km grid beyond the single test case present above, we
discuss briefly here ETS scores for forecasts from 23 days
of the 2009 CAPS spring forecast experiment on which all
three forecasts are available; they are presented in Figure 5
for three-hour accumulated precipitation and for the 0.1
and 0.5 inch thresholds. For the ETS calculations, the 1 km
precipitation fields were averaged to the 4 km grid.

Figure 5(a) shows that for the lower threshold, the mean
ETS scores for CN1 are slightly higher than those of CN4
before 21 hours except for hour 12 when the score of CN1
dips slightly below that of CN4. For later hours, the scores are
similar. The same comparison holds for the higher threshold
(Figure 5(b)) although the relative difference is larger. This
suggests that more intensive convection typically associated
with smaller, more localized storms benefits more from the
increased spatial resolution on average. For the May 26, 2008
test case, the difference between CN1 and CN4 is larger for
the lower threshold, but it should be pointed out that the
threshold for Figure 4(a) is 0.1 inch per hour rather than the
0.1 inch per three hours; therefore it actually corresponds to
a higher precipitation intensity. In general, the ETS scores for
all forecasts of spring 2009 are consistent with those of May
26, 2008 test case.

The ETS scores for the operational 12 km NAM forecasts
are consistently lower than all high resolution forecasts for
the lower threshold shown (Figure 5(a)), except for the first
three hours when compared to the no-radar 4 km run (C04).
For the initial hours, the NAMmight have benefited from the
consistency of its own analysis with its predictionmodel. Still,
with the assimilation of radar data on either 4 or 1 kmgrid, the
precipitation scores are much higher even during the initial
hours (Figure 5(a)).

5. Summary

In this paper, we report on the results of the first ever test
forecasts performed for a case from May 2008, at 1 km grid
spacing in a domain covering almost the entire continental
U.S., and the comparison of such forecasts with similarly
configured forecasts produced at 4 km grid spacing in real
time. These forecasts were 30 hours long, and a pair of
forecasts assimilated both radial velocity and reflectivity data
from all operational U.S. WSR-88D radars within the model
domain, while another pair did not assimilate radar data.
These 1 and 4 km forecasts with and without radar data
assimilation are compared. Based on subjective evaluations,
significant positive impact of radar data assimilation is found
to last at least 24 hours for the test case. The 1 km forecast
with radar data assimilation more accurately reproduced the
observed convection than the corresponding 4 km forecast,
especially in structure and intensity. It successfully predicted
an isolated severe storm nearly 24 hours into the forecast,
while the corresponding 4 km forecast, as well as all other
4 kmmembers from theCAPS realtime storm-scale ensemble
forecasts, failed to do so. The positive impact of radar assim-
ilation on the precipitation forecast is even larger on both
4 and 1 km grids. Similar conclusions hold for precipitation
forecasts based onmean equitable threat scores for 23 forecast
days from spring 2009. This study provides evidence of the
value of both convection-resolving resolution and radar data
assimilation for severe weather prediction for up to 24 hours.
We do want to point out that the equitable threat score
examined in this paper has many limitations when applied
to high-resolution precipitation forecasts due to large penalty
associated with position errors. Object-based verification
methods (e.g., [29]) and methods that account for position
errors (e.g., [5]) will be explored in the future. In fact, an
initial effort has been made to compare the number and size
characteristics of storm cells predicted on the 4 and 1 kmgrids
during the CAPS realtime forecasts [30].
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A hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF data assimilation algorithm is developed based on 3DVAR and ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) programs
within the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS).The hybrid algorithm uses the extended alpha control variable approach
to combine the static and ensemble-derived flow-dependent forecast error covariances.The hybrid variational analysis is performed
using an equal weighting of static and flow-dependent error covariance as derived from ensemble forecasts. The method is first
applied to the assimilation of simulated radar data for a supercell storm. Results obtained using 3DVAR (with static covariance
entirely), hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF, and the EnKF are compared. When data from a single radar are used, the EnKF method provides
the best results for themodel dynamic variables, while the hybridmethod provides the best results for hydrometeor related variables
in termof rms errors. Although storm structures can be established reasonablywell using 3DVAR, the rms errors are generallyworse
than seen from the other two methods. With two radars, the results from 3DVAR are closer to those from EnKF. Our tests indicate
that the hybrid scheme can reduce the storm spin-up time because it fits the observations, especially the reflectivity observations,
better than the EnKF and the 3DVAR at the beginning of the assimilation cycles.

1. Introduction

The effective assimilation of radar data into a numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model requires advanced data
assimilation (DA) techniques, such as variational and ensem-
ble Kalman filter methods. A three-dimensional variational
(3DVAR) system, which includes a mass continuity equation
and other appropriate model equations as weak constraints,
has been developed in recent years [1–5]. This system
was designed with special considerations for assimilating
radar data into a convective-scale nonhydrostatic model—
the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS)—and has
been used to provide initial conditions for numerous real-
time convective-scale data forecasts. These forecasts have
been produced since 2008 using grid spacing that varied from
4 to 1 km for domains covering the entire continental United
States as part of the NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed
(HWT) Spring Experiments [6, 7]. For the HWT Spring
Experiments, Level-II radial velocity and reflectivity data

from over 120 operational Weather Surveillance Radar-1988
Doppler (WSR-88D) radars were analyzed using the 3DVAR
system, and ensemble forecasts were produced by adding
additional initial condition perturbations to this 3DVAR
analysis. The ARPS 3DVAR system has also been used in a
large number of real case studies with encouraging results
[2, 3, 8, 9]. Barker et al. [10] and Xiao et al. [11] also applied
the 3DVARmethod to assimilate Doppler radar observations
into the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
[12].Themajor advantage of the 3DVARmethod is its compu-
tational efficiency and the ease by which weak constraints can
be included. However, the truly flow-dependent background
error covariances were not included in either ARPS 3DVAR
or WRF 3DVAR systems at that time.

Compared to 3DVAR, the more advanced 4DVAR tech-
nique incorporates the full prediction model into the assim-
ilation system and implicitly includes the effects of flow-
dependent error covariances through the use of both the
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forward and backward models. In recent years, the 4DVAR
technique has helped improve global forecasts at several
operational NWP centers, including the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, Meteo-France, Meteoro-
logical Service of Canada, and Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA) [13]. Research has also focused on storm-scale radar
data assimilation using the 4DVAR method by Sun and
Crook [14–16]. In these studies, both radial velocity and
reflectivity data were assimilated into a convective cloud-
resolving model. Despite some encouraging results, 4DVAR
for convective-scale applications has been limited to the
use of simple microphysics in almost all cases because
the strong nonlinearity within sophisticated microphysics
schemes makes the minimization process difficult. Honda
and Koizumi [17] report difficulties, including slow conver-
gence, when including complex ice microphysics within the
inner loop of the 4DVAR systemwhenusing a nonhydrostatic
model at JMA.

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is an advanced data
assimilation method that shares many of the advantages of
4DVAR. It has gained considerable popularity in recent years
in meteorology and oceanography since first proposed by
Evensen [18]. For convective storms, very encouraging results
have been obtained in recent studies using the ensemble
Kalman filter method in analyzing wind, temperature, mois-
ture fields, and evenmicrophysics variables from radar obser-
vations of convective storms [19–26]. One of the advantages
of the EnKF method over variational methods is that it can
explicitly evolve and carry the background error covariances
through the assimilation cycles. However, one of the major
sources of error with ensemble-based DA is covariance
matrix rank deficiency or sampling error as a result of a
relatively small ensemble size [27, 28]. This problem can be
more severe with storm-scale data assimilation because the
degrees of freedom of the system are typically even larger
relative to the practical ensemble size.The commonly utilized
remedy to the rank deficiency problem is to apply covariance
localization by a Schur product as introduced byHoutekamer
and Mitchell [27]. This solution, however, prevents the use of
distant correlations that are physically meaningful. Further,
the modification to the spatial covariances within a cut-off
radius by a Schur product also introduces imbalances, and
the effect is more substantial when the localization is more
restrictive [28]. This problem may be remedied or reduced
when using a hybrid 3DVAR and EnKF method.

As discussed above, the 3DVAR method is attractive for
convective scale assimilation because of its computational
efficiency and the ease by which weak constraints can be
added. However, the major shortcoming is that the back-
ground error covariances are stationary and isotropic and
error covariances related to the model equations cannot
be simply defined. In addition, for convective-scale radar
data assimilation, only observations of radial velocity and
reflectivity are typically measured, while all other state vari-
ables have to be “retrieved”; in this case, the flow-dependent
background error covariances, such as that derived from a
forecast ensemble, are especially important. Oneway to blend
the advanced features of both variational and EnKF methods
and to overcome their respective shortcomings is to employ

a hybrid ensemble 3DVAR framework. In such a framework,
a combination of the static background error covariance and
the flow-dependent error covariance derived from an ensem-
ble is used within the variational analysis. For large-scale data
assimilation, such an approach was initially demonstrated
for a quasigeostrophic system by Hamill and Snyder [29]
and further developed by Lorenc [30], Buehner [31], and
Zupanski [32] with different formulations. Another relatively
new approach estimates the four-dimensional background-
error covariances from the ensemble members to produce a
4D analysis with the variational data assimilation approach.
In this method, the tangent-linear or adjoint versions of
the forecast model are no longer needed. This approach
was called the En-4DVar approach [33–35] but was recently
renamed as 4DEnVar [36].

Wang et al. [37] showed that the formulations proposed
by Hamill and Snyder [29], Lorenc [30], and Buehner [31],
though different in implementation and computational cost,
are mathematically equivalent. Barker et al. [38], Li et al.
[39], and Zhang et al. [40] recently reported the capability of
the WRF hybrid system for mesoscale applications. Further
studies have demonstrated the potential advantages of the
hybrid method over both the pure variational and pure
ensemble methods for mesoscale and global applications,
especially for small ensemble size [41–44]. However, the
application of hybrid methods to convective scale data
assimilation has so far been limited. The purpose of this
paper is to demonstrate the potential usefulness of the hybrid
EnKF-3DVARmethod for convective scale data assimilation,
especially when assimilating radar data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the hybrid EnKF-3DVAR system developed in
this study. Section 3 describes the DA experiment design.
Experiment results and quantitative performance are
assessed in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with a sum-
mary and outlook for future work.

2. The Hybrid EnKF-3DVAR Scheme

In the implementation of the hybrid method for convective
scale, the ensemble covariance is incorporated in the varia-
tional framework using the extended control variablemethod
[30, 31, 37]. A convenient approach, initially suggested by
Buehner [31], is to combine the ensemble-derived and static
covariancematrices through the augmentation of state vector,
from k to (k, w) within the 3DVAR cost function, which can
be written as

𝐽 =
1

2
k𝑇k +
1

2
w𝑇w + 1
2
[𝐻 (x𝑏 + Δx) − y𝑜]

𝑇

× R−1 [𝐻 (x𝑏 + Δx) − y𝑜] + 𝐽
𝑐
,

(1)

where

Δx = Δx
1
+ Δx
2
= 𝛽
1
B1/2k + 𝛽

2
P1/2w (2)

is the analysis increment of state vector x, B is the static
3DVAR background error covariance matrix, and P is the
covariance matrix derived from an ensemble of forecasts.The
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control variable k is defined in association with B, and w
is the augmented control vector associated with P. The size
of k is the number of analysis variables multiplied by their
dimension, and the size of w is the ensemble size multiplied
by the dimension of variables. By using control variables
k and w, instead of Δx

1
and Δx

2
in (2), the minimization

procedure is preconditioned by B1/2 and P1/2, respectively.
This technique was first proposed in the context of data
assimilation by Derber and Rosati [45]. The definition of
(B)1/2 is the same as Gao et al. [1]. If no localization is applied
to the ensemble covariance, P1/2 is simply a rectangular
matrix whose columns are the ensemble perturbation vectors
divided by √𝑁 − 1, where𝑁 is the ensemble size. The local-
ization of the ensemble covariance in a variational system
with preconditioning is discussed in Lorenc [30], Buehner
[31], and Wang et al. [37]. The procedure and cost of doing
so were also discussed in these papers. For computational
efficiency, we also use the recursive filter for covariance
localization, as suggested in Wang et al. [41].

In (2), there are two factors 𝛽
1
and 𝛽

2
that define the

weights placed on the static background error covariance and
the ensemble covariance. To conserve the total background-
error variance, 𝛽

1
and 𝛽

2
are constrained by

𝛽
2

1

+ 𝛽
2

2

= 1. (3)

A similar constraint was applied in Hamill and Snyder [29].
This approach for combining two covariancematrices to form
a hybrid covariance provides flexibility since it allows for
different relative contributions from two covariancematrices.
When 𝛽

1
= 1, the analysis is back to a 3DVAR analysis

scheme, when 𝛽
2
= 1, the analysis is mathematically equiv-

alent to a EnKF scheme, and in between, we have a hybrid
scheme that incorporates a mixture of both static and flow-
dependent error covariances. When 𝛽

2
= 1, the scheme is

essentially a variational formulation of an ensemble-based
analysis scheme, and it can be called 3DEnVAR. Though the
dimension of the control variables is increased, the form of
the background term of the cost function remains unchanged
from that of 3DVAR, so that codes from an existing 3DVAR
system can readily be utilized [30].

In the current study, the hybrid system will assimilate
both radar reflectivity and radial velocity data. Within
this system, flow-dependent background-error covariances,
in particular cross covariances between microphysical and
dynamic variables, will be derived and utilized. The single-
resolution version of the EnKF system of Gao and Xue [46]
is used for updating the ensemble perturbations in the data
assimilation cycles. In Gao and Xue [46], an efficient dual-
resolution (DR) data assimilation algorithm was developed
based on the ensemble square root Kalman filter method and
tested using simulated radar radial velocity data for a super-
cell storm. Within the algorithm, radar observations were
assimilated on both high-resolution and lower-resolution
grids using ensemble Kalman filter algorithms and the flow-
dependent background error covariance estimated from the
lower resolution ensemble. In that paper, the DRmethod was
compared to a standard full-resolution ensemble square root
Kalman filter method which is used in this study.

Different from other hybrid systems [40, 41], for this
hybrid method, an extra model integration for the length of
the analysis cycle is needed to produce a control forecast and
analysis cycle. The EnKF analyses are performed to update
analysis perturbations for each ensemble member. Then, the
cost function (1) is minimized to obtain optimal analyses of
control vectors k and w, and the optimal analysis increment,
Δx, is derived from (2). The ensemble mean analysis is
replaced with the hybrid EnKF-3DVAR analysis. Finally, the
initial conditions for the ensemble and one control forecast
are obtained. The above steps are repeated for each data
assimilation cycle (Figure 1).

3. Model and Experimental Design

3.1. PredictionModel andTruth Simulation forOSSEs. We test
our hybrid EnKF-3DVAR algorithm and compare its results
with those of 3DVAR and EnKF schemes, using simulated
data from a classic supercell storm of May 20, 1977, near Del
City, Oklahoma [47]. The ARPS prediction model is used
in a 3D cloud model mode, and the prognostic variables
include three velocity components 𝑢, V, and 𝑤, perturbation
potential temperature 𝜃, pressure 𝑝, and six categories of
water substances, that is, water vapor specific humidity 𝑞V,
and mixing ratios for cloud water 𝑞

𝑐
, rainwater 𝑞

𝑟
, cloud

ice 𝑞
𝑖
, snow 𝑞

𝑠
, and hail 𝑞

ℎ
. The microphysical processes are

parameterized using the single-moment, three-category ice
scheme of Ying Lin et al. [48]. More details on the model can
be found in Xue et al. [49, 50].

For our experiments, the model domain is 57 × 57 ×
16 km3. The horizontal grid spacing is 1 km, and the mean
vertical grid spacing is 500m. The truth simulation run
is initialized from a modified real sounding plus a 4K
ellipsoidal thermal bubble centered at 𝑥 = 48, 𝑦 = 16,
and 𝑧 = 1.5 km, with radii of 10 km in 𝑥 and 𝑦 and 1.5 km
in the 𝑧 direction. Open conditions are used at the lateral
boundaries. The length of simulation is 2 hours. A constant
wind of 𝑢 = 3ms−1 and V = 14ms−1 is subtracted from the
observed sounding to keep the primary storm cell near the
center of model grid. The evolution of the simulated storms
is similar to those documented in Xue et al. [50]. During the
truth simulation, the initial convective cell strengthens over
the first 30min. The strength of the cell then decreases over
the next 30min or so, which is associated with the splitting
of the cell at around 55min. The right moving (relative to
the storm motion vector which is towards north-northeast)
cell tends to dominate the system, and its updraft reaches
a peak value of over 40ms−1 at 90min. The initial cloud
starts to form at about 10min, and rainwater forms at about
15min. Ice phase fields appear at about 20min.A similar truth
simulation was also used in Gao et al. [51], Tong and Xue [21],
and Gao and Xue [46].

3.2. Simulation of Radar Observations. The simulated radial
velocity observations are assumed to be available on the grid
points. The simulated radial velocity, V

𝑟
, is calculated from

V
𝑟
= 𝑢 sin𝜙 cos 𝜇 + V cos𝜙 cos 𝜇 + 𝑤 sin 𝜇, (4)
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Figure 1: Illustration of cycle used in a hybrid EnKF-3DVAR analysis scheme.

where 𝜇 is the elevation angle 𝜙 is the azimuth angle of radar
beams, and 𝑢, V, and w are the model-simulated velocities
interpolated to the scalar points of the staggered model grid.
Random errors drawn from a normal distribution with zero
mean and a standard deviation of 1ms−1 are added to the
simulated data. Since V

𝑟
is sampled directly from the model

velocity fields, hydrometeor sedimentation is not involved.
The ground-based radar is located at the southwest corner
of the computational domain, that is, at the origin of the
𝑥-𝑦 coordinates. The simulated reflectivity observations are
calculated based on Smith et al. [52] and Ferrier [53]. For
reflectivity, random errors drawn from a normal distribution
with zero mean and a standard deviation of 3 dBZ are added
to the simulated data. The radial velocity data are assimilated
and are only available where the truth reflectivity is greater
than zero in the analysis domain.We also use only the data at
every other grid point from the 1 km truth simulation grid in
horizontal, so that the total data used are one-fourth of total
model grid points.

3.3. Design of Assimilation Experiments. We start the initial
ensemble forecast at 20min of the model integration time
when the storm cell is well developed. To initialize the
ensemble members, random noise is first added to the ini-
tially horizontally homogeneous first guess defined using the
environmental sounding.A 2Dfive-point smoother is applied
to the resultant fields, similar to a method used by Zupanski
et al. [54]. The random noise is sampled from Gaussian
distributions with zero mean and standard deviations of
5ms−1 for 𝑢, V, and 𝑤 and 3K for potential temperature.
These perturbation variances are somewhat larger than those
used in Tong and Xue [21], but the standard deviation of
the final perturbations is not necessarily larger because of
the smoothing. Other variables, including the microphysical
variables, are not perturbed at the initial time.The radial and
reflectivity observations are calculated and assimilated using
a 5min cycle in all three data assimilation schemes. The first
analysis is performed at 20min, and 20 ensemble members
are used. A cut-off radius of 8 km is used in most of our
experiments.

We perform two set of experiments. The first group of
experiments is performed to compare the performance of
three different schemes when observations from a single
Doppler radar are used. The second group of experiments
will be performed when observations from two Doppler
radars are used. For comparison purposes, all three methods
(3DVAR, EnKF, and Hybrid EnKF-3DVAR) are performed
with 16 data assimilation cycles where each cycle has a 5min
analysis-prediction interval. The total assimilation period is
75min.

4. Results

4.1. Single Observation Experiment. Figure 2 provides anal-
ysis results of a single observation with three model vari-
ables, showing that ensemble information can provide flow-
dependent estimates of the background-error covariance and
that both the EnKF and hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF methods can
utilize such information to provide flow-dependent analysis
increments. Because mass continuity equation is used as
a weak constraint in 3DVAR [1], the 3DVAR method can
also provide a kind of flow-dependent anisotropic non-
Gaussian type covariance structure for both 𝑢 component
and 𝑤 component (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). However, the
3DVAR cannot provide increments for potential temperature
(Figure 2(d)), though updated potential temperature can be
obtained through a cycled 3DVAR analysis (built up by
integration of a convective NWPmodel, ARPS in this study).
The EnKF provides a flow-dependent covariance structure
(Figures 2(b), 2(e), and 2(h)), and the hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF
provides a covariance structure in between the other two
structures. In addition, both EnKF and hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF
can provide increments for unobserved variables, such as
potential temperature which is not directly related to radial
velocity (Figures 2(h) and 2(i)). Because the mass continuity
equation is used as a weak constraint in 3DVAR, this actually
provides a physical constraint for three components of wind
field. Similar to Buehner [31] and to take advantage of both
3DVAR and EnKF methods, 50/50 weightings are chosen in
the cost function.
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Figure 2: Wind vectors: 𝑢-component increment by using (a) 3DVAR, (b) EnKF, and (c) hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF, 𝑤-component increment by
using (d) 3DVAR, (e) EnKF, and (f) hybrid 3DVAR-EnKF, and potential temperature increment by using (g) 3DVAR, (h) EnKF, and (i) hybrid
3DVAR-EnKF by assimilating a single radial velocity at the black dot.

4.2. Experiments with Single Radar. As stated above, the first
group of experiments is performed with radial velocity and
reflectivity data from a single radar. Figure 3 shows the final
assimilation results after 16 assimilation cycles with 5min
prediction-analysis intervals. The low-level flow, reflectivity

patterns, and the strength of the cold pool from both EnKF
and hybrid EnKF-3DVAR agree very well with the simulated
truth (Figure 3(a)) and are better than the result using 3DVAR
(Figure 3(b)), although this 3DVAR can also establish the
storm structures reasonablywell.Themost obvious difference
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Figure 3: Horizontal winds (vectors; ms−1), perturbation potential temperature (contours at 1-K intervals), and simulated reflectivity (shaded
contours; dBZ) at 250mAGL for (a) the truth simulation; (b) the 3DVAR analysis; (c) the EnKF analysis; and (d) the hybrid EnKF-3DVAR
analysis for the single radar experiment. The time shown is at 100min (the end of data assimilation cycles). Wind vectors are shown every
2 km.

is the reflectivity field in the center ofmodel domain.The area
of reflectivity values greater than 55 dBZ is over extended in
a peanut-shaped region for 3DVAR. The spread of potential
temperature is little bit far to the south-southwest direction
in the southwest corner (Figure 3(b)). But the strength of the
cold pool in 3DVAR, as indicated by minimum perturbation
potential of −7.30∘, is closer to the truth simulation (−7.28∘)
than seen in either EnKF or the hybrid EnKF-3DVAR.

The rms errors of the analyzed fields with data from a
single radar are shown in Figure 4. The rms error calculation
is limited to the regions where the truth reflectivity exceeds
10 dBZ. Figure 4 shows that the rms errors formodel variables
𝑢, V,𝑤, 𝜃, and 𝑞V and reflectivity𝑍 (derived from the hydrom-
eteor mixing ratios) generally decrease with the cycles in
all three experiments. The errors for 3DVAR decrease more
slowly and remain at a higher level at the end of assimilation
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Figure 4: The rms errors of the analysis and forecast for the 3DVAR, (red) EnKF, (green) hybrid EnKF-3DVAR, (blue) methods averaged
over points at which the reflectivity is greater than 10 dBZ for (a) 𝑢-wind component, (b) V-wind component, (c) vertical wind speed, (d)
potential temperature, (e) water vapor mixing ratio, and (f) reflectivity.

cycles than those for the ensemble based methods for most
of model variables. For example, the rms error of 𝑤 is close
to 3ms−1 at 100min for 3DVAR method, while that in EnKF
and hybrid EnKF-3DVAR is close to 1.3ms−1. The rms errors
of 𝑞V for 3DVAR is 0.4 g/kg, and that in ∘EnKF and hybrid
EnKF-3DVAR is below 0.2 k/kg. While these differences are
significant, the error levels late in the assimilation period for
EnKF and hybrid EnKF-3DVAR are unrealistically low due
to the perfect model assumption. For real data cases where
model error exists, the analysis errors are likely to be much

larger (see, for example, Dowell et al. [22, 23]). For systems
containing discrete intense updrafts, the rms error tends
to exaggerate errors because of small spatial displacement
and/or structure discrepancies, such as those seen in Figure 4.
So the results for 3DVARmay still be reasonable. It should be
noted that for most of model variables, the performance of
EnKF and hybrid methods is very close to each other, with
EnKF a little bit better. Interestingly, the differences among
the rms errors for 𝑍 in different experiments are smallest
(Figure 4(f)). The rms error of 𝑍 is decreased to about
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Figure 5: The same as Figure 3 but for the experiment with two radars.

5 dBZ in all three experiments. The variation of rms errors
is volatile for 3DVAR, especially near the very beginning of
the assimilation. The method can decrease the errors from
about 40 dBZ to 10 dBZ in two data assimilation cycles, but
the errors quickly increase to above 20 dBZ after the 5 min
model integration step. The rms errors for the EnKF method
decrease more smoothly throughout the data assimilation
cycles because of its statistical nature. Perhaps the advantage
of hybrid method is most obvious for reflectivity, as it fits
the observed reflectivity field more closely than the other two

methods. Though the evolution of rms errors is also volatile
for the first 10 minutes, it quickly settles down, and its rms
errors are the lowest among all three methods.

4.3. Experiments with Two Radars. The second group of
experiments is performedwith radar data from two simulated
Doppler radars. Figure 5 shows the final assimilation results
after 16 assimilation cycles. As expected, the low-level flow,
reflectivity patterns, and the strength of the cold pool look
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Figure 6: The same as Figure 4 but for the experiment with two radars.

much better (Figure 5(b)) for 3DVAR (Figure 5(b)), espe-
cially for the reflectivity field. The pattern for potential tem-
perature is improved when compared with the single radar
experiment (Figure 3(b)) but is still not as good as the truth
simulation (Figure 5(a)) and that for EnKF (Figure 5(c)) and
the hybrid EnKF-3DVAR (Figure 5(d)). So with more data
used, the results for 3DVAR are improved. Again, the most
obvious improvement is for the reflectivity field in the center
of model domain.The area with reflectivity values larger than
55 dBZ is more similar to the shape of truth simulation. The
storm structure for all three methods is well established by

the end of data assimilation at 100min of reference model
assimilation time.The variation of rms errors for the analyzed
fields using data from two radars is shown in Figure 6. It is not
surprising that the rms errors for model 𝑢 and V are much
improved for 3DVAR. For the first several data assimilation
cycles, the errors for 3DVAR are the lowest. With more
cycles, the errors for the hybrid method become the lowest
among threemethods. Formost of variables (except potential
temperature), the errors for 3DVAR decrease more quickly
than seen in the other two methods for the first several data
assimilation cycles but then remain at higher levels for later
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DA cycles. The variation of rms errors is less volatile when
data from two radars are used compared to when data from
a single radar is used for 3DVAR.The other features are quite
similar to the cases when data from a single radar are used.

5. Summary and Future Work

A hybrid EnKF-3DVAR data assimilation system has been
developed based on existing 3DVAR and ensemble Kalman
filter (EnKF) programs within the ARPS model. The algo-
rithm uses the extended control variable approach to com-
bine the static and ensemble-derived flow-dependent forecast
error covariances [30, 31, 37].

The method is applied to the assimilation of radar data
from a simulated supercell storm. Two groups of experiments
are performed using different amounts of radar data. Results
obtained using 3DVAR (with static covariances entirely),
hybrid EnKF-3DVAR, and EnKF are compared. When data
from a single radar are used, results show that after 16 cycles
of data assimilation, the EnKF and hybrid schemes provide
similar results. When evaluated in term of rms errors, the
EnKF provides slightly better results for the model dynamic
variables, while the hybrid provides slightly better results
for the hydrometeor related variables. Though the storm
structures can be established reasonably well using 3DVAR,
its rms errors are generally worse than those from the other
two methods. When data from two radars are used, the rms
errors for the hybrid method are smallest for most of the
model variables. With two radars, the results from 3DVAR
are close to those fromEnKF.These tests also indicate that the
hybrid scheme can reduce the storm spin-up time because it
fits the observations, especially the reflectivity observations,
better than the EnKF and the 3DVAR at the beginning of
the assimilation cycles. Thus, precipitation exists from the
beginning of the model integration.

Our future studies will try to answer a number of key
questions within the hybrid EnKF-3DVAR framework just
described.They include the following. (1)What is the optimal
choice for the relative weight of the static and flow-dependent
covariances for storm scale radar data assimilation? (2)What
is the optimal combination of ensemble size and grid spacing
for a specific computational cost? (3) How does the overall
performance of the proposed method compare with 3DVAR
and EnKF methods when model error is present? More
sensitivity experiments will be performed to answer these
questions in the near future, and results will likely help us
to solve the challenges of applying this method to real-world
scenarios. Even if these questions are successfully answered,
the high computational cost of this method is still likely to
be a big hurdle. For this, we will apply the dual-resolution
strategy as developed for the EnKF scheme in Gao and Xue
[46]. A new strategy for hybrid data assimilation proposed
by Penny [55] also will be tested within a storm scale data
assimilation framework in the near future.
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A diagnostic pressure equation constraint has been incorporated into a storm-scale three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) data
assimilation system.This diagnostic pressure equation constraint (DPEC) is aimed to improve dynamic consistency among different
model variables so as to produce better data assimilation results and improve the subsequent forecasts. Ge et al. (2012) described
the development of DPEC and testing of it with idealized experiments. DPEC was also applied to a real supercell case, but only
radial velocity was assimilated. In this paper, DPEC is further applied to two real tornadic supercell thunderstorm cases, where
both radial velocity and radar reflectivity data are assimilated. The impact of DPEC on radar data assimilation is examined mainly
based on the storm forecasts. It is found that the experiments using DPEC generally predict higher low-level vertical vorticity than
the experiments not using DPEC near the time of observed tornadoes.Therefore, it is concluded that the use of DPEC improves the
forecast of mesocyclone rotation within supercell thunderstorms. The experiments using different weighting coefficients generate
similar results. This suggests that DPEC is not very sensitive to the weighting coefficients.

1. Introduction

A dynamic consistent initial condition is very important for
making a quality storm-scale numerical weather prediction
(NWP) forecast. For this purpose, a large number of studies
have been focused on utilizing high-resolution radar data
to provide better storm-scale initial conditions (e.g., [1–
7]). Since radars primarily observe the radial velocity and
reflectivity, most state variables have to be “retrieved” in the
data assimilation (DA) process. This makes the assimilation
of radar data a very challenging problem.

Three-dimensional variational (3DVAR), four-dimen-
sional variational (4DVAR), and ensemble Kalman filter
(EnKF) methods have been applied to the previously men-
tioned radar DA problem. The 4DVAR method uses a NWP
model as a strong constraint and hence naturally produces
a dynamically consistent analysis. Sun and Crook [8, 9] and
Sun [10] have shown encouraging results using a 4DVAR

cloud model. However, it is very difficult to develop and
maintain complex adjoint codes for NWP models. Com-
plex ice microphysics, which are important for storm-scale
applications but contain discontinuities and strong nonlin-
earities, introduce more difficulties in this situation. All of
these difficulties limit the adoption of the 4DVAR method
in storm-scale NWP operations. The EnKF technique is
expected to generate similar analysis quality as 4DVAR but
avoids the coding of an adjoint model. Many EnKF-based
radar DA studies have been carried out in recent years
(e.g., [11–24]). These studies have shown great potential for
the EnKF method. However, EnKF is not as mature as the
variational methods and so far successful applications to real
data assimilation problems are still limited. Computationally
it has similar cost as the 4DVAR approach.

The 3DVAR method is more efficient than 4DVAR and
EnKF in terms of computation cost. For this reason, 3DVAR
has been applied in many real-time applications. Past studies
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(e.g., [4–6, 25]) have used 3DVAR to assimilate radar data
for the prediction of tornadic supercell storms.The advanced
regional prediction system (ARPS, [26–28]) 3DVAR system,
and its cloud analysis package have been used to make
continental-US-scale real-time weather predictions at up to
1 km resolution [29, 30]. However, the 3DVARmethod is still
challenged by its theoretical suboptimality due to the use of a
static diagonal background error covariance matrix and the
lack of suitable balances among model variables. Research
has been done to address this problem. For example, hybrid
approaches (e.g., [31–35]) have been proposed to provide
flow-dependent background covariances obtained from a
forecast ensemble, for the variational system. Because of
the use of an ensemble, the method is still computationally
expensive and requires further research.

Suitable weak constraints can also be built into the
3DVAR cost function to improve the balance among model
variables and help spread observational information to state
variables which are not directly observed. Gao et al. [36–38],
Hu et al. [4, 5], andHu andXue [39] incorporated an anelastic
mass continuity equation into theARPS 3DVAR system in the
form of a weak constraint to couple three wind components.
Ge et al. [7] further incorporated the diagnostic pressure
equation into the 3DVAR cost function in addition to the
previously mentioned mass continuity equation constraint
(MCEC). The main goal of this diagnostic pressure equation
constraint (DPEC) is to improve the consistency between
dynamic and thermodynamic fields. Ge et al. [7] demon-
strated, using observational system simulation experiments
(OSSEs), that DPEC can improve the data assimilation results
slightly after a given period of data assimilation.The applica-
tion of DPEC to a real tornadic supercell thunderstorm case
showed that DPEC can improve the forecast in terms of the
general evolution of storm cells and mesocyclone rotation
near the time of the observed tornado.

For the real case study by Ge et al. [7], only radial
velocity data was assimilated. In this paper, we will further
examine the impact of DPEC by applying it to two real
tornadic supercell thunderstorm cases by assimilating the
radial velocity and radar reflectivity data together. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will brief the
updated ARPS 3DVAR system with the implementation of
DPEC. Section 3 applies the updated system to the 5 May
2007 Greensburg, Kansas tornadic supercell thunderstorm
case, while Section 4 applies the system to the 8 May 2003
Oklahoma City tornadic supercell thunderstorm case. The
summary and future work will be presented in Section 5.

2. The Scheme for the 3DVAR System

A 3DVAR system within the ARPS model framework [26–
28] has been developed and applied to the assimilation of
weather radar and other data [4–6, 29, 36, 38, 39]. The
system consists of two components: one is the 3DVAR sub-
system, whose purpose is to assimilate radar radial velocity
data as well as other conventional observations in a three-
dimensional variational framework; the other is the cloud
analysis subsystem whose purpose is to assimilate the radar

reflectivity data based mainly on semiempirical rules. The
cloud analysis system not only updates the hydrometeor
fields, but also can adjust the in-cloud temperature and water
vapor fields.

2.1.The 3DVARSubsystem. In the 3DVAR subsystem, the cost
function, 𝐽, is written as the sum of the background (𝐽

𝑏
) and

observational (𝐽
𝑜
) terms plus a penalty or equation constraint

term (𝐽
𝑐
):

𝐽 (𝑥) = 𝐽
𝑏
+ 𝐽
𝑜
+ 𝐽
𝑐
,

𝐽
𝑏
=
1

2
(x − x𝑏)

𝑇

B−1 (x − x𝑏) ,

𝐽
𝑜
=
1

2
[𝐻 (x) − y𝑜]𝑇R−1 [𝐻 (x) − y𝑜] .

(1)

Following the standard notion of Ide et al. [40], x and x𝑏
are the analysis and background state vectors, and y𝑜 is the
observation vector. B and R are the background and obser-
vation error covariance matrices, respectively. 𝐻(x) is the
nonlinear observation operator. To improve the conditioning
of the 𝐽 minimization problem and avoid the need for the
inverse of B, a new control variable k is introduced, which
is related to the analysis increment 𝛿x = x − x𝑏 according to

𝛿x = B1/2k, (2)

where B1/2 is the square root of B; that is, B = (B1/2)𝑇(B1/2).
In terms of k, the background term becomes

𝐽
𝑏
= (

1

2
) k𝑇k. (3)

Consequently, the minimization is performed in the space
of k. The recursive filter proposed by Purser et al. [41, 42] is
used to model the effect of the background error covariance,
or more precisely, the square root of B. Currently, in our
3DVAR system, the background state vector, x𝑏, can be
provided by a sounding profile, a previous ARPS model
forecast, or a forecast fromanothermodel.The analysis vector
x contains the three wind components (𝑢, V, and𝑤), potential
temperature (𝜃), pressure (𝑝), and water vapor mixing ratio
(𝑞V). The observations include Doppler radar radial velocity,
single-level (such as surface observations), andmultiple-level
conventional observations (such as those of rawinsondes and
wind profilers). For the study in this paper, only Doppler
radial velocity data is used by the 3DVAR subsystem and a
2m s−1 observation error variance is assumed for the data.

Term 𝐽
𝑐
in (1) includes any penalty or equation constraint

terms. Currently, it includes two terms as defined in the
following:

𝐽
𝑐
= 𝐽MC + 𝐽DP. (4)

The first term 𝐽MC is intended to minimize the 3D anelas-
tic mass divergence so as to provide the key coupling among
the three wind components.The definition and impact of this
constraint have been investigated byGao et al. [36, 38] andHu
et al. [5].
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The second term 𝐽DP is the DPEC term defined as follows:

𝐽DP = 𝑃(x)
𝑇A−1
𝑃

𝑃 (x) , (5)

𝑃 ≡ ∇ ⋅ ⃗𝐸 ≡ −∇
2

𝑝


− ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝑉 ⋅ ∇𝑉)

+ 𝑔
𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝜌[

𝜃


𝜃

−
𝑝


𝜌𝑐
2

𝑠

+
𝑞


V

𝜀 + 𝑞V
−

𝑞


V + 𝑞liquid+ice

1 + 𝑞V
])

+ ∇ ⋅ ⃗𝐶 + ∇ ⋅ ⃗𝐷,

(6)

where

⃗𝐸 =

𝜕 (𝜌𝑉)

𝜕𝑡
= ⃗𝑖

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
+ ⃗𝑗

𝜕 (𝜌V)
𝜕𝑡

+ ⃗𝑘
𝜕 (𝜌𝑤)

𝜕𝑡
,

𝑉 = �̂�𝑢 + 𝑗V + �̂�𝑤,

⃗𝐶 = �̂� (𝜌𝑓V − 𝜌𝑓𝑤) − 𝑗 (𝜌𝑓𝑢) + �̂� (𝜌𝑓𝑢) ,

⃗𝐷 = �̂�𝐷
𝑢
+ 𝑗𝐷V + �̂�𝐷𝑤.

(7)

The vector ⃗𝐸 is the forcing term of the vector Euclidian
momentum equation. The 𝑞liquid+ice includes hydrometeor
mixing ratios.The �̂�, 𝑗, and �̂� are unit vectors in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧
directions. The overbar represents base state and the primed
variables are perturbations from a base state, 𝑐

𝑠
is the acoustic

wave speed, and 𝜀 is the ratio of the gas constants for dry air
and water vapor. The Coriolis coefficients are 𝑓 = 2Ω sin𝜙
and 𝑓 = 2Ω cos𝜙, where Ω is the angular velocity of the
earth and 𝜙 is latitude. The terms 𝐷

𝑢
, 𝐷V, and 𝐷𝑤 contain

the subgrid scale turbulence and computationalmixing terms
in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions, respectively. When the mass
continuity equation is applied, (6) becomes 𝑃 = 0 where 𝑃
represents the right-hand side (R.H.S) of (6).

Equation (6) is derived by applying the divergence oper-
ator to the three momentum equations of the ARPS model
[26]:

𝜌
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
= −𝜌𝑉 ⋅ ∇𝑢 −

𝜕𝑝


𝜕𝑥
+ (𝜌𝑓V − 𝜌𝑓𝑤) + 𝐷

𝑢
,

𝜌
𝜕V
𝜕𝑡

= −𝜌𝑉 ⋅ ∇V −
𝜕𝑝


𝜕𝑦
− 𝜌𝑓𝑢 + 𝐷V,

𝜌
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡
= −𝜌𝑉 ⋅ ∇𝑤 −

𝜕𝑝


𝜕𝑧

+ 𝜌𝑔[
𝜃


𝜃

−
𝑝


𝜌𝑐
2

𝑠

+
𝑞


V

𝜀 + 𝑞V
−

𝑞


V + 𝑞liquid+ice

1 + 𝑞V
]

+ 𝜌𝑓𝑢 + 𝐷
𝑤
.

(8)

The A
𝑃
in (5) is the error covariance matrix associated

with the DPEC constraint, which is assumed to be diagonal
with empirically defined constant diagonal elements as the
variances. The inverse of A

𝑃
is called the weighting coeffi-

cient and determines the relative importance of the DPEC

constraint and its optimal value can be determined through
numerical experiments, similar to the way to determine
certain weights in cloud-scale variational data assimilation
systems (e.g., [3]). Usually, the constraint terms with their
weights should be of similar orders of magnitude as other
terms in 𝐽 for them to be effective.

2.2. The Cloud Analysis Subsystem. The cloud analysis sub-
system is based on the local analysis and prediction system
(LAPS, [43]) with significant modifications by Zhang et
al. [44], Brewster [45], and Hu et al. [4]. It is used to
assimilate radar reflectivity data into themodel. It updates the
following model fields: rain water mixing ratio, snow mixing
ratio, hail mixing ratio, cloud ice mixing ratio, cloud water
mixing ratio, water vapor mixing ratio, and temperature. The
general procedure is as follows. For each model grid point
inside an area with observed reflectivity, a precipitation type
(rain, snow, or hail) is first determined according to the
reflectivity observation and the background state. After the
precipitation type is determined, its mixing ratio is computed
using reflectivity equations that link the precipitation species
with reflectivity data. The cloud water and cloud ice mixing
ratios are estimated by assuming that air parcels ascend
moist-adiabatically from cloud base to cloud top. The water
vapor mixing ratio is adjusted so that the air is saturated in
precipitation area. The temperature field is also changed in
order to make the in-cloud temperature consistent with the
changed cloud fields. Readers can refer to Hu et al. [4] for
more details.

2.3. Connection between the Two Subsystems. Under the
context of ingesting radar data alone (radial wind and reflec-
tivity), the analysis variables in the 3DVAR subsystem are the
three wind components 𝑢, V, 𝑤, and the analysis variables in
the cloud analysis subsystem can be potential temperature 𝜃,
water vapor mixing ratio 𝑞V, rain water mixing ratio 𝑞

𝑟
, snow

watermixing ratio 𝑞
𝑠
, hailmixing ratio 𝑞

ℎ
, cloudwatermixing

ratio 𝑞
𝑐
, and ice mixing ratio 𝑞

𝑖
. Currently, the cloud analysis

subsystem is a follow-up step after the 3DVAR subsystem
finished running. These two subsystems are separate from
each other and there is no suitable coupling between the wind
fields and the thermodynamic fields. Therefore, there may be
inconsistencies between the different model variables in the
data analysis. These inconsistencies may harm the quality of
subsequent data assimilation cycles and the ensuing forecast.

To alleviate these kinds of inconsistencies, we propose
that the cloud analysis subsystem is done first when it is
used in the assimilation runs. The results from the cloud
analysis package will then be treated as pseudoobservations
and be ingested, as well as the radar radial velocity data,
by the 3DVAR subsystem. DPEC will then act to couple all
model variables so as to help improve the balance between
the dynamic and thermodynamic fields. In this way, it is
expected that a more dynamically consistent analysis will
be achieved and the following data assimilation cycles and
the subsequent forecast will be improved. In practice, the
hydrometeors are updated directly by the cloud analysis
subsystem. The temperature and water vapor mixing ratio
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fields are updated in the 3DVAR subsystem by treating the
corresponding results obtained from the cloud analysis sub-
system as pseudoobservations. The assumed error variances
for the pseudoobservations 𝜃 and 𝑞V are 0.5 K and 5 ×

10
−4 g (kg)−1, respectively.

3. The 5 May 2007 Greensburg Tornadic
Supercell Storm Case

The 5 May 2007 Greensburg, Kansas (KS) tornadic thunder-
storm complex produced 18 tornadoes in the Dodge City area
and additional 47 tornado reports in Kansas, Nebraska, and
Missouri. One tornado was the strongest observed in recent
years. This tornado started moving through Greensburg at
0245 UTC 5May 2007 (2145 CDT 4May) and destroyed over
90% of the town. The tornado damage was rated at EF5—the
highest rating on the Enhanced Fujita scale [46]. A detailed
description of the supercell that spawned this tornado and
its environmental setting can be found in Bluestein [47] and
Stensrud and Gao [6].

For this real data case, we used a 3 km grid spacing with
200 × 200 grid points in the horizontal. The ARPS model
domain is shown in Figure 1. The domain was selected with
sufficient coverage to contain the principal features of interest
whilemaintaining somedistance between the primary storms
and the lateral boundaries. The model uses 47 terrain fol-
lowing vertical layers with nonlinear vertical stretching via
a hyperbolic tangent function that yields a spacing of 100m
at the ground and expands to approximately 800m at the top
of the domain. The Lin three-ice microphysical scheme [48]
was used together with a 1.5-order turbulent kinetic energy
subgrid parameterization. A wave radiation condition was
applied at the top boundary and rigid-wall conditions were
applied to the bottom boundary.

The impact of the DPEC will be discussed in terms of the
quality of ensuing forecasts instead of the analysis because no
truth or high-resolution observation is available for verifica-
tion of the analysis. Four experiments were conducted for this
case (Table 1). The first experiment did not include DPEC in
𝐽 and will be referred to as experiment NoDP1. The second
experiment used DPEC with the DP weighting coefficient
of 1.0E8 and is referred to as experiment DP1. The third
and fourth experiments were similar to DP1 except that the
DP weighting coefficients were multiplied and divided by 5,
respectively. They are referred to as experiments DP1m5 and
DP1d5, respectively. In all of the previously four experiments
the mass continuity equation constraint was used with the
MC weighting coefficient of 1.0E8.

For all the previously mentioned four experiments, data
from five radars at Dodge City, Kansas (KDDC), Vance Air
Force Base, Oklahoma (KVNX), Wichita, Kansas (KICT),
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (KTLX), and Amarillo, Texas
(KAMA), was used (Figure 1). A quality control procedure
was applied before the use of the radar data, which included
clutter removal and velocity dealiasing using SOLOII soft-
ware from the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR). The initial analysis background and the boundary
conditions came from the mean of a mesoscale ensemble

KDDC

KVNX

KICTGreensburg

KAMA KTLX

Figure 1: The model domain with county boundaries for the 5 May
2007 Greensburg tornadic supercell thunderstorm case study. The
five radars as well as their 230 km range circles are also shown. The
black dot shows the location of the town of Greensburg. The black
bold inner box illustrates the domain coverage in Figure 2.

Table 1: List of data assimilation experiments (DP stands for “diag-
nostic pressure equation”).

Case name Experiment name DP weighting coefficient

5 May 2007
Greensburg case

NODP1 0
DP1 1𝐸8

DP1d5 2𝐸7

DP1m5 5𝐸8

8 May 2003
OKC case

NODP2 0
DP2 1𝐸8

DP2d5 2𝐸7

DP2m5 5𝐸8

assimilation system run at 30 km grid spacing [6]. While
Stensrud and Gao [6] performed a 3DVAR analysis at only
one time before the launch of the forecast, the present
study performed cycled 3DVAR analyses with a 1 h long
assimilation period before the forecast. A five-minute ARPS
forecast followed each analysis, and this process was repeated
until the end of the 1 h assimilation period. From the final
analysis, a 1 h forecast was launched. In this way, each
experiment consisted of a 1 h assimilation period (from 0130
and 0230UTC) and a 1 h forecast period (0230–0330UTC).

We now focus the discussion on the dominant supercell
thunderstorm at the southernmost portion of the storm
complex, which produced the EF-5 tornado that hit the
Greensburg area between 0245UTC–0305UTC.Ahook echo
signature was evident at 0230UTC. As the storm reached
Greensburg, the hook echo signature became less prominent
due to the tornado moving in a more northerly direction
and toward the storm’s main core. During this period, the
radar velocity observations indicated strong cyclonic rotation
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Figure 2: Observed radar reflectivity mosaic (dBZ) at 2 kmMSL from KDDC, KICT, KVNX, KAMA, and KTLX Doppler radars valid at (a)
0230, (b) 0250, (c) 0310, and (d) 0330UTC; simulated radar reflectivity (dBZ), horizontal winds, and vertical vorticity (contours staring at
0.005 s−1 with an interval of 0.005 s−1) at 2 kmMSL fromNoDP1 valid at (e) 0230, (f) 0250, (g) 0310, and (h) 0330UTC, and fromDP1 valid at
(i) 0230, (j) 0250, (k) 0310, and (l) 0330UTC. The duration 0230–0330UTC covers the 1 h forecast period. The black dots in (a)–(d) indicate
the location of the town of Greensburg. The maximum vertical vorticity is shown for NoDP1 and DP1 experiments with the unit of 10−5 s−1.

associatedwith the violent tornado.The entire storm complex
moved gradually toward the northeast. After passing the town
of Greensburg, a second tornado, rated EF-3, developed at
the end of the Greensburg tornado’s path just northeast of
the town [46]. A radar reflectivity mosaic was created from
the aforementioned five WSR-88D radars by interpolating
reflectivity data from all radars onto model grid points and
keeping the largest reflectivity value for each grid point. The
reflectivitymosaic was then used for forecast verification.The
evolution of the storm as indicated by the radar reflectivity
mosaic at 2 kmMSL is shown in Figure 2 from 0230 to
0330UTC every twenty minutes. Note that the hook echo is
not evident in these figures due to the use of 3 km resolution
and a smoothing procedure applied in the mosaic generating
process.

To demonstrate the impact of DPEC, we investigated
these data assimilation experiments ingesting both the radial
velocity data and reflectivity data. Figures 2(e)–2(l) show the
reflectivity, horizontal wind vector, and vertical vorticity at

𝑧 = 2 kmMSL from0230UTC to 0330UTC every 20minutes
for the NoDP1 and DP1 experiments. It is shown that after 1
hour of data assimilation (Figures 2(e) and 2(i)), the storm
had already spun up in terms of the reflectivity pattern. The
reflectivity pattern, strength, and location agree well with the
observed values (Figure 2(a)). A rotating circulation and a
strong vertical vorticity column are collocated at the observed
hook-echo region. The storm then moves gradually toward
the northeast, which also agrees with the observations. After
0300UTC, the predicted storm moves faster than what was
observed. In spite of this, both NODP1 and DP1 still made
reasonable forecasts in terms of the general evolution of
the major storm. DP1d5 and DP1m5 produced very similar
forecasts as DP1 and are therefore not shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, in terms of the reflectivity pattern, there is
no significant difference in the general evolution of the storm
between the NODP1 and DP1 experiments. The computed
forecast scores (not presented here) also show little difference,
consistent with the previous result. However, there is some
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Figure 3: The time series of maximum vertical vorticity below two kilometers from 0230 UTC to 0330 UTC 5 May 2007 every one minute.
The horizontal axis shows the time in UTC; the vertical axis shows the vertical vorticity values in units of s−1. The black line is for experiment
NoDP1, the red line for experiment DP1, the blue line for DP1m5, and the green line for DP1d5.
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Figure 4: The vertical vorticity (in units of 10−5 s−1) at the vertical cross-section through the center of the major storm at 𝑦 = 253.5 km at
0250UTC 5 May 2007 for the (a) NoDP1, (b) DP1, (c) DP1d5, and (d) DP1m5.
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Figure 5: The damage path map for the 8 May 2003 Oklahoma City Area Tornadoes (National Weather Service, Norman).

difference in the predicted low-level mesocyclone rotation
as indicated by larger maximum vertical vorticity in Figures
2(j), 2(k), and 2(l) than that in Figures 2(f), 2(g), and 2(h).
As a further demonstration, Figure 3 shows the time series
of the maximum vertical vorticity below two kilometers
every minute from 0230 UTC to 0330UTC for all four
experiments. It is illustrated in Figure 3 that beginning at
0245UTC and through the end of the forecast, the low-level
maximum vertical vorticity from the experiments applying
DPEC (the red, blue and green lines) is much larger than that
from the NODP1 experiment (the black line). Our detailed
examinations show that larger low-level vertical vorticity
corresponds to a better-definedmesocyclone vortex, which is
stronger and deeper than those with smaller values of vertical
vorticity. This kind of behavior is very similar to findings in
Ge et al. [7]. As an example, Figure 4 presents the vertical
vorticity at the vertical cross-section through the center of the
major storm at 𝑦 = 259.5 km at 0250UTC 5 May 2007. It is
noticeable that the experiments using DPEC (Figures 4(b),
4(c), and 4(d)) predicted stronger and deeper rotation than
the “NODP1” experiment (Figure 4(a)). Therefore, it can be
concluded that, for the experiments here, although the use of
DPEC does not evidently improve the forecast of the general
evolution of the major storm in terms of the reflectivity
pattern, it does help improve the forecast of the mesocyclone
rotation associated with the observed Greensburg tornado.

4. The 8 May 2003 Oklahoma City Tornadic
Supercell Storm Case

During the late afternoon on 8 May 2003, a major tornado
hit the southernOklahomaCitymetropolitan area (Figure 5).
It first touched down at Moore, a suburban city close to
and south of Oklahoma City, then traveled east north-
east through south of Oklahoma City to Choctaw. The life
span of the tornado was about 28 minutes from 2210UTC
to 2238UTC. It caused up to F4 (Fujita scale) damages
but no deaths. The tornado is hereafter referred to as the
OKC tornado and the parent storm as the OKC tornadic
thunderstorm.

The synoptic environment on 8May 2003 over Oklahoma
was very favorable for the development of supercell storms
and even tornadoes, as discussed by Hu and Xue [39] and
Romine et al. [49]. The low-level flow was southerly over
Oklahoma all day. A meridionally oriented dryline moved
eastward approaching Moore, Oklahoma. A large amount
of potential instability with 4004 J kg−1 convective available
potential energy (CAPE), 1 J kg−1 convective inhibition (CIN)
and about 25m s−1 vertical shear over the lowest 6 km was
present in the 1800UTC 8 May Norman, Oklahoma (OUN)
sounding. All of these conditions indicated that there was
a high possibility for tornadic supercell thunderstorms to
develop.
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Figure 6: Observed radar reflectivity mosaic (dBZ) at 2 kmMSL from KTLX, KVNX, KFDR, and KINXDoppler radars valid at (a) 2200, (b)
2220, (c) 2240, and (d) 2300UTC; simulated radar reflectivity (dBZ), horizontal winds, and vertical vorticity (contours starting at 0.004 s−1
with an interval of 0.002 s−1) at 2 km MSL from NoDP2 valid at (e) 2200, (f) 2220, (g) 2240, and (h) 2400UTC, and from DP2 valid at (i)
2200, (j) 2220, (k) 2240, and (l) 2300UTC. The duration 2200–2300UTC covers the 1 h forecast period.

At about 2030UTC, the first sign of the OKC tornadic
storm showed up as a weak echo in the KTLX radar
reflectivity field. By 2101UTC, the storm had developed into
a strong cell. In the following hour, the storm grew rapidly
andmoved northeastward. By 2201UTC, the storm displayed
an obvious hook echo signature at its southwestern end.
The hook echo at this time was located just northwest of
Moore, only several miles away from the center of the city.
The pronounced hook echo signature was present until at
least 2235UTC while the parent supercell storm propagated
east northeastward.The storm beganweakening at 2240UTC
and dissipated by 0020UTC 9 May. In addition to the OKC
tornadic thunderstorm, there were three other short-lived
storms (not shown). Here, we will just focus on the dominant
thunderstorm. Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d) show the
general evolution of the major thunderstorm every twenty
minutes from 2200UTC to 2300UTC represented by the
radar reflectivity mosaic at 2 kmMSL.

All experiments were conducted with a horizontal reso-
lution of 3 km. There were 195 grid points in both 𝑥 and 𝑦
directions. In the vertical direction, a stretched grid scheme
was used. It contained 53 layers with an average grid spacing
of 400m, stretching from about 20m at the surface to 770m
at the model top. The model domain is shown in Figure 7.

It covers nearly the entire state of Oklahoma. The evolution
of the 8 May 2003 Oklahoma City tornadic supercell thun-
derstorm was roughly at the center of the domain. The four
WSR-88D radars KTLX, KVNX, KINX, and KFDR and their
associated coverage region are also shown in Figure 7. The
outline near the KTLX radar is the damage path of the 8 May
2003 OKC tornado.

The ARPS system was used as the prediction model. The
parameterization schemes and vertical boundary conditions
used in Section 3 were adopted for the present experiments.
The initial first guess and the lateral boundaries were pro-
vided by a 9 km data assimilation experiment. This 9 km
experiment was done in the same way as in Hu and Xue [39].
It assimilates rawinsonde data and wind profiler data every
hour for a total of six hours. The Eta model analysis and
forecast provide the background and lateral boundaries for
the 9 km experiment.

Similar to before, four experiments (Table 1), that is,
NODP2, DP2, DP2d5, and DP2m5, were conducted in order
to examine the impact of DPEC and the sensitivity of
DPEC to different weighting coefficients. The assimilation
experiments start at 2100UTC and assimilate radial velocity
data and radar reflectivity data every 5 minutes in a cycled
manner similar to the procedure described in Section 3.
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KTLX

KINX

KFDR

KVNX

Figure 7:The model domain with county boundaries for the 8 May
2003 OKC tornadic supercell thunderstorm case. The five radars as
well as their 230 km range circles are also shown. The outline near
KTLX radar illustrates the damage path of the 8 May 2003 OKC
tornado.

The assimilation window was 1 h long and the final analysis
was at 2200UTC. From the final analysis, a 1 h free forecast
(2200UTC–2300UTC) was made.

Figures 6(e)–6(l) show the reflectivity, horizontal wind
vector, and vertical vorticity at 𝑧 = 2 kmMSL from2200UTC
to 2300UTC every 20 minutes for the NODP2 and DP2
experiments. After 1 h of data assimilation, the storm had
been successfully spun up (Figures 6(e) and 6(i) versus
Figure 6(a)). The area of strong vertical vorticity is located
where a hook echo is observed. The storm then moves east-
northeastward. The direction and speed of the predicted
storm are very close to what was observed (Figures 6(f),
6(g), 6(h) and 6(j), 6(k), and 6(l) versus 6(b), 6(c), and
6(d)). Therefore, both NODP2 and DP2 performed well in
predicting the general evolution of the storm. DP2d5 and
DP2m5 made similar forecasts to DP2 (not shown).

Comparing Figures 6(j), 6(k), and 6(l) (for DP2) with
Figures 6(f), 6(g), and 6(h) (for NODP2), we can see that
DP2predicted larger low-level vertical vorticity thanNODP2.
This is further confirmed by examining the evolution of
low-level vertical vorticity. Figure 8 shows the time series
of the maximum vertical vorticity below two kilometers
every one minute from 2200UTC to 2300UTC for all four
experiments. It is illustrated in Figure 8 that after 22:17UTC
and until the end of the forecast, the low-level maximum
vertical vorticity from the experiments applying DPEC (the
red, blue, and green lines) was generally larger than that
from the NODP2 experiment (the black line). As mentioned
before, larger low-level vertical vorticity corresponds to a
better-defined mesocyclone vortex, which is stronger and
deeper. As an example, Figure 9 presents the vertical vor-
ticity at the vertical cross-section through the center of the
storm at 𝑦 = 301.5 km at 2220UTC, which is during the
tornado touchdown period. The experiments using DPEC
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Figure 8: The time series of maximum vertical vorticity below two
kilometers from 2200UTC to 2300UTC 8 May 2003 every one
minute.The horizontal axis shows the time in UTC; the vertical axis
shows the vertical vorticity values in units of s−1.The black line is for
experiment NoDP2, the red line for experiment DP2, the blue line
for DP2m5, and the green line for DP2d5.

(Figures 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d)) predict a deeper column of
high vertical vorticity (>0.008 s−1), extending from as low
as 1.0 kilometers to as high as 8.5 kilometers. The region of
high vertical vorticity (>0.008 s−1) predicted by the NODP2
experiment is mainly in the middle part of the atmosphere,
roughly from 2.4 kilometers to 6.0 kilometers. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the use of DPEC helps make a better
forecast of low-level mesocyclone rotation.

5. Summary and Conclusions

A diagnostic pressure equation was added into the ARPS
3DVAR system as a weak constraint with the goal of
coupling the dynamic and thermodynamic variables so as
to improve the analysis of convective storms and their
subsequent forecast. The updated ARPS 3DVAR system was
tested using OSSEs in Ge et al’s. [7] and applied to a real
tornadic supercell case where only radial velocity has been
assimilated. This study further applied the newly updated
ARPS 3DVAR system to tornadic supercell thunderstorm
studies by assimilating both the radial velocity and radar
reflectivity data.

For both the 5 May 2007 Greensburg tornadic supercell
storm case and the 8 May 2003 Oklahoma City tornadic
supercell storm case, four data assimilation experiments were
conducted with three of them using different DP weighting
coefficients and the other one without DPEC.The four exper-
iments assimilated the same amount of observations from
multiple Doppler radars and imposed the mass continuity
equation constraint.

After 1 h of intermittent data assimilation, it was found
that DPEC did affect the final analysis. However, since there
is no reliable high-resolution analysis of the storm, it is not
easy to tell directly which analysis is better. The evaluation of
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Figure 9: The vertical vorticity (in units of 10−5 s−1) at the vertical cross section through the center of the major storm at 𝑦 = 301.5 km at
2220UTC 8 May 2003 for the (a) NoDP2, (b) DP2, (c) DP2d5, and (d) DP2m5.

the benefit of DPEC to radar data assimilation in these real
cases is examined mainly based on the ensuing forecasts.

It was demonstrated that the experiments using DPEC
generally predict larger low-level vertical vorticity than
the experiments not using DPEC. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that the use of DPEC improves the forecast of
supercell mesocyclone rotation of the major thunderstorm.
The experiments using different weighting coefficients gen-
erated similar results. This suggests that DPEC is not very
sensitive to the weighting coefficients, although very small
values should still be avoided as found in Ge et al’s. [7].

Overall, the addition of DPEC in the ARPS 3DVAR
system had a positive impact on storm-scale 3DVAR data

assimilation of Doppler radar data and on the subsequent
forecast. In the future, the systemneeds to be testedwithmore
real data cases, including tornadic supercell thunderstorms
and other storm-scale phenomena, to further demonstrate
the robustness of these conclusions.
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The previous two-dimensional simple adjoint method for retrieving horizontal wind field from a time sequence of single-Doppler
scans of reflectivity and/or radial velocity is further developed into a new method to retrieve both horizontal and vertical winds
at high temporal and spatial resolutions. This new method performs two steps. First, the horizontal wind field is retrieved on the
conical surface at each tilt (elevation angle) of radar scan. Second, the vertical velocity field is retrieved in a vertical cross-section
along the radar beamwith the horizontal velocity given from the first step.Themethod is applied to phased array radar (PAR) rapid
scans of the storm winds and reflectivity in a strong microburst event and is shown to be able to retrieve the three-dimensional
wind field around a targeted downdraft within the storm that subsequently produced a damaging microburst. The method is
computationally very efficient and can be used for real-time applications with PAR rapid scans.

1. Introduction

Updrafts and downdrafts are the essential components of
storms. Their strengths often determine the type and evolu-
tion stage of storms. Quickly detecting updrafts and down-
drafts and estimating their strengths in storm wind fields will
make timely and accurate assessments of hazardous weather
conditions. It is thus desirable to develop an efficient method
to retrieve both the horizontal and vertical winds, including
updrafts and downdrafts, in real time from phased array
radar (PAR) rapid scans of storms. A key advantage of PAR
over Weather Surveillance Radar 1988-Doppler (WSR-88D)
is the capability to rapidly and adaptively scan storms. With
its agile electronic beam steering, the PAR scan strategy can
be optimized on particular weather phenomena with the
volume scan time reduced from minutes to seconds (Zrnic
et al. [1], Torres et al. [2]). High spatial and temporal reso-
lution volumetric radar data are often necessary to resolve
very fine echo structures, their transient developments, and
movements inside storms (Heinselman et al. [3]). Previous
research also indicates that the retrieval errors can be reduced

if the reflectivity and radial-velocity fields are sampled more
frequently (Qiu and Xu [4], Shapiro et al. [5]).

Since Doppler radar observations are limited mainly to
reflectivity and radial-component velocity (along the radar
beam) and there is no direct measurement of the remaining
two wind components perpendicular to the radar beam,
a two-dimensional simple adjoint (2D-SA) method was
developed by Qiu and Xu [6] to retrieve the horizontal wind
field from radar scans at low-elevation angles. In this 2D-SA
method, a simplified reflectivity advection equation which is
used to predict the reflectivity and the time-mean velocity
that advects the reflectivity field in this equation is estimated
byminimizing the difference between the radar observed and
predicted reflectivity fields.Themethod was then refined and
successfully tested with many real radar observations (Xu
et al. [7, 8]). Built on the above success, a three-dimensional
simple adjoint (3D-SA) method was developed by Xu
et al. [9]. By using the full momentum equations and the
mass continuity equation as weak constraints, this 3D-SA
method can retrieve the three-dimensional wind field and
the perturbation potential temperature field, similarly to
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the four-dimensional adjoint (4DA) method with a complete
system of dynamic and thermodynamic equations (Sun and
Crook [10]). Computationally, this 3D-SA method is more
efficient than the 4DA method but still too expensive to
apply to real-time observations from PAR rapid scans. As the
control variable dimension in the 3D-SA method is much
larger than that in the 2D-SA method, the 3D-SA method is
not only computationallymore expensive but also less flexible
to adapt to incomplete data coverage than the 2D-SAmethod.
In view of the above limitations, the 3D-SA method has not
been applied to PAR data. Instead, the 2D-SA method can
be further developed into a two-step SAmethod in which the
vertical velocity is retrieved in a selected vertical cross-section
along the radar beam in the second step after the horizontal
velocity is retrieved in the first step on the conical surface at
each tilt of PAR scans in a targeted domain.The basic idea and
formulations of this two-step SAmethod are described in the
next section.Themethod is applied to PAR observations for a
selected case in Section 3. The benefits of rapid scans and the
usefulness of mesoscale background wind field are examined
in Section 4. Conclusions follow in Section 5.

2. Description of the Method

2.1. Basic Idea. To reduce the computational cost, the hori-
zontal and vertical winds will be retrieved separately in two
steps. In the first step, the 2D-SA method is used to retrieve
the horizontal winds on each conical surface of the radar
scans in a targeted domain of convective scale, while the
mesoscale background horizontal wind field is provided by
the existing radar wind analysis system that was developed
based on the statistic interpolation for real-time applications
with the operational WSR-88D radars (Xu et al. [11]). The
vertical velocity is then retrieved in the second step in
the along-beam vertical cross-section that cuts through the
concerned feature at the center of the targeted domain. Since
the horizontal winds are retrieved in the first step and their
related terms are known in the forecast equation in the second
step, the control variable dimension is reduced in the second
step.

2.2. Horizontal Wind Retrieval in the First Step. The 2D-
SA method is used in the first step to estimate the incre-
mental time-mean quasi-horizontal velocity (Δ𝑢

𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
)with

respect to the background time-mean quasi-horizontal veloc-
ity (𝑢

𝑏
, V
𝑏
), the time-mean source term 𝑆

𝑚
(that includes

the effect of vertical advection), and the horizontal turbulent
diffusivity coefficient 𝑘

ℎ
in the equation of quasi-horizontal

advection of reflectivity over the time period of𝑁 consecutive
volume scans. Here, the quasi-horizontal velocity is defined
as the nearly horizontal component of the three-dimensional
vector velocity projected onto the conical surface of radar
scan, and the quasi-horizontal advection is the advection
produced by the quasi-horizontal velocity on the conical
surface of radar scan. In this first step, (Δ𝑢

𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚
, 𝑘
ℎ
) are

estimated by minimizing the following cost function:

𝐽 = 𝐽
𝜂
+ 𝐽vr + 𝐽𝑑 + 𝐽V + 𝐽𝑏. (1)

The first term in (1) measures the difference between the
predicted reflectivity 𝜂 and the observed reflectivity 𝜂ob, and
this term is given by

𝐽
𝜂
= ∫

𝜏

∬

𝐷ℎ

𝑊
𝜂
(𝜂 − 𝜂ob)

2

𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑡, (2)

where 𝐷
ℎ
is the horizontal area on the conical surface of

radar scan in the targeted retrieval domain,𝑊
𝜂
is the weight,

𝜏 = (𝑁 − 1)Δ𝜏 is the time period covering the 𝑁 sequential
volume scans, and Δ𝜏 is the time elapsed for each volume
scan. Here, 𝜂 is predicted by the following quasi-horizontal
advection equation:

𝜕
𝑡
𝜂 + 𝑢
𝑚
𝜕
𝑥
𝜂 + V
𝑚
𝜕
𝑦
𝜂 − 𝑘
ℎ
(𝜕
2

𝑥

𝜂 + 𝜕
2

𝑦

𝜂) = 𝑆
𝑚
, (3a)

with 𝜂 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜂ob (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) at the boundary of 𝐷
ℎ
,

(3b)
𝜂 (0, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜂ob (0, 𝑥, 𝑦) at the initial time, (3c)

where (𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑚
) = (𝑢

𝑏
+Δ𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑏
+ΔV
𝑚
) is the estimated time-

mean quasi-horizontal velocity (including the projection of
hydrometeors’ terminal velocity onto the radar beam).

The second term in (1) measures the difference between
the estimated time-mean radial velocity Vrm and observed
radial velocity Vrob. This term is given by

𝐽vr = ∫
𝜏

∬

𝐷ℎ

𝑊vr(Vrm − Vrob)
2

𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑡, (4)

where 𝑊vr is the weight, Vrob is the radar observed radial
velocity, Vrm = 𝑢

𝑚
sin𝜙 + V

𝑚
cos𝜙 is the along-beam radial

component of (𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑚
), and 𝜙 is the azimuthal angle of

the radar beam (positive for clockwise rotation from the 𝑦-
coordinate pointing to the north) at the observation point in
𝐷
ℎ
(on the conical surface).
The third and fourth terms in (1) are given by

𝐽
𝑑
= ∬

𝐷ℎ

𝑊
𝑑
(Div)2𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦, (5)

𝐽V = ∬
𝐷ℎ

𝑊V(Vor)
2

𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦, (6)

respectively, whereDiv = 𝜕
𝑥
Δ𝑢
𝑚
+ 𝜕
𝑦
ΔV
𝑚
andVor = 𝜕

𝑥
ΔV
𝑚
−

𝜕
𝑦
Δ𝑢
𝑚
. These terms impose weak constraints on the diver-

gence and vorticity of the incremental time-mean velocity
(Δ𝑢
𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
) to suppress spurious divergence and vorticity

caused by data noises in the same way as in Xu et al. [7].Their
associated differential operators enhance the background
error correlations, according to Xu [12], in addition to the
Gaussian correlations used for (𝜓

𝑚
, 𝜒
𝑚
) in (7).

The last term in (1) is the background term for (Δ𝑢
𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
)

and 𝑆
𝑚
. This term is given by

𝐽
𝑏
= ∬

𝐷ℎ

(𝑊
𝜓
𝜓
2

𝑐

+𝑊
𝜒
𝜒
2

𝑐

+𝑊
𝑆
𝑆
2

𝑐

) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦, (7)

where𝑊
𝜓
,𝑊
𝜒
, and𝑊

𝑆
are the weights (given by the inverses

of the background error variances associated with 𝜓
𝑚
, 𝜒
𝑚
,

and 𝑆
𝑚
, resp.), (𝜓

𝑐
, 𝜒
𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐
) are the control variables related to

(𝜓
𝑚
, 𝜒
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚
) by (𝐺

𝜓
∗𝜓
𝑐
, 𝐺
𝜒
∗𝜒
𝑐
, 𝐺
𝑠
∗𝑆
𝑐
) = (𝜓

𝑚
, 𝜒
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚
), 𝜓
𝑚

and 𝜒
𝑚
are the stream function and velocity potential defined
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by Δ𝑢
𝑚
= −𝜕𝜓

𝑚
/𝜕𝑦 + 𝜕𝜒

𝑚
/𝜕𝑥 and ΔV

𝑚
= 𝜕𝜓
𝑚
/𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝜒

𝑚
/𝜕𝑦,

(𝐺
𝜓
∗𝐺
𝜓
, 𝐺
𝜒
∗𝐺
𝜒
, 𝐺
𝑆
∗𝐺
𝑆
) are the background error correla-

tion functions with given decorrelation lengths (𝐿
𝜓
, 𝐿
𝜒
, 𝐿
𝑆
)

for (𝜓
𝑚
, 𝜒
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚
), and ∗ denotes the spatial convolution

between the two functions (on the two sides of ∗) over 𝐷
ℎ
.

Numerically, these convolutions are computed by a recursive
filter (Purser et al. [13, 14]). Their discrete formulations (in
matrix forms) are similar to those in (8a), (8b), (8c), and (8d)
of Xu et al. [15]. The time integrations for 𝐽

𝜂
in (2) and 𝐽vr in

(4) are computed by summing their respective integrands at
each time step Δ𝑡 over the time period 𝜏, where Δ𝑡 is the time
step used for the numerical integration of (3a) with (3b)-(3c).
The spatial integrations for the cost-function terms in (2) and
(4)–(7) are computed by summing their respective integrands
at each grid point over the horizontal area𝐷

ℎ
.

The gradients of the first cost-function term 𝐽
𝜂
in (2) with

respect to the control variables (𝜓
𝑐
, 𝜒
𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐
, 𝑘
ℎ
) are computed

from their gradients with respect to (Δ𝑢
𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚
, 𝑘
ℎ
) by

using the recursive filer and related transformations, while
the latter gradients are given by

𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕Δ𝑢
𝑚

= ∫

𝜏

𝜂
∗

𝜕
𝑥
𝜂 𝑑𝑡, (8a)

𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕ΔV
𝑚

= ∫

𝜏

𝜂
∗

𝜕
𝑦
𝜂 𝑑𝑡, (8b)

𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕𝑆
𝑚

= −∫

𝜏

𝜂
∗

𝑑𝑡, (8c)

𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕𝑘
ℎ

= −∫

𝜏

∬

𝐷ℎ

𝜂
∗

(𝜕
2

𝑥

𝜂 + 𝜕
2

𝑦

𝜂) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑡, (8d)

where 𝜂
∗ is the adjoint variable obtained by integrating

(backward in time) the following adjoint equation:

− 𝜕
𝑡
𝜂
∗

− 𝜕
𝑥
(𝑢
𝑚
𝜂
∗

) − 𝜕
𝑦
(V
𝑚
𝜂
∗

) − 𝑘
ℎ
(𝜕
2

𝑥

𝜂
∗

+ 𝜕
2

𝑦

𝜂
∗

)

= −2𝑊
𝜂
(𝜂 − 𝜂ob) ,

(9a)

with 𝜂
∗

(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 0 at the boundary of 𝐷
ℎ
, (9b)

and 𝜂
∗

(𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 0 at the final time. (9c)

The derivations of (8a)–(9c) follow (2.5)–(2.13) of Qiu andXu
[6].

The gradients of the subsequent three cost-function terms
in (4)–(6) with respect to the control variables (𝑆

𝑐
, 𝑘
ℎ
) are

obviously zero. Their gradients with respect to the control
variables (𝜓

𝑐
, 𝜒
𝑐
) are computed from their gradients with

respect to (Δ𝑢
𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
) by using the recursive filer and related

transformations, while the latter gradients are given by
𝜕𝐽vr
𝜕Δ𝑢
𝑚

= ∫

𝜏

2 sin𝜙𝑊vr (Vrm − Vrob) 𝑑𝑡, (10a)

𝜕𝐽vr
𝜕ΔV
𝑚

= ∫

𝜏

2 cos𝜙𝑊vr (Vrm − Vrob) 𝑑𝑡, (10b)

𝜕 (𝐽
𝑑
+ 𝐽V)

𝜕Δ𝑢
𝑚

=
−2𝑊
𝑑
𝜕Div

𝜕𝑥
+
2𝑊V𝜕Vor

𝜕𝑦
, (10c)

𝜕 (𝐽
𝑑
+ 𝐽V)

𝜕ΔV
𝑚

=
−2𝑊
𝑑
𝜕Div

𝜕𝑦
−
2𝑊V𝜕Vor

𝜕𝑥
. (10d)

The gradient of the background term in (7) with respect
to 𝑘
ℎ
is zero. Its gradients with respect to the control variables

(𝜓
𝑐
, 𝜒
𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐
) are derived directly from (7) in the following

forms:

𝜕𝐽
𝑏

𝜕𝜓
𝑐

= 2𝑊
𝜓
𝜓
𝑐
, (11a)

𝜕𝐽
𝑏

𝜕𝜒
𝑐

= 2𝑊
𝜒
𝜒
𝑐
, (11b)

𝜕𝐽
𝑏

𝜕𝑆
𝑐

= 2𝑊
𝑆
𝑆
𝑐
. (11c)

The standard conjugate-gradient descending algorithm is
used with the above computed gradients to minimize the
cost-function in (1).

2.3. Vertical Wind Retrieval in the Second Step. The second
step retrieves the time-mean vertical crossbeam velocity
component𝑤

𝑚
(that includes the projection of hydrometeors’

terminal velocity but with zero background vertical velocity)
in the selected vertical cross-section (𝑥, 𝑧) along the radar
beam in the targeted domain. In addition to 𝑤

𝑚
, the control

variables also include a time-mean source term 𝑆
𝑚2

and the
vertical turbulent diffusivity coefficient 𝑘

𝑧
in the reflectivity

advection equation.The cost function is formulated similarly
to that in (1), but there is no 𝐽vr term since the observed radial
velocity Vrob has zero projection on the crossbeam velocity
component 𝑤

𝑚
. Thus, the cost function consists of only four

terms, that is,

𝐽 = 𝐽
𝜂
+ 𝐽
𝑑
+ 𝐽V + 𝐽𝑏. (12)

These four terms have similar forms as those in (2) and
(4)–(7), but the spatial integrations in these terms are over
the vertical cross-section 𝐷

𝑧
, instead of 𝐷

ℎ
in the retrieval

domain. In addition to this difference, there are several other
differences as described below.

The first cost-function term 𝐽
𝜂
in (12) has the same form

as that in (2) except that the spatial integration is over𝐷
𝑧
and

𝜂 is predicted by the following advection equation:

𝜕
𝑡
𝜂 + 𝑢
𝑚2
𝜕
𝑥
𝜂 + V
𝑚
𝜕
𝑦
𝜂 + 𝑤
𝑚2
𝜕
𝑧
𝜂 − 𝑘
ℎ
(𝜕
2

𝑥

𝜂 + 𝜕
2

𝑦

𝜂)

− 𝑘
𝑧
𝜕
2

𝑧

𝜂 = 𝑆
𝑚2
,

(13a)

with 𝜂 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝜂ob (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑧) at the boundary of 𝐷
𝑧
,

(13b)
and 𝜂 (0, 𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝜂ob (0, 𝑥, 𝑧) at the initial time, (13c)

where 𝑢
𝑚2

= 𝑢
𝑚
cos 𝜃 −𝑤

𝑚
sin 𝜃 is the horizontal time-mean

velocity component along the azimuth of radar beam in the
selected (𝑥, 𝑧) cross-section, 𝑤

𝑚2
= 𝑢
𝑚
sin 𝜃 + 𝑤

𝑚
cos 𝜃 is

the vertical time-mean velocity (including the hydrometeors’
terminal velocity), and 𝜃 is the slope angle of the radar beam
(see Figure 1). Here, (𝑢

𝑚
, V
𝑚
) is the previously defined time-

mean quasi-horizontal velocity vector (projected onto the
conical surface of radar scan), while 𝑤

𝑚
is the time-mean

quasi-vertical velocity component that is perpendicular to
(𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑚
) in the three-dimensional space. Since the vertical
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Figure 1: Sketch of geometric relationship between the components
of (𝑢
𝑚2

, 𝑤
𝑚2

) and (𝑢
𝑚

, V
𝑚

), plotted by the dashed black and red
arrows, respectively, for the same vector k plotted by the solid blue
arrow.The radar beam is plotted by the gray dashed line, and 𝜃 is the
slope angle of the radar beam.

cross-section (𝑥, 𝑧) is along the radar beam, 𝑢
𝑚
is the along-

beam radial component, and hence 𝑢
𝑚

= Vrm, V𝑚 is the
cross-beam component perpendicular to the vertical cross-
section and hence is exactly horizontal. The 𝑤

𝑚
-component

is also perpendicular to the radar beam but is confinedwithin
(rather thanperpendicular to) the vertical cross-section.Note
that (𝑢

𝑚
, V
𝑚
) and 𝑘

ℎ
are already retrieved in the first stepwhile

𝜕
𝑥
𝜂, 𝜕
𝑦
𝜂, 𝜕2
𝑥

𝜂, and 𝜕
2

𝑦

𝜂 can be computed directly from the
observed reflectivity field, so all their related terms, that is,
𝑢
𝑚
cos 𝜃𝜕

𝑥
𝜂 + V
𝑚
𝜕
𝑦
𝜂 + 𝑢
𝑚
sin 𝜃𝜕

𝑧
𝜂 − 𝑘
ℎ
(𝜕
2

𝑥

𝜂 + 𝜕
2

𝑦

𝜂), can be
treated as known and thus moved to the right-hand side of
(13a). This treatment reduces the control variable dimension
and increases the computational efficiency significantly.

The 𝐽
𝑑
term has the same form as that in (5) except that

the spatial integration is over 𝐷
𝑧
, and Div is replaced by the

mass continuity constraint:

Div
3
= 𝜕
𝑥
𝑢
𝑚2

+ 𝜕
𝑦
V
𝑚
+ 𝜕
𝑧
𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

, (14)

where 𝑤𝑎
𝑚

= 𝑤
𝑚2

− 𝑤
𝑇
is the time-mean vertical velocity of

the air motion and 𝑤
𝑇
(≤ 0) is the hydrometeors’ terminal

velocity estimated from the observed reflectivity 𝜂ob by using
the empirical formula of Kessler [16] as that in (5) of Xu et al.
[15]. The 𝐽V term has the same form as that in (6) except that
that the spatial integration is over𝐷

𝑧
, and Vor is replaced by

Vor
𝑧
= 𝜕
𝑧
𝑢
𝑚2

− 𝜕
𝑥
𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

. (15)

The background term 𝐽
𝑏
is now changed into the following

form:

𝐽
𝑏
= ∬

𝐷𝑧

(𝑊
𝑤
𝑤
2

𝑐

+𝑊
𝑆2
𝑆
2

𝑐2

) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑧, (16)

where 𝑊
𝑤
and 𝑊

𝑆2
are the weights (given by the inverses

of the background error variances associated with 𝑤
𝑚
and

𝑆
𝑚2
, resp.), (𝑤

𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐2
) are the final control variables related to

(𝑤
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚2
) by (𝐺

𝑤
∗ 𝑤
𝑐
, 𝐺
𝑆2
∗ 𝑆
𝑐2
) = (𝑤

𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚2
), (𝐺
𝑤
, 𝐺
𝑆2
)

are the Gaussian correlation functions associated with the
square roots of the background error covariance functions

with given decorrelation lengths (𝐿
𝑤
, 𝐿
𝑆2
) for (𝑤

𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚2
), and

∗ denotes the spatial convolution between the two functions
(on the two sides of ∗) over 𝐷

𝑧
. Again, like the constraints

in (5)-(6), the constraints in (14)-(15) can also suppress the
spurious divergence and vorticity caused by data noises,
and their associated differential operators also enhance the
background error correlation in addition to the Gaussian
correlation used above for 𝑤

𝑚
.

The gradients of the first cost-function term 𝐽
𝜂
with

respect to the control variables (𝑤
𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐2
, 𝑘
𝑧
) in this second

step are computed from their gradients with respect to
(𝑤
𝑚
, 𝑆
𝑚2
, 𝑘
𝑧
) by using the recursive filer as described in the

first step, while the latter gradients are given by
𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕𝑤
𝑚

= ∫

𝜏

𝜂
∗

(− sin 𝜃𝜕
𝑥
𝜂 + cos 𝜃𝜕

𝑧
𝜂) 𝑑𝑡, (17a)

𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕𝑆
𝑚

= −∫

𝜏

𝜂
∗

𝑑𝑡, (17b)

𝜕𝐽
𝜂

𝜕𝑘
𝑧

= −∫

𝜏

∬

𝐷𝑧

𝜂
∗

𝜕
2

𝑧

𝜂 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑡, (17c)

where 𝜂∗ is the adjoint variable obtained by integrating the
following adjoint equation:

− 𝜕
𝑡
𝜂
∗

+ 𝜕
𝑥
(𝑤
𝑚
sin 𝜃𝜂∗) − 𝜕

𝑧
(𝑤
𝑚
cos 𝜃𝜂∗) + 𝑘

𝑧
𝜕
2

𝑧

𝜂
∗

= −2𝑊
𝜂
(𝜂 − 𝜂ob) ,

(18a)

with 𝜂
∗

(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑧) = 0 at the boundary of 𝐷
𝑧
, (18b)

𝜂
∗

(𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑧) = 0 at the final time. (18c)

The derivations of (17a)–(18c) are similar to those that lead to
(8a)–(9c).

The gradients of 𝐽
𝑑
+ 𝐽V with respect to the control

variables (𝑆
𝑐2
, 𝑘
𝑧
) are zero. Their gradient with respect to

the control variable 𝑤
𝑐
is computed from their gradient with

respect to 𝑤
𝑚
by using the recursive filer as described in the

first step, while the latter is given by

𝜕 (𝐽
𝑑
+ 𝐽V)

𝜕𝑤
𝑚

= −2𝑊
𝑑
(
cos 𝜃𝜕Div

3

𝜕𝑧
−
sin 𝜃𝜕Div

3

𝜕𝑥
)

+ 2𝑊V (
cos 𝜃𝜕Vor

𝑧

𝜕𝑥
−
sin 𝜃𝜕Vor

𝑧

𝜕𝑧
) .

(19)

The gradient of the background term 𝐽
𝑏
with respect to

𝑘
𝑧
is zero. Its gradients with respect to the control variables

(𝑤
𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐2
) are derived directly from (16) in the following forms:

𝜕𝐽
𝑏

𝜕𝑤
𝑐

= 2𝑊
𝑤
𝑤
𝑐
,

𝜕𝐽
𝑏

𝜕𝑆
𝑐2

= 2𝑊
𝑆
𝑆
𝑐2
.

(20)

The standard conjugate-gradient descending algorithm is
used again to minimize the cost-function in (12) in this
second step.The initial guesses of (𝑤

𝑐
, 𝑆
𝑐2
) are set to zero, and

the algorithm converges in less than 100 iterations.
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3. Application to PAR Data

3.1. PAR Observations and Mesoscale BackgroundWind Field.
The multimission PAR, located at the National Weather
Radar Testbed (NWRT), Norman, Oklahoma, is a research
radar using a converted U.S. Navy SPY-1A phased array
antenna. This PAR has essentially the same wavelength
(9.4 cm in S band) and range resolution (250m) as the WSR-
88D radars, and it can mimic WSR-88D volume coverage
patterns (VCPs) and collect data at similar pulse repetition
intervals. The most significant difference between the PAR
and theWSR-88D is that the phased array antenna forms each
beam electronically by controlling the phases of transmit-
receive elements and thus can scan storms rapidly and
adaptively. With its rapid scan capability, the PAR captured
the rapid evolution of a severe storm produced microburst
at the 20 km radial range to the south-southwest during the
early evening of July 10, 2006. The PAR applied a beam
multiplexing scanning strategy to volume coverage pattern 12
(VCP12) for a 90∘ sector scan, so each volume scan contained
up to 53 tilts (with the elevation angles from 0.51∘ to 41∘) and
is completed in just 34 seconds. Since the retrieval domain
is small and not very close to the PAR, only 14 tilts (from
0.51∘ to 19.5∘) are intercepted by the retrieval domain and will
be used for the retrievals in this paper. The storm and its
produced microburst were fully sampled in time and space
by the PAR. In particular, the PAR detected a reflectivity core
aloft between 19 : 40 : 21 and 19 : 42 : 20 UTC at about 6 km
above ground level. This reflectivity core produced a strong
downdraft maximized around 19 : 49 : 07 UTC as shown in
Figure 2, and this downdraft generated a strong outflow near
the surface sampled by the PAR from 19 : 50 : 15 to 19 : 58 : 07
UTC (Heinselman et al. [3]).

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the radar wind analysis
system (Xu et al. [11]) is used to produce the mesoscale
background horizontal wind field. For the storm case shown
in Figure 2, this system is applied to radial-velocity data from
the operational KTLX radar at theOklahomaCity Twin Lakes
in combination with surface wind data from the Oklahoma
Mesonet. The analysis domain is centered at the KTLX radar
site. The domain size is 160 × 160 × 8 km3 covered by a 81 ×
81 × 32 grid, the horizontal resolution is Δ𝑥 = Δ𝑦 = 2 km,
and the vertical resolution is Δ𝑧 = 0.25 km. The background
wind fields produced at 19 : 40 : 24 UTC are shown by white
arrows in Figure 3(a) at 𝑧 = 0.25 km and Figure 3(b) at 𝑧 =

5 km (above theKTLX radar site) superimposed on theKTLX
reflectivity images at 0.5∘ and 3.3∘ tilts, respectively.The small
red square in panel (b) of Figure 3 marks the nested domain
used by the two-step SAmethod. As shown in Figure 3(a), the
low-level background flow is divergent (or convergent) on the
mesoscale to the southwest (or northeast) on the upstream
(or downstream) side of the nested domain. This mesoscale
divergence (or convergence) is consistent with the weakened
(or enhanced) upper-level reflectivity in Figure 3(b), relative
to the lower-level reflectivity in Figure 3(a), in the area to
the southwest (or northeast) on the upstream (or down-
stream) side of the nested domain, because the weakened (or
enhanced) upper-level reflectivity indicates that its associated
convective-cell cluster had started to decay (or grow) and

thus produced lower-level divergence (or convergence). In
the nested domain, the background wind field is smooth and
nearly constant at each vertical level. Clearly, the mesoscale
background wind field cannot resolve the small-scale flow
structures associated with the convective cell in the nested
domain. As we can see from Figure 3, the lower-level and
upper-level reflectivity fields have about the same intensity in
the nested domain, and this suggests that the convective cell
in the nested domain was fully developed around 19 : 40 : 00
UTC.The small-scale flow structure associated the downdraft
produced by the convective cell in the nested domain can be
retrieved by the two-step SAmethod as shown in the next two
subsections.

3.2. ExperimentDesign. Thenested horizontal domain on the
conical surface of each tilt of PAR scan is centered at the radial
range of 𝑟 = 20 km from the PAR (marked by the blue + sign
in Figure 3) with the 𝑥-axis along the PAR beam at the 210.7∘
azimuth (as shown by the yellow dashed line in Figure 3).The
domain size is 16 × 16 km2 (as shown by the white dashed
boundary lines in the right panel of Figure 2(a)) covered by a
65× 65 gridwith a horizontal resolution ofΔ𝑥 = Δ𝑦 = 250m.
The 𝑥-axis of the vertical cross section is thus also along the
210.7∘ azimuth and centered at 𝑟 = 20 km from the PAR,
while the vertical domain size is 15 × 7.5 km2 (as shown by the
white dashed boundary lines in the left panel of Figure 2(a))
covered by a 61 × 31 grid with Δ𝑥 = Δ𝑧 = 250m. The total
of 26 volume scans (one volume every Δ𝜏 = 34∼64 s) for the
timeperiod from 19 : 40 : 00 to 20 : 00 : 00UTCare used by the
two-step SA method to retrieve the wind fields over 24 time
windows. Each time window contains 𝑁 = 3 consecutive
volume scans, so 𝜏 = (𝑁 − 1)Δ𝜏 ≈ 1min. The time step is
Δ𝑡 = 2.5 s for the forward integrations of (3a), (3b), and (3c)
and (13a), (13b), and (13c) and the backward integrations of
(9a), (9b), and (9c) and (18a), (18b), and (18c).

The weights and decorrelation length scales used by the
cost function in (1) are specified as follows:

𝑊
𝜂
= 𝑃(𝜎

2

𝜂

𝜏𝐷
ℎ
)
−1

,

𝑊vr = (10
2

𝜎
2

V𝜏𝐷ℎ)
−1

,

𝑊
𝜓
= 𝑊
𝜒
= 10
2

(𝐿
2

𝜎
2

V𝐷ℎ)
−1

with 𝐿 = 𝐿
𝜓
= 𝐿
𝜒
= 8Δ𝑥,

𝑊
𝑑
= 𝑊V =

(10𝑠
2

)

𝐷
ℎ

,

𝑊
𝑆
= (𝜎
2

𝑆

𝐷
ℎ
)
−1

with 𝐿
𝑆
= 4Δ𝑥,

(22a)

where 𝑃 = 0.5[𝜏/(𝑡 + Δ𝑡)]
1/2 is the time-dependent factor for

the weight𝑊
𝜂
and is specified similarly to that in (3.2) of Xu

and Qiu [17], 𝜎
𝜂
is the reflectivity observation error standard

deviation and is set to 1 dBZ as in Xu et al. [15], 𝜎V is the
error standard deviation for the background wind field, and
𝜎
𝑆
is the error standard deviation for the (zero) background

reflectivity source field.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Reflectivity images from 20 consecutive PAR 90∘ sector scans of a severe microburst event from 19 : 41 : 12 to 19 : 53 : 19 UTC on July
10, 2006. Each panel consists of two subpanels: (i) the range height indicator (RHI) display along the 210.7∘ azimuth on the left side and (ii)
the plan position indicator (PPI) display at 0.51∘ elevation on the right side. For the RHI display, the radial range is leftward from 𝑟 = 10 to
35 km and the height range is upward from 𝑧 = 0 to 10 km. The horizontal (or vertical) domain used in the first (or second) step of retrieval
is shown by the white dashed boundary lines in the right (or left) subpanel of panel (a). The white letter C in each left subpanel marks the
reflectivity core. As shown from panel (a) to (t), the reflectivity core falls from 𝑧 ≈ 6 km to 1.8 km in 667 s, so the estimated falling speed of
the reflectivity core is 𝑤

𝑚2

= (𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

+ 𝑤
𝑇

) ≈ (4.2 km)/(667 s) = 6.3m s−1, where 𝑤
𝑇

(≤ 0) is the hydrometeors’ terminal velocity as defined in
(14).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Background wind fields (shown by white arrows) pro-
duced by the radar wind analysis system at 19 : 40 : 42 UTC at (a) 𝑧 =
0.25 km and (b) 𝑧 = 5 km superimposed on the KTLX reflectivity
images at 0.5∘ and 3.3∘ tilts, respectively. The domain size is 160 ×
160 × 8 km3 covered by an 81 × 81 × 32 grid centered at the KTLX
radar site (marked by the blue dot). The blue + sign marks the PAR
site. In panel (b), the red square box marks the nested domain used
by the two-step SA method, and the yellow dashed line shows the
radar beam direction from PAR along the 210.7∘ azimuth.

The weights and decorrelation length scales used by the
cost function in (12) are specified as follows:

𝑊
𝜂
= 𝑃 (𝜎

2

𝜂

𝜏𝐷
𝑧
)
−1

,

𝑊
𝑑
= 𝑊V =

(10𝑠
2

)

𝐷
𝑧

,

𝑊
𝑤
= 10
2

(𝜎
2

V𝐷𝑧)
−1

with 𝐿
𝑤
= 8Δ𝑥,

𝑊
𝑆2
= (𝜎
2

𝑆

𝐷
𝑧
)
−1

with 𝐿
𝑆2
= 4Δ𝑥,

(22b)

where 𝑃, 𝜎
𝜂
, 𝜎V, and 𝜎

𝑆
are the same as defined in (22a).

Note that the variance of the radial velocity innovation
(observation minus background in the observation space),

denoted by 𝜎
2

vri, should be the sum of the radial-velocity
background error variance and radial-velocity observation
error variance, denoted by 𝜎

2

vro. This implies that 𝜎V can
be estimated by 𝜎

2

V ≈ 𝜎
2

vri − 𝜎
2

vro ≈ 𝜎
2

vri if 𝜎2vri ≫

𝜎
2

vro (≈1m2s−2), while 𝜎2vri can be estimated by the spatially
averaged RMS amplitude of the radial-velocity innovation.
Similarly and loosely, 𝜎2

𝑆

is estimated by the spatially averaged
RMS amplitude of the time derivative of 𝜂ob. With these
estimates, the weights and decorrelation length scales are
properly tuned to the above-specified values.

3.3. Results Obtained in the First Step. Figures 4(a)–4(f)
show the retrieved (𝑢

𝑚
, V
𝑚
) fields in the nested domain on

the conical surfaces of six tilts (selected from the total 14
tilts from 0.51∘ to 19.5∘) from the PAR 90∘ sector scans over
the time period of 19 : 45 : 43∼19 : 46 : 13 UTC. Note that the
𝑥-coordinate is along the 210.7∘ azimuth (as shown by the
dashed yellow line in Figure 3(b)).Thus, as shown in Figure 4,
the prevailingwinds in the nested domainwere southwesterly
on the conical surface of 𝜃 = 0.51∘ (around 𝑧 ≈ 0.2 km) but
veered with height and gradually changed to westerly on
the conical surface of 𝜃 = 15.6∘ (around 𝑧 ≈ 8 km). This
feature is consistent with the vertical variation of the
background winds in Figure 3. In addition to this feature, the
retrieved quasi-horizontal wind field exhibits strong storm-
scale variations inside and around the main reflectivity core
area (with reflectivity >40 dBZ) on each conical surface. The
detailed storm-scale flow structures and associated horizon-
tal divergence/convergence patterns are examined below.

From Figures 4(a) and 4(b) we can see that before the
lower-level inflow (from the left boundary of the domain)
reached the reflectivity core area, the flow was not only
deflected rightward but also became strongly convergent
(shown by the dashed negative contours of horizontal diver-
gence) in a narrow elongated area to the left of the reflectivity
core area. Inside the reflectivity core area, the lower-level
flow was strongly divergent, as shown by the solid positive
contours of the horizontal divergence in the reflectivity core
area in Figure 4(a). This strong lower-level divergence was
caused by and tied up with a strong downdraft aloft, while
this strong downdraft is not only revealed by the downward
movement of the reflectivity core as exhibited by the time
series of RHI display in Figures 2(a)–2(t) but also well
retrieved in the second step (as shown later in Figure 6(c)).

On the other hand, as we can see from Figures 4(e) and
4(f), the upper flow was divergent in a narrow elongated
area to the left of the reflectivity core and became convergent
inside the reflectivity core. From Figures 4(c) and 4(d), we
can see that the middle-level flow was weakly convergent or
divergent, and the convergence-divergence pattern for the
middle-level flow is intermediate between the two nearly
opposite patterns at the lower and upper levels. Thus, at least
qualitatively, the retrieved quasi-horizontal wind fields in the
first step captured the storm scale convergence-divergence
patterns associated with the strong downdraft generated by
the storm.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the reflectivity source fields
(see the 𝑆

𝑚
term on the right-hand side of the reflectivity
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Figure 4: Quasi-horizontal (𝑢
𝑚

, V
𝑚

) velocity fields (plotted by black arrows) retrieved in the nested domain on the conical surfaces of (a) 𝜃 =
0.51∘, (b) 1.3∘, (c) 2.4∘, (d) 5.1∘, (e) 12.5∘, and (f) 15.6∘ from PAR 90∘ sector scans over the time period from 19 : 44 : 43 to 19 : 46 : 13 UTC on July
10, 2006. In each panel, the colored field shows the PAR-observed reflectivity (gridded and smoothed by the spatial interpolation on each tilt),
and the black contours (with solid for positive and dashed for zero and negative) plot the field of horizontal divergence. The reflectivity of
color scale is shown at the bottom of the figure, and the velocity vector scale is shown at the low-right corner of the figure.The nested domain
size is 16 × 16 km2 (as marked by the red square box in Figure 3(b)). The 𝑥-coordinate is originated from the PAR site and directed along the
210.7∘ azimuth (as shown by the dashed yellow line in Figure 3(b)).

advection equation in (3a)) obtained as by-products of the
retrievals in Figures 4(a) and 4(e) on the conical surfaces
of 𝜃 = 0.51∘ and 12.5∘, respectively. As shown in Figure 5(a),
the retrieved reflectivity source field on the 0.51∘ tilt is char-
acterized by small-scale fluctuations around zero, and the
RMS amplitude of these small-scale fluctuations is smaller
by several times than the RMS amplitudes of the local time
derivative and advection terms (not shown) in the reflectivity
advection equation. Note that the vertical advection term is
implicitly absorbed into the source term 𝑆

𝑚
on the right-hand

side of (3a), and this vertical advection term includes the
effect of hydrometeors’ downward terminal velocity, whereas
the vertical gradient of reflectivity was small and more or
less positive in the lower level (around 𝑧 ≈ 0.2 km on

the 0.51∘ tilt as shown by the RHI display in Figure 2(d)).
Thus, the contribution of the vertical advection to 𝑆

𝑚
is

weakly positive in the lower level. This positive contribution
could offset the negative contribution to 𝑆

𝑚
produced by

precipitation evaporation (since the evaporation could be also
weak as implied by the small vertical gradient of reflectivity
around 𝑧 ≈ 0.2 km). This may explain the smallness of the
retrieved 𝑆

𝑚
in Figure 5(a), although the source term 𝑆

𝑚
also

absorbs residual errors of the reflectivity advection equation
in (3a) especially those caused by the imperfect reflectivity
observations and imperfect velocity retrievals.

In the upper level (around 𝑧 ≈ 8 km on the 12.5∘
tilt), as shown in Figure 5(b), the retrieved source term 𝑆

𝑚

is maximized in the narrow curved area along and inside
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Figure 5: Reflectivity source fields (for the 𝑆
𝑚

term on the right hand-side of (3a)) produced as by-products of the retrievals in Figures 4(a)
and 4(e) on the conical surfaces of (a) 𝜃 = 0.51∘ and (b) 𝜃 = 12.5∘. The color scale is shown on the bottom of the figure, and the unit is dBZ s−1
for the labeled contour values.

the left boundary of the reflectivity core (as seen by overlap-
ping Figure 5(b) onto Figure 4(e)). In this curved upper-level
area, the upward vertical velocity of air largely cancelled the
downward terminal velocity for hydrometeors (as seen later
from the retrieved vertical velocities in Figure 6(c)), and the
vertical gradient of reflectivity was very small (on the 12.5∘
tilt as shown by the RHI display in Figure 2(d)). The vertical
advection of reflectivity was thus very small, so only the
condensation caused by the upward air motion may explain
why the source term 𝑆

𝑚
is maximized in the curved upper-

level area as we have seen from Figure 5(b).
As another by-product, the horizontal turbulent diffu-

sivity coefficient 𝑘
ℎ
is also retrieved, and the retrieved value

varies slightly with the scan elevation and time window. The
mean value of the retrieved 𝑘

ℎ
is 274m2 s−1 with a standard

deviation of 30m2 s−1. These retrieved values of 𝑘
ℎ
are in the

same range as those obtained or used in the previous studies
of the 2D-SA method (see the second paragraph in Section 2
of Xu et al. [8] and reference cited there).

3.4. Results Obtained in the Second Step. Figures 6(a)–6(h)
show the time series of the retrieved (𝑢

𝑚2
, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) fields for air
motions (plotted by black arrows) in the vertical cross-section
along the 𝑥-coordinate in the nested domain superimposed
on the PAR-observed reflectivity fields from 19 : 42 : 03 to
19 : 55 : 43 UTC on July 10, 2006. As we can see from

Figures 6(a)–6(c), the air motions were upward within the
reflectivity core, especially in the upper levels, and their
produced condensation may largely explain the rapid inten-
sification of the reflectivity core. However, as the reflectivity
core moved down to the middle levels and finally reached
the ground, the upward air motions inside the reflectivity
core became weak and even changed to slightly downward
motions (as shown in Figures 6(d)–6(h) and thus ceased to
produce condensation during the later times.Thismay largely
explain why the reflectivity core ceased to grow and even
became slightly weak as it fell into and below themiddle levels
during the later time period from 19 : 48 : 50 to 19 : 55 : 43
UTC, as shown in Figures 6(d)–6(h). Furthermore, as shown
by the white arrows in Figures 6(a)–6(h), the vector velocities
of hydrometeors were overwhelmingly downward especially
inside the reflectivity core, and their vertical-component
velocities are around the value (≈6.3m s−1) as estimated by
the downward movements of the reflectivity core from the
time series of the RHI displays in Figure 2.

Note that the vertical advection term is explicitly consid-
ered in (13a), so the source term 𝑆

𝑚2
on the right-hand side

of (13a) should be related primarily to the production/reduc-
tion of hydrometeors caused by condensation/evaporation,
although the source term 𝑆

𝑚2
also absorbs the residual errors

caused in (13a) by the imperfect reflectivity observations and
imperfect velocity retrievals. Figure 7 shows the 𝑆

𝑚2
field
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Figure 6: Time series of retrieved (𝑢
𝑚2

, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) fields for air motions (plotted by black arrows) in the vertical cross-section (along the 𝑥-
coordinate in Figure 4) superimposed on the PAR-observed reflectivity fields (gridded and smoothed by the spatial interpolation in the
vertical cross-section) from 19 : 42 : 03 to 19 : 55 : 43 UTC on July 10, 2006. The white arrows plot the vector velocities of hydrometeors (i.e.,
air velocity plus the hydrometeors’ downward terminal velocity).
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Figure 7: Reflectivity source field (for the 𝑆
𝑚2

term on the right-
hand side of (13a)) produced in the vertical cross-section as a by-
product of the retrieval in Figure 6(c). The color scale is shown on
the bottom, and the unit is dBZ s−1 for the labeled contour values.

produced in the vertical cross-section as a by-product of
the retrieval in Figure 6(c). By overlapping Figure 7 onto
Figure 6(c), it is easy to see that the red-colored positive
core of 𝑆

𝑚2
> 0.2 dBZ s−1 in the middle levels is inside the

main updraft (where the upward air motions are maximized)
within the reflectivity core, so this middle-level positive core
of 𝑆
𝑚2

can be largely explained by the condensation and
associated production of hydrometeors in the main updraft.
Similarly, the upper-level negative core of 𝑆

𝑚2
< −0.2 dBZ s−1

between 20 km > 𝑥 > 18 km along the top boundary of
Figure 7 can be largely explained by the evaporation and
associated reduction of hydrometeors due to the downward
advection of hydrometeors into a relatively dry area (with
reduced reflectivity) as shown in Figure 6(c). However, all
other relatively weak positive and negative cores in Figure 7
do not seem to be physicallymeaningful and theymaymerely
represent the residual errors caused in (13a) by the imperfect
reflectivity observations and imperfect velocity retrievals.

As another by-product, the vertical turbulent diffusivity
coefficient 𝑘

𝑧
is also retrieved. The retrieved values for the

different time windows are almost the same. The mean value
of the retrieved 𝑘

𝑧
is 201m2 s−1, and the standard deviation

is merely 0.25m2 s−1. Note that all values of 𝑘
𝑧
are retrieved

for the same along-beam vertical domain over a short time
period, and the bulk effect of the vertical turbulent diffusion
could remain nearly the sameover this short time period.This
may partially explain why the standard deviation is small.The
retrieved values of 𝑘

𝑧
are roughly within the same range as

those of 𝑘
ℎ
retrieved in the first step.

4. Benefits of PAR Rapid Scans and Usefulness
of Mesoscale Background Wind Field

4.1. Benefits of PAR Rapid Scans. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, the retrieval errors can be reduced if the reflectivity

and radial velocity fields are scanned more rapidly than the
operational WSR-88D radar scans (Qiu and Xu [4], Shapiro
et al. [5]). A similar benefit is expected for the two-step SA
method developed in this paper and applied to PAR rapid
scans. To demonstrate this, an additional experiment is per-
formed in this subsection with the input PAR sector scan data
used every 5min instead of every 30 s, so the temporal resolu-
tion of the input observations is reduced by 10 times and
becomes about the same as that of the operational WSR-88D
radar scans. The parameter settings in this experiment are
the same as those described for the experiment in Section 3.2
except that Δ𝜏 is increased to 5min and thus 𝜏 = (𝑁 − 1)Δ𝜏

is increased to 10min (since 𝑁 = 3 is unchanged). This
experiment will be called Expt-5min, while the experiment
performed in Section 3 will be used as the benchmark.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the (𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑚
) fields retrieved

from the first step of Expt-5min on the conical surfaces of 𝜃 =
0.51∘ and 12.50∘, respectively, and they are the 10min time-
mean wind fields centered at the same times (19 : 45 : 43 and
19 : 46 : 11 UTC) as the 1min time-meanwind fields in Figures
4(a) and 4(e), respectively. As we can see, the retrieved wind
field in Figure 8(a) (or Figure 8(b)) is weaker and slightly
smoother than that in Figure 4(a) (or Figure 4(e)) although
their gross patterns are similar. The reduced intensity and
spatial variability for the retrievals in Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
can be attributed largely to the reduced temporal resolution
of the input observations and its caused increase of the time
window (from 𝜏 = 1 to 10min) for the time-mean wind
retrieval. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the difference fields
obtained by subtracting the (𝑢

𝑚
, V
𝑚
) fields in Figures 4(a)

and 4(e) from those in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.
The spatially averaged RMS values of the two difference fields
are 3.08 and 4.25m s−1, respectively. These RMS differences
can represent roughly the RMS errors caused by coarsening
the temporal resolution of the input observations from
Δ𝜏 = 0.5 to 5min, because the retrievals from Expt-5m are
significantly less accurate than those from the benchmark
experiment, as evaluated indirectly below.

The 1min time-mean wind fields retrieved in the bench-
mark experiment are less smeared in time and therefore
expected to be more accurate than the 10min time-mean
wind fields retrieved in Expt-5min. However, since the true
fields are not known, it is difficult to directly evaluate whether
and how much the retrieval accuracy is improved by rapid
scans. To overcome this difficulty, we resort to the square
root of the first (or second) cost-function term 𝐽

𝜂
(or 𝐽vr)

in (1) that measures the RMS difference of the predicted 𝜂

(or retrieved Vrm) to the observed reflectivity 𝜂ob (or radial-
velocity Vrob) averaged over the retrieval time window 𝜏. Note
that 𝐽 is nondimensional and the weight 𝑊

𝜂
in 𝐽
𝜂
(or 𝑊vr

in 𝐽vr) is inversely proportional to 𝜏 as shown in (22a), so
the aforementioned RMS difference is measured by 𝑅

𝜂
≡

𝐽
1/2

𝜂

(or 𝑅vr ≡ 𝐽
1/2

vr ) in the same way for different 𝜏. Thus,
the relative accuracies of retrievals obtained with different 𝜏
can be evaluated indirectly by comparing the initial values
of 𝑅
𝜂
(or 𝑅vr) and subsequent reductions achieved through

the iterative descending of 𝐽 for different 𝜏. To facilitate the
comparison, the terms 𝑅 ≡ 𝐽

1/2, 𝑅
𝜂
, and 𝑅vr computed from
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Figure 8: As in Figure 4 but the retrieved (𝑢
𝑚

, V
𝑚

) fields are from the first step of Expt-5min on the conical surfaces of (a) 𝜃 = 0.51∘ and (b)
12.50∘ at the same times (19 : 45 : 43 and 19 : 46 : 11 UTC) as those in Figures 4(a) and 4(e), respectively.
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Figure 9: The difference fields obtained by subtracting the (𝑢
𝑚

, V
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) fields in Figures 4(a) and 4(e) from those in Figures 8(a) and 8(b),
respectively.
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Figure 10: 𝑅-30 s, 𝑅
𝜂

-30 s, and 𝑅vr-30 s for the retrieval in
Figure 4(a) plotted by the gray, red, and blue solid curves, respec-
tively, as functions of iteration number 𝑛. 𝑅-5min, 𝑅

𝜂

-5min, and
𝑅vr-5min for the retrieval in Figure 8(a) plotted by the gray, red, and
blue dashed curves, respectively, as functions of 𝑛.

the first step of the benchmark experiment (or Expt-5min)
are denoted by 𝑅-30 s, 𝑅

𝜂
-30 s, and 𝑅vr-30 s (or 𝑅-5min, 𝑅

𝜂
-

5min and 𝑅vr-5min), respectively.These terms are plotted in
Figure 10 as functions of iteration number 𝑛 by the dashed
curves for the retrieval in Figure 8(a) versus those plotted by
the solid curves for the retrieval in Figure 4(a). By comparing
the red (or blue) solid curve with the red (or blue) dashed
curve in Figure 10, we can see that the ratio of 𝑅

𝜂
-5min

(or 𝑅vr-5min) to 𝑅
𝜂
-30 s (or 𝑅vr-30 s) is as large as 7.3 (or

6.9) at 𝑛 = 0 and increases to 9.3 (or 10.9) at 𝑛 = 100.
Similar large ratios are seen (not shown) from the retrieval in
Figure 8(b) versus that in Figure 4(e).These large ratios imply
that the first-step retrievals from Expt-5m are significantly
less accurate than those from the benchmark experiment.

Figure 11(a) shows the (𝑢
𝑚2
, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) field for air motions
(plotted by black arrows) retrieved from the second step
of Expt-5min around the same time as that (19 : 46 : 00
UTC) in Figure 6(c). As shown, the retrieved vertical-velocity
field in Figure 11(a) has much stronger variations than that
in Figure 6(c). In particular, the hydrometeors’ downward
vertical velocities (shown by the white arrows) inside the
reflectivity core in Figure 11(a) are much larger than the value
of 6.3m s−1, estimated from the downward movements of
the reflectivity core in Figure 2 (see figure’s caption for the
estimated value), whereas the downward vertical velocities of
hydrometeors inside the reflectivity core in Figure 6(c) are
very close to and around the estimated value of 6.3m s−1.
Thus, the retrieval in Figure 11(a) is significantly less accurate
than that from the benchmark experiment in Figure 6(c).
Figure 11(b) shows the difference field obtained by subtract-
ing the (𝑢

𝑚2
, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) field in Figure 11(a) from that in Figure 6(c).
The spatially averaged RMS value of this difference field is
13.31m s−1. This large RMS difference is caused mostly by the
RMS error of the retrieval in Figure 11(a), and the latter is
caused both directly by the reduced temporal resolution of
the input observations in the second step and indirectly by
the reduced accuracies in the horizontal velocities retrieved
in the first step and used in the second step.This large increase
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Figure 11: (a) As in Figure 6(c) but the retrieved (𝑢
𝑚2

, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) field is
from the second step of Expt-5min (around 19 : 46 : 00 UTC). (b)
The difference field obtained by subtracting the (𝑢

𝑚2

, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) field in
Figure 6(c) from that in (a).

of retrieval error is also reflected by the large ratio of 𝑅
𝜂
-

5min/𝑅
𝜂
-30 s (≈15), where𝑅

𝜂
-5min (or𝑅

𝜂
-30 s) is the square

root of the first cost-function term in (12) computed from
Expt-5min (or benchmark experiment).Thus, the PAR rapid
scans can improve not only the horizontal-wind retrieval in
the first step but also the vertical-velocity retrieval in the
second step, and the improvement is more significant in the
second step.

4.2. Usefulness of Mesoscale Background Wind Field. For the
particular case considered in this paper, the targeted retrieval
domain is small and the mesoscale background velocity
(𝑢
𝑏
, V
𝑏
) is smooth and nearly constant on each tilt within

this small domain. Because of this, the retrieved (𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑚
)

fields in Figure 4 change insignificantly when the background
wind field is not used, while the retrieved (𝑢

𝑚2
, 𝑤
𝑎

𝑚

) fields in
Figure 4 change even less due to the fact that the background
vertical velocity is zero. These properties are verified by
another additional experiment performed with no back-
ground wind, that is, (𝑢

𝑏
, V
𝑏
) = 0 and thus (Δ𝑢

𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
) =

(𝑢
𝑚
, V
𝑚
). This experiment will be called Expt-NB.
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Figure 12: As in Figure 10 but the gray, red, and blue solid curves
plot 𝑅-30 s NB, 𝑅

𝜂

-30 s NB, and 𝑅vr-30 s NB, respectively, for the
retrieval from the first step of Expt-NB (instead of Expt-5min).

The terms 𝑅, 𝑅
𝜂
, and 𝑅vr computed from the first step

of Expt-NB are denoted by 𝑅-30 s NB, 𝑅
𝜂
-30 s NB, and 𝑅vr-

30 s NB, respectively. These terms are plotted in Figure 12 as
functions of the iteration number 𝑛 by the dashed curves
versus those plotted by the solid curves for the retrieval in
Figure 4(a). By comparing the red (or blue) solid curve with
the red (or blue) dashed curve in Figure 12, we can see that
the ratio of 𝑅

𝜂
-30 s NB (or 𝑅vr-30 s NB) to 𝑅𝜂-30 s (or 𝑅vr-

30 s) is 1.5 (or 2.2) at 𝑛 = 0, decreases rapidly to 1.09 (or
1.03) at 𝑛 = 10, and then gradually approaches 1.000 (or
1.000) as 𝑛 further increases toward 100.These ratios are large
initially, and this is because the unknown control variables
(Δ𝑢
𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
) = (𝑢

𝑚
, V
𝑚
) are zero initially in Expt-NB and thus

have larger errors than those in the benchmark experiment
where (Δ𝑢

𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
) = (𝑢

𝑚
, V
𝑚
)−(𝑢
𝑏
, V
𝑏
) are zero initially.Thus,

using the mesoscale background velocity field can reduce
the initial errors of the control variables (Δ𝑢

𝑚
, ΔV
𝑚
). The

mesoscale background velocity should be more useful than
just reducing the initial errors of the control variables for the
two-step SA method if the retrieval domain is not too small
(as that in this paper) to resolve some mesoscale variations
from the background field. This speculation needs to be
verified in future applications of the two-step SA method.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the simple adjoint method (Qiu and Xu [6],
Xu et al. [7, 8, 17]) is further developed into a two-step
method to retrieve high-resolution horizontal and vertical
wind fields from the PAR rapid scans of convective storm cells
in a targeted domain. The first step retrieves the horizontal
vector wind field on the conical surface of radar scan at each
elevation angle, and the second step retrieves the vertical
velocity in an along-beam vertical cross-section. As the
horizontal winds can be retrieved in parallel on different
elevations in the first step and only the vertical velocity needs
to be retrieved in the second step, this two-step method
is computationally efficient. In particular, on a workstation
with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X7550 (2.00GHz), the computer
time for the first step is about 20 s (with the retrievals

performed in parallel for different tilts) and the computer
time for the second step is merely 10 s. Thus, the method
can be applied very efficiently to real-time PAR rapid scans.
The performance and expected capability of the method are
demonstrated by a real-data example in Section 3 where the
method is applied to PAR rapid 90∘ sector scans of a severe
storm that produced a strong downdraft and subsequent
damaging microburst during the early evening of July 10,
2006.

The above severe storm was scanned not only by the
PAR but also by the operational KTLX radar (about every
5 minutes per volume) and the terminal Doppler weather
radar (also about every 5 minutes per volume). These two
operational radars, however, are all located in the same
northeast quadrant as the PAR relative to the storm, so real
dual-Doppler observations are not available for quantitative
verifications of the single-Doppler retrievals obtained in
this paper. Nevertheless, the method used in the first step
is a refinement of the previous 2D-SA method, and the
previous method has been tested for many real cases with the
retrieved wind fields well verified by dual-Doppler analyses
(Xu et al. [7, 8]). Thus, the method in the first step should
remain at least as reliable as the previous 2D-SA method,
and this speculation is supported by the detailed analysis
of the retrievals obtained in the first step (see Section 3.3).
The method developed for the second step is new. This
new method performs well with the PAR rapid scans as
suggested by the detailed analysis of the retrievals obtained
in the second step (see Section 3.4), but the performance
deteriorates significantly when the temporal resolution of the
input observations is coarsened from 0.5 to 5min to mimic
the operational WSR-88D radar scans (see Section 4.1).

Note that the 2D-SA can be also formulated in the
polar coordinates centered at the radar (instead of the local
Cartesian coordinates as shown in Figure 2(a)) with the
retrieval performed in a targeted sector area on each tilt of
radar scan essentially in the same way as that in Xu et al.
[18] and Xu and Qiu [17]. After these sector-area retrievals
are performed in parallel for different tilts in the first step,
the second step can be performed efficiently in parallel for
different along-beam vertical cross-sections. In this way,
the method can retrieve high-resolution three-dimensional
wind fields in real time from PAR rapid scans over various
adaptively-nested sector areas threatened by damaging winds
generated by severe storms. This real-time capability will be
developed and tested in future studies.
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The impact of increasing the number of predicted moments in a multimoment bulk microphysics scheme is investigated using
ensemble Kalman filter analyses and forecasts of the May 8, 2003 Oklahoma City tornadic supercell storm and the analyses are
validated using dual-polarization radar observations. The triple-moment version of the microphysics scheme exhibits the best
performance, relative to the single- and double-moment versions, in reproducing the low-𝑍DR hail core and high-𝑍DR arc, as well
as an improved probabilistic track forecast of the mesocyclone. A comparison of the impact of the improved microphysical scheme
on probabilistic forecasts of the mesocyclone track with the observed tornado track is also discussed.

1. Introduction

The assimilation of radar data into storm scale models using
the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [1] approach has proven
to be an extremely useful tool for the analysis and prediction
of convective storms in recent years. There have been many
recent successful uses of this approach for both analyses [2–7]
and short-range forecasts [8–10] based on these analyses. In
general, these studies have focused on improving techniques
for assimilation of radar data, on the design of the overall data
assimilation system, or on the impact of initial and boundary
conditions. High-resolution numerical weather prediction
has progressed during the past decade such that prediction of
the dynamics of individual convective storms is now routinely
attempted. One substantial challenge is the improvement
and validation of the microphysics parameterization and the

associated impacts on storm structure and behavior (e.g.,
through the development of the cold pool). Errors from
the model’s microphysical parameterization can significantly
impact forecasts of these storms. Polarimetric radar observa-
tions offer a rich source of data to validate the output of such
schemes within this context.

Several storm-scale simulation studies have shown that
the microphysics parameterization has a profound impact on
simulated storm structure and behavior [11–17] and even on
tornadic potential [18]. Here, we restrict our discussion to
bulk microphysics schemes, which assume a priori a certain
functional form for the underlying drop or particle size
distribution (DSD/PSD) for several hydrometeor categories.
Typically, one or more moments of the PSD for a given
category are explicitly predicted within a scheme, with
single-moment schemes that predict the mass mixing ratio
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(proportional to the third moment) being the most common.
Double-moment schemes that typically predict total number
concentration (0th moment) in addition to mixing ratio
are becoming increasingly common [19–22], and triple-
moment schemes that additionally predict the sixth moment
(proportional to radar reflectivity factor) are also available
[23]. Milbrandt and Yau [11] and Dawson et al. [12] found
that a multimoment bulk microphysics parameterization, as
opposed to the more traditional single-moment schemes,
better simulated the reflectivity structure and cold pool
intensity as compared with observations, in their respective
supercell storm simulation experiments. Dawson et al. [8]
briefly investigated the impact of decreasing the complexity of
the microphysics parameterization (from double- to single-
moment) on their EnKF-based ensemble forecasts of theMay
4, 2007 Greensburg, KS, USA tornadic supercell and found
that doing so substantially degraded the forecast track of
the simulated mesocyclone across the ensemble. Similarly,
Yussouf et al. [10] showed that the double-moment schemes
they considered in their EnKF-based forecast experiments
generally performed better than the single-moment schemes
in predicting the forecast track of the May 8, 2003 Oklahoma
City tornadic supercell.

Polarimetric radar offers an unprecedented amount of
information about microphysical characteristics within con-
vective storms [24–33]. Jung et al. [34] utilized a polarimetric
emulator to successfully evaluate the performance of a single-
and double-moment microphysics scheme. They found that
the double-moment scheme performed substantially better
than its single-moment counterpart in simulating commonly
observed polarimetric radar signatures in supercell storms,
such as the 𝑍DR arc and the low-𝑍DR hail signature [35], due
at least in part to its ability to parameterize the important
process of gravitational size sorting of hydrometeors.

In the current study, we investigate the impact of sys-
tematically increasing the microphysics complexity on EnKF
analyses and ensemble forecasts of theMay 8, 2003Oklahoma
City tornadic supercell, the subject of several other recent
studies [3, 10, 36–38].We emphasize in particular the benefits
of systematically increasing the number of PSD moments
predicted from one to three, pertaining to the improved sim-
ulation of size sorting. Milbrandt and Yau [39] showed that,
for idealized hydrometeor sedimentation, a single-moment
scheme is unable to simulate size sorting at all, a double-
moment scheme can vastly overestimate size sorting, and a
triple-moment scheme closely approximates an analytical bin
solution. In this study, we show that accurately representing
size sorting is very important for accurate simulation of low-
level polarimetric signatures, focusing on the 𝑍DR arc and
low-𝑍DR hail core. Additionally, we demonstrate an improved
probabilistic mesocyclone track prediction for the double-
and triple-moment microphysics schemes.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
methodology of the EnKF assimilation and forecast experi-
ments and an improved version of the Jung et al. [34] polari-
metric emulator are briefly described. Section 3 describes
the results of the EnKF analysis and forecast experiments.
Summary and conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. EnKF Analysis and Forecast Experiments. All experi-
ments use the NSSL Collaborative Model for Multiscale
Atmospheric Simulation (COMMAS) [20, 40, 41] and its
associated EnKF radar data assimilation system [3, 38]. The
model is run using a horizontally homogeneous background
environment representative of the inflow conditions during
the mature phase of the May 8, 2003 tornadic supercell storm
(not shown). No surface or radiation physics are included
in the simulations, and the bottom and top boundaries are
free slip. We use a horizontal domain size of 100 km in
each direction. The grid spacings are 1 km in the horizontal
directions and utilize a stretched vertical grid with 60 total
levels with the lowest 10 levels set to 150-m grid spacing,
stretched thereafter to 600m at the model top at 26 km
AGL. This storm produced a long-track F4 tornado in the
city of Moore, OK USA and the reader is referred to the
work of Romine et al. [37] for a thorough overview of the
storm. While some previous studies of this storm assimilate
both radar reflectivity (𝑍) and radial velocity (𝑉

𝑟
) data from

nearby S-band radars [3, 10], we choose to assimilate only 𝑉
𝑟

data from the KOUN polarimetric S-band radar. However,
reflectivity data were used to define the regions for additive
noise and thermal bubbles, in order to spin up the analysis
and increase ensemble spread [38]. These data were first
quality controlled, dealiased, and objectively analyzed to a
regular 2 km horizontal grid, but left on the original conical
radar sweep surfaces [42]. The 𝑉

𝑟
observations are then

aggregated into 2min bins and assimilated every twominutes
from 2040 to 2208 UTC on May 8, 2003. This period covers
the time from the beginning of the first echoes associatedwith
the storm to just before tornadogenesis [38]. Furthermore, we
restrict the covariance updates of the model state variables
by the assimilated 𝑉

𝑟
to only the three wind components

(𝑢, V, 𝑤), potential temperature 𝜃, and water vapor mixing
ratio 𝑞V. The goal of this “minimalist” or “quasi-kinematic”
EnKF update strategy is to allow the microphysics state
variables as much freedom as possible to evolve according to
the microphysics scheme itself, without any direct updating
from the EnKFportion of the data assimilation system. In this
regard, our study differs from the recent study of Jung et al. [6]
who also verified their analyzed storm against polarimetric
observations but directly assimilated reflectivity throughout
the analysis period.

A total of four assimilation experiments with 30members
each are performed, each utilizing an increasing number of
predicted moments using the NSSL multi-moment micro-
physics scheme [20, 43], from one (1M) to two (2M and
2MSC) to three (3M). In 1M, all fixed intercept parameter
values for rain, snow, and hail are set as in Dawson et al. [12]
for their “LINB” experiment, with the intercept parameter
for rain 𝑛

0𝑟
reduced from its default value of 8.0 × 106m−4

to 4.0 × 105m−4, to reduce the overall strength of the cold
pool. A reduction in 𝑛

0𝑟
by a factor of 10 reduces the

evaporation rate by roughly half. The single-moment graupel
category has an intercept of 4.0×105m−4 and particle density
of 500 kgm−3. For the double-moment configuration, two
separate experiments are performed, one without correction
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to the sedimentation (2M) and one using the sedimentation
correction method (I+II, 2MSC) of Mansell [44], which
compensates for the excessive size sorting inherent in double-
moment sedimentation [39, 44–46]. Finally, from the 2200
UTC analyses of each experiment, 1 hr forecasts are launched
for each ensemblemember, fromwhich vorticity probabilities
are computed (Section 3.2).

Excessive size sorting is characterized by increased reflec-
tivity (unreasonably large particles) when the mass moment
(𝑞) falls too much faster than the number concentration (𝑁),
particularly at the downward leading edge of a precipitation
shaft, and is more pronounced for small fixed values of the
shape parameter (e.g., [38]). Briefly, the correction scheme
of Mansell [44] creates a temporary field of reflectivity
(𝑍) moments, and then all three moments sediment using
the corresponding moment-weighted fall speeds. The sedi-
mented mass and reflectivity moments (𝑞 and 𝑍) are then
used to generate a concentration number (𝑁), which is
compared to the sedimented number concentration (𝑁).
The final number concentration is the maximum of 𝑁 and
𝑁
 at each point. The result is to artificially increase 𝑁

to prevent𝑍 from increasing [43]. In a 3-moment scheme,
however, the size distribution shape parameter increases
automatically in response to size sorting, which decreases
the differences between themoment-weighted fall speeds and
thus decelerates further size sorting.

2.2. Microphysics and Polarimetric Radar Emulator. We use
an updated version of the multi-moment microphysics
scheme described in Mansell et al. [20] and originally based
on Ziegler [43]. The updated scheme predicts up to three
moments (mixing ratio, total number concentration, and
radar reflectivity factor-proportional to the 3rd, 0th, and
6th moments) of the assumed three-parameter gamma size
distribution [47] for the hydrometeor categories of rain,
graupel, and hail and up to twomoments for cloud, cloud ice,
and snow.The 6th moment closure mainly followsMilbrandt
and Yau [23] and is described in detail in Dawson et al.
[48]. Additionally, as described in Mansell et al. [20] and
Mansell and Ziegler [49], the bulk densities of graupel and
hail are predicted for the double- and triple-moment versions
of the schemebut are held fixed at 500 kgm−3 and 900 kgm−3,
respectively, for the single-moment scheme.

To derive polarimetric variables from the predicted
model microphysics state variables, we utilize an updated
version of the polarimetric emulator described in Jung et
al. [34]. The emulator makes use of the T-matrix method
[50–52] to compute scattering amplitudes across size bins for
each precipitating hydrometeor category, where the size bins
have been discretized from the model predicted PSDs at each
grid point. From these scattering amplitudes, the standard
polarimetric variables of reflectivity at horizontal and vertical
polarization (𝑍

𝐻
, 𝑍
𝑉
), differential reflectivity 𝑍DR, specific

differential phase 𝐾DP, and cross-correlation coefficient 𝜌
𝐻𝑉

are computed.
The updates primarily apply to how the water fraction on

wet graupel and hail is diagnosed. Like Jung et al. [34], we
diagnose a water fraction at each grid point where both ice

and rain are present, where the ice can be any or all of the
snow, graupel, and hail categories, by borrowing a portion
of the available water from the rain field. However, whereas
Jung et al. [34] assumed that the computed water fraction
was applied evenly across the sizes in a given graupel or hail
distribution, we make use of the empirical relationship of
critical water fraction derived by Rasmussen et al. [53], which
allows for a varying water fraction across the size distribution
(possibly leading to completely melted hail or graupel that
is smaller than 8mm). This updated method provides more
realistic polarimetric signatures in regions where partially
melted hail and/or graupel are present. A complete descrip-
tion of the diagnostic water fraction technique is provided in
Dawson et al. [48].

3. Results

3.1. Low-Level Polarimetric Signatures. From each of the
four assimilation experiments, we choose the final analysis
time (2208 UTC) and compute the polarimetric variables
for the prior analysis (i.e., the 2min mean forecast from
the previous EnKF analysis update) using the emulator. The
variables are then vertically interpolated to the 2.5∘ elevation
sweep surface corresponding to the KOUN radar, to facilitate
direct comparison with the objectively analyzed observations
(Figure 1). For brevity, we focus only on the 𝑍, 𝑍DR, and 𝜌𝐻𝑉
fields in this paper.The observed𝑍DR signatures (Figure 1(b))
feature awell-defined𝑍DR “arc” near the southeast edge of the
forward flank and a low-𝑍DR (and high 𝑍) hail core between
the hook echo region and the𝑍DR arc [35, 37].The𝑍DR arc has
been hypothesized to be a result of size sorting of large rain
drops toward the upwind (in a storm-relative sense) side of
the forward flank in the presence of low-level environmental
wind shear by Kumjian and Ryzkhov [54]. In 𝜌

𝐻𝑉
, the region

of hail near the core is highlighted by relatively low values
(∼0.90–0.96, Figure 2(a)), commensurate with the presence
of mixed rain and tumbling hail.

Substantial differences in the simulated polarimetric
fields are seen across each of the four experiments (Fig-
ures 1(c)–1(j) and 2(b)–2(e)). In general, the triple-moment
experiment 3M performs the best of all in qualitatively
reproducing the 𝑍DR arc signature and performs reasonably
well for the 𝜌

𝐻𝑉
pattern (Figures 1(j) and 2(e)), though it

tends to over predict both themagnitude and coverage of high
reflectivity in the core (Figure 1(i)). In contrast, the single-
moment experiment 1M performs poorly in 𝑍DR and 𝜌

𝐻𝑉

(Figures 1(d) and 2(b)), as does the double-moment without
sedimentation correction (2M, Figures 1(f) and 2(c)), but on
the other hand has better𝑍 in the hook region of the storm. In
1M, the forward flank region is oriented differently than the
observations (from southwest to northeast, Figure 1(c)) and
the𝑍DR arc and low-𝑍DR and 𝜌𝐻𝑉 hail core are entirely absent
(Figures 1(d) and 2(b)).The pattern ofmean volume diameter
𝐷m of rain and hail for 1M (Figures 3(a) and 3(b))mirrors the
𝑍DR pattern; 𝐷mr and 𝐷mh are both relatively small across
the storm (1mm or less). (The mean volume diameter 𝐷m
is the diameter of the (spherical) particle with a volume
equal to the mean volume of the distribution). (As stated
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Figure 1: Continued.
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Figure 1: Radar reflectivity 𝑍 (left column, color fill, dBZ) and differential reflectivity 𝑍DR (right column, color fill, dB) for (a) and (b)
objective analysis of the 2.5 degree elevation scan from KOUN at approximately 2208 UTC May 8, 2003, (c) and (d) EnKF prior analysis
mean for experiment 1M, (e) and (f) 2M, (g) and (h) 2MSC, and (i) and (j) 3M. For reference in the right column, 𝑍 is overlaid in black
contours in 20 dBZ increments, starting at 10 dBZ.

previously, separate graupel and hail categories are predicted
in the double- and triple-moment versions of the scheme.The
graupel in the low levels, however, has hail-like characteristics
due to a high predicted bulk density (not shown), and so is
referred to as “hail” here. The separate hail category shows
similar behavior (not shown), and so is omitted for the sake
of brevity). In 2M, the 𝑍DR arc is almost completely absent
due to very large predicted mean hail diameters (∼20mm) in
the forward flank region where the 𝑍DR arc would otherwise
be (Figure 3(d)), despite the presence of large (𝐷mr ∼ 6mm)
rain here (Figure 3(c)). Additionally, the reflectivity values
in the core are much too high (>70 dBZ, Figure 1(e)), and
the 𝜌
𝐻𝑉

magnitudes are too much low (∼0.90–0.96) over a
broad region in the forward flank (Figure 2(c)). The double-
moment experiment with sedimentation correction (2MSC,
Figures 1(g) and 1(h)) is intermediate between 2M (Figures 1,
3(e), 3(f),and 2(d)), and 3M (Figures 1, 3(g), 3(h), and 2(e)),
and in fact 2MSC appears to perform slightly better than
3M in the magnitude and coverage of the low-𝜌

𝐻𝑉
region

(compare Figures 2(d) and 2(e) with Figure 2(a)), although
this may come at the expense of a muted 𝑍DR arc.

The patterns of mean volume diameter of both rain
and hail in the double- and triple-moment experiments
(Figures 3(c)–3(h)) reflect the action of size sorting in these
experiments, with the largest hail and rain falling out closer to
the updraft and south edge of the forward flank in each case
[54, 55], while the smaller rain and hail are advected further
downstream in a storm-relative sense (i.e., to the north and
northeast). The somewhat smaller 𝐷mr in the forward flank
in 2MSC relative to 3M (compare Figures 3(e) and 3(g)) may
be a result of the correction scheme increasing total number
concentration 𝑁tr to prevent spurious growth in 𝑍 via size
sorting, whereas in 3M, the shape parameter of the gamma
distribution is also allowed to increase, allowing larger 𝐷mr
for the same𝑍 [44]. For rain in 3M (Figure 3(g)), this leads to
larger 𝑍DR values in the 𝑍DR arc region than elsewhere in the
storm, due to the well-known increase in𝑍DR with increasing
drop oblateness and the fact that the hail sizes in this region
are relatively small (𝐷mh < 10mm) and relatively wet
(Figure 4). The region of larger hail sizes in 3M (Figure 3(h))
corresponds well with the low-𝑍DR hail core, as expected,
due to the assumed tumbling characteristics for large hail
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Figure 2: As in Figure 1 but for cross-correlation coefficient 𝜌
𝐻𝑉

.

in the emulator, which, combined with less diagnosed water
fraction (Figure 4), tends to drive 𝑍DR towards lower values
[34].

These results demonstrate that a triple-moment bulk
microphysics scheme, in which hydrometeor size sorting
is “fully” parameterized (i.e., all three parameters of the
assumed gamma size distribution can vary independently),

performs well in reproducing the salient polarimetric sig-
natures in an analyzed supercell thunderstorm. In contrast,
microphysics schemes that do not allow size sorting (single-
moment schemes) or parameterize it only partially (double-
moment schemes without some sort of correction mech-
anism to take into account the effects of the narrowing
of the distribution during size sorting) exhibit degraded
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Figure 3: As in Figure 1, but for (left column) rainmean volume diameter𝐷mr (color fill, mm) and (right column) hail mean volume diameter
𝐷mh (color fill, mm) for (a) and (b) 1M, (c) and (d) 2M, (e) and (f) 2MSC, and (g) and (h) 3M. In each panel, reflectivity 𝑍 is overlaid in
20 dBZ increments, starting at 10 dBZ (thin black contours). The 1.5 dB (bold black dashed) and 4.5 dB (bold black solid) 𝑍DR contours are
also shown in each panel for reference denoting the low-𝑍DR hail core and 𝑍DR arc, respectively.
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Figure 4: As in Figure 3, but for the diagnosedwater fraction on hail
(color fill) for 3M.

polarimetric signatures as compared with observations [39,
44, 45]. The seemingly better 𝑍 in the hook region in
the 1M case is not typical of pure simulation tests, and
the 15min forecast (below) shows a broadened reflectivity
region more similar to the other cases. The 1M ensemble
members produce much less hail and have graupel that tends
to be smaller and lower in density than the multimoment
cases, both of which contribute to the lower reflectivity in
the hook region. These results are consistent with those of
Dawson et al. [48] who similarly investigated the impact
of size sorting on the low-level polarimetric signatures in
idealized simulations of a different supercell thunderstorm;
they also found that the triple-moment scheme, by virtue
of its complete parameterization of size sorting, performed

better than the single-moment scheme as compared with
observations.

3.2. Forecast Probabilistic Vorticity Swaths. To further eval-
uate the impact of the microphysics scheme complexity, we
investigate four ensemble forecast experiments, each ofwhich
is launched from the 2200UTC prior ensemble state of the
above four EnKF experiments and run out to 2300UTC.
Stensrud and Gao [56], Dawson et al. [8],and Yussouf et al.
[10] made use of probabilistic vorticity swaths to evaluate
the ability of their ensemble supercell forecasts to predict the
overall track of the mesocyclone. We follow the approach
of these studies and compute the ensemble probability of
vertical vorticity 𝜁 at the surface and 1 km AGL exceeding a
given threshold (0.01 s−1) for each of the four experiments, at
any time over the 1 hr forecast period. The procedure is on
a grid point-by-grid point basis for each level. For example,
at a given grid point, if 3 out of the 30 ensemble members
exceed the given threshold of 𝜁, the ensemble probability at
that point is 10%. In this manner, a probabilistic vorticity
“swath” is derived. The 1 km level is used to indicate low-
level mesocyclones, whereas the surface (lowest model level)
yields an indication of how well the model can maintain the
enhanced vorticity imposed by the data assimilation. The
results (Figure 5) show that while each experiment shows an
overall southward bias as compared with the observed tor-
nado track (also seen in Yussouf et al. [10]), especially at the
surface, nevertheless the double- and triple-moment exper-
iments outperform the single-moment experiment, with the
largest improvement seen for the surface mesocyclone (The
presence of high probabilities of significant rotation at the
surface is used as a proxy for the tornado track, since grid
spacings of 1 km are far too coarse to explicitly resolve the
tornadic circulations themselves [8, 10].) Investigation of the
surface cold pool at the 16min forecast time for a select
member for each experiment (Figure 6) reveals one possible
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Figure 5: Ensemble probability of vertical vorticity 𝜁 exceeding 0.01 s−1 (color fill) for the forecast period 2200–2300UTC at (left column) the
surface and (right column) 1 km AGL for each of the four ensemble forecast experiments: (a) and (b) 1M, (c) and (d) 2M, (e) and (f) 2MSC,
and (g) and (h) 3M. Also overlaid in each panel is the observed May 8, 2003 F4 tornado track (bold line) and Oklahoma county boundaries
(thin gray lines).
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Figure 6: Surface potential temperature perturbation (defined relative to the horizontally homogeneous base state) 𝜃 (color fill, K), radar
reflectivity (thick black contours, 5 dBZ increment), surface and 1 km AGL vertical vorticity 𝜁 (red and green contours, resp., 0.00375 s−1
increment, starting at 0.00375 s−1), and storm-relative wind vectors plotted every 3 km (key in lower right) for ensemble member 13 at
2216UTC (960 s forecast) for (a) 1M, (b) 2M, (c) 2MSC, and (d) 3M.

reason for the differences in the mesocyclone track forecast
at the surface: the cold pool strength in the double- and
triple-moment schemes is somewhat larger than that in the
corresponding single-moment scheme. This allows stronger
rotation at the surface to persist, while it is suppressed in
the single-moment scheme due possibly to lack of surface
convergence. These results are overall consistent with the
results of Dawson et al. [8] who also found an improved track
forecast for the double-moment scheme they investigated.We
hasten to point out, however, that whether the single-moment
scheme will exhibit stronger or weaker cold pools than the
multi-moment schemes depends strongly on the choice of

tunable parameters in the scheme, particularly the intercept
parameter for the various hydrometeor categories [8, 14, 18];
it may be difficult a priori to choose reasonable values,
whereas the multi-moment schemes offer substantially more
flexibility in allowing these parameters to vary in time and
space. In any case, it appears that in the current study,
the cause of the stronger cold pool in the multi-moment
schemes relative to that of the single-moment scheme is tied
to the presence of more hydrometeor mass in the low levels
(not shown) which in turn results in more evaporation and
melting. Further investigation of these differences is left for
future work.
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4. Conclusions

The goals of this study were to investigate the impact of
varying the number of moments predicted in a multi-
moment bulk microphysics scheme on EnKF analyses and
ensemble forecasts of a tornadic supercell thunderstorm. We
focused on two main aspects: (1) the ability of the micro-
physics to qualitatively reproduce the low-level polarimetric
(specifically𝑍,𝑍DR, and 𝜌𝐻𝑉) signatures seen in the observed
storm and (2) the impact on probabilistic vorticity swath
forecasts (as a proxy for the tornado track). For the former
aspect, the triple-moment scheme, at least in part by virtue of
its complete parameterization of size sorting [48], was able to
reproduce well the overall placement and magnitudes of the
𝑍DR arc and low-𝑍DR and 𝜌𝐻𝑉 hail core. For the latter aspect,
both the double- and triple-moment experiments performed
much better than the single-moment scheme in predicting
the overall track of the surface mesocyclone out to 1 hour,
as compared with the observed tornado track. Though all
experiments had a south-of-track bias, the single-moment
scheme failed tomaintain significant rotation near the surface
during the duration of the forecast, while both the double-
and triple-moment schemesmaintained rotation.Theweaker
cold pool in the single-moment experiment likely led to
the suppression of significant near-ground rotation due to
weaker surface convergence. We stress, however, that this
reported sensitivity is not general to single-moment schemes,
but rather depends substantially on the a priori choices of
fixed parameters in such schemes (typically the intercept
parameters of the assumed exponential size distributions).

Our overall results indicate that multi-moment schemes,
in broad agreement with several recent studies, generally
outperform their single-moment counterparts when various
methods of analysis and forecast performance are assessed.
In the current study, the simulated polarimetric signa-
tures and ensemble vorticity forecasts were investigated. For
future work, a more robust examination of the impact of
microphysics might be undertaken across multiple cases.
Additionally, sensitivity to various microphysical processes
that become important in a multi-moment context such as
the rain drop breakup parameterization [17] is needed. The
results shown here and in related work demonstrate the large
sensitivity of forecast output to the choice of microphysical
parameters and/or parameterization that will need to be
addressed prior to any operational implementation to the
warn-on-forecast paradigm [57].
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Numerical experiments over the past years indicate that incorporating environmental variability is crucial for successful very
short-range convective-scale forecasts. To explore the impact of model physics on the creation of environmental variability and
its uncertainty, combined mesoscale-convective scale data assimilation experiments are conducted for a tornadic supercell storm.
Two 36-member WRF-ARW model-based mesoscale EAKF experiments are conducted to provide background environments
using either fixed or multiple physics schemes across the ensemble members. Two 36-member convective-scale ensembles are
initialized using background fields from either fixed physics or multiple physics mesoscale ensemble analyses. Radar observations
from four operational WSR-88Ds are assimilated into convective-scale ensembles using ARPS model-based 3DVAR system and
ensemble forecasts are launched. Results show that the ensemble with background fields from multiple physics ensemble provides
more realistic forecasts of significant tornado parameter, dryline structure, and near surface variables than ensemble from fixed
physics background fields. The probabilities of strong low-level updraft helicity from multiple physics ensemble correlate better
with observed tornado and rotation tracks than probabilities from fixed physics ensemble.This suggests that incorporating physics
diversity across the ensemble can be important to successful probabilistic convective-scale forecast of supercell thunderstorms,
which is the main goal of NOAA’s Warn-on-Forecast initiative.

1. Introduction

The development and evolution of severe thunderstorm
events are strongly tied to the environment, and therefore
incorporating mesoscale environmental variability and its
uncertainty is crucial for successful convective-scale data
assimilation and forecasts [1–3]. Several studies illustrate the
importance of incorporating the influence of environmental
variability and mesoscale forcing on the storm scale flows
for accurate prediction of tornadic supercell thunderstorms
([4, 5]). In particular, when Stensrud and Gao [4] use a
more realistic inhomogeneous mesoscale environment as
initial and boundary conditions for their convective-scale
three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) data assimilation

and forecast system, substantial improvement in forecast
accuracy is obtained over a similar convective-scale system
using a homogeneous, single-sounding environment, which
is typical of idealized storm modeling studies. Yussouf et al.
[6] investigate the benefits of using a combined mesoscale-
convective scale cycled ensemble data assimilation and pre-
diction system to investigate the accuracy of a very short-
range (0-1 h) ensemble forecast of a tornadic supercell storm.
The same suite of physics parameterization schemes is applied
to the members of the mesoscale ensemble, which is used
to provide environmental initial and boundary conditions
for a convective-scale ensemble system, and the results are
very encouraging. The convective-scale ensemble captures
the structure and propagation of the main supercell storm
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and predicts the probability of a strong low-level vorticity
track for the tornadic supercell that correlates well with the
observed rotation track.

However, while providingmesoscale environmental vari-
ability is critical to severe weather forecasts, model bias
errors due to the uncertainties associated with the physical
parameterization schemes are unavoidable and are a known
problem in convective-scale forecasting [7, 8]. Romine et
al. [9] show that using the same set of physical parame-
terization suites across mesoscale ensemble members leads
to unique bias errors, and when these mesoscale ensembles
are used as a background field for convective-scale model,
the forecast skill and accuracy degrade. Due to our limited
understanding of atmospheric processes, it is likely that the
model physics parameterizations schemeswill face challenges
in some convective environments. Removing model biases
in a data assimilation system is very difficult and is an
active area of research [10]. One approach to account for the
model biases due to its uncertainties associated with physics
parameterizations schemes is to allow for the inclusion of
multiple physical parameterization schemes amongst the
ensemblemembers [11]. Fujita et al. [12] find that an ensemble
with both physics and initial condition uncertainties shows
considerable improvement in forecasts of storm environment
with improved location and intensity of drylines, frontal
boundaries, and planetary boundary layer height and struc-
ture. Since the quality of convective-scale analyses and fore-
casts is so sensitive to background environmental variability,
using an ensemble that contains uncertainties in both initial
and model physics parameterization schemes is important
and can positively impact the forecasts of convective events.

To study the impact of environmental variability and its
uncertainty in the forecasts of severe thunderstorm events,
an ensemble-based mesoscale and convective-scale data-
assimilation and prediction system is developed for May
8, 2003, Oklahoma City (OKC), Oklahoma (OK) tornadic
supercell storm.TheOKC tornado is one of themost destruc-
tive events that occurred during a multiday tornado outbreak
across the central and easternUnited States in earlyMay 2003
[13] and several data assimilation and forecast studies have
focused on this particular storm [6, 14–16]. Two 36-member
ensemble data assimilation experiments are conducted at
mesoscale resolution to provide background environments
for convective-scale ensembles: a FixedPhysics ensemblewith
the same set of physics parameterization schemes amongst
the members [6, 9] and a MultiPhysics ensemble with
members having different physical parameterization schemes
to account for model physics uncertainty [12, 17–19]. In
addition, each member from the two ensemble systems has
slightly perturbed initial conditions to account for uncertain-
ties in the atmospheric state. These two mesoscale ensembles
are used to provide the initial and boundary conditions
for the convective-scale ensemble data assimilation system
centered inOKC and covering parts of the surrounding states
of Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas.

The main objective of this study is to investigate the
accuracy of a very short-range (0-1 h) ensemble forecast of the
OKC tornadic stormdue to two different ensemble depictions
of storm environmental conditions. A brief overview of

the OKC tornadic supercell thunderstorm event followed by
the experiment design for both themesoscale and convective-
scale data assimilation systems is discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 assesses the quantitative and qualitative results of
the forecasts from the ensembles. A discussion of key results
is found in Section 4.

2. Experiment Design

2.1. Overview of the Event. OnMay 8, 2003, a violent tornado
passed through portions of Moore, a suburban city south of
OKC, as well as the southeast OKCmetropolitan area with F4
damage reported along its path. Prior to tornado formation
in the mid- to late afternoon, the synoptic scale environment
became increasingly favorable for severe tornadic thunder-
storms [14, 20]. At around 2050 UTC, several small cells
initiated along the dryline in west central Oklahoma with
one of the cells maturing into an isolated supercell storm
by 2130 UTC. Over the next hour, this supercell moved
northeastward and intensified. A violent tornado developed
around 2210 UTC and tracked east-northeastward for about
30 km until it dissipated at around 2238 UTC, leaving a
damage path stretching from Moore to Choctaw, Oklahoma
(Figure 1(b)). The National Weather Service (NWS) Office in
Norman OK issued a tornado warning for the path of the
storm, including Cleveland, McClain, and south Oklahoma
counties at 2149 UTC, with approximately 21-minute lead
time for Moore in Cleveland County and approximately 30-
minute lead time for citizens in Oklahoma County.

2.2. Mesoscale Ensembles and Cycled EnKF Data Assimila-
tion System. The Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF-ARW core version 3.3.1; [21]) model is
used to create the mesoscale ensemble data assimilation
system. The model domain covers the continental United
States (Figure 1(a)) with a horizontal grid spacing of 12 km
and 51 vertical grid levels with vertically stretched grids from
the surface to 50 hPa aloft. Two sets of 36-member ensembles
are initialized at 1200 UTC May 8, 2003, using The National
Centers for Environments Prediction’s (NCEP) Eta model for
the ensemblemean initial and boundary conditions. Random
samples of the horizontal components of wind, water vapor
mixing ratio, and temperature are drawn from a default back-
ground error covariance file estimated by the NMC method
[22] using theWRF data assimilation software.These samples
are then added to each ensemble member to account for
uncertainties in the initial and boundary conditions [23].One
experiment uses the same sets of physics parameterization
schemes (FixedPhysics) across all 36 ensemble members.The
physics options used are Thompson [24] for microphysics,
Tiedtke [25, 26] for cumulus parameterization, YSU [27] for
planetary boundary layer parameterization, RRTMG for both
longwave and shortwave radiation, and Noah [28] for the
land surface parameterization scheme. A second 36-member
ensemble experiment uses different combinations of physics
schemes (MultiPhysics) amongst the ensemble members to
address the uncertainties in model physics parameterization
schemes (e.g., [11, 12, 18, 19]). The diversity in physics options
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Figure 1: (a) The mesoscale domain (d01) covering the CONUS, the nested convective-scale domain (d02), and the time line of the hourly
mesoscale data assimilation experiments; (b) the convective-scale domain with county borders (d02, enlarged), location of the fourWSR-88D
radars (blue dots), the NWS surveyed storm damage path (in red), and the time line of the convective-scale data assimilation and forecast
experiments.

includes land surface, planetary boundary layer, radiation,
convection, and microphysical parameterizations schemes
and is shown in Table 1.

Both ensemble systems assimilate routinely available
observations fromNOAA’sMeteorological AssimilationData
Ingest System (MADIS) every hour starting at 1300 UTC
May 8, 2003, and extending to 0000 UTC May 9, 2003
(Figure 1(a)), using the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter
(EAKF; [29]) within the Data Assimilation Research Testbed
(DART) software [30, 31].

A half radius of 230 km in the horizontal and a half radius
of 4 km in the vertical are used for the covariance localization
function (the fifth order correlation function from [32]).
The observations assimilated in the ensembles are the sur-
face altimeter setting, pressure, temperature, dewpoint, and
horizontal wind components from land and marine surface
stations, rawinsondes, and aircraft. The predicted variables
updated by the data assimilation scheme include the three
wind components, perturbation temperature, perturbation
geopotential, perturbation surface pressure of dry air, poten-
tial temperature tendency due to microphysics, water vapor,
and hydrometeors. Also updated are the 10mwind fields, 2m
temperature andwater vapor fields, and total surface pressure
variables, which are diagnosed by the surface and boundary
layer schemes using state variables on the model grid. The
FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics mesoscale ensemble analyses
are then used to create the initial background and boundary
conditions for their associated convective-scale ensembles.

2.3. Convective-Scale Ensembles and Cycled 3DVAR Data
Assimilation System. Themodel used for the two convective-
scale ensemble data assimilation and forecasts experiments is
the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS; [33, 34])

and its 3DVAR [4, 14, 35–37] and cloud analyses scheme [14,
38]. The ARPS 3DVAR system has been successfully used in
NOAA’s HazardousWeather Testbed (HWT) Spring Forecast
experiments [39–41] for the past several years to analyze and
detect convective-scale severe weather events [42]. Two 36-
member convective-scale ensembles are initialized from the
FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics mesoscale ensemble analyses
at 2100 UTC. Thus, the mesoscale ensembles provide envi-
ronmental background fields and boundary conditions for
their associated convective-scale 3DVAR data assimilation
system. The convective-scale domain is centered in OKC
using 3 km horizontal grid spacing with 192 × 192 × 50
grid points and is selected such that sufficient distance is
maintained between the supercell storm and lateral bound-
aries (Figure 1(b)). Radar observations are assimilated into
each of the individual convective-scale ensemble members
using the 3DVAR system. The convective-scale ensembles
are referred to as FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics in reference
to the mesoscale ensemble system that provides the initial
and boundary conditions. The physics options used for both
FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale ensembles
are identical and include Lin et al. [43] for microphysics,
Noah [28] for land surface, Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; [44,
45]) for planetary boundary layer, Dudhia [46] for shortwave,
and RRTM [47] for longwave radiation parameterization
schemes. Cumulus parameterization is turned off for the
convective-scale ensemble. The only differences in the two
convective-scale ensembles result from the use of different
mesoscale environmental conditions provided by either the
FixedPhysics or MultiPhysics 12 km mesoscale ensembles.

Reflectivity and radial velocity observations from four
operationalWeather SurveillanceRadar-1988Doppler (WSR-
88D) radars located at Vance Air Force Base (KVNX),
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Table 1: Physics options for the MultiPhysics and FixedPhysics WRF mesoscale ensemble system.

Member Cumulus MicroPhysics PBL Land surface LW/SW Rad.
MultiPhysics ensemble

1

BMJ Thompson

YSU

Noah

RRTM/Dudhia2 MYJ
3 MYNN
4 ACM2
5 YSU

RRTMG/RRTMG6 MYJ
7 MYNN
8 ACM2
9 YSU

New Goddard/New Goddard10 MYJ
11 MYNN
12 ACM2
13

GD Thompson

YSU

Noah

RRTM/Dudhia14 MYJ
15 MYNN
16 ACM2
17 YSU

RRTMG/RRTMG18 MYJ
19 MYNN
20 ACM2
21 YSU

New Goddard/New Goddard22 MYJ
23 MYNN
24 ACM2
25

Tiedtke Thompson

YSU

Noah

RRTM/Dudhia26 MYJ
27 MYNN
28 ACM2
29 YSU

RRTMG/RRTMG30 MYJ
31 MYNN
32 ACM2
33 YSU

New Goddard/New Goddard34 MYJ
35 MYNN
36 ACM2

FixedPhysics ensemble
1–36 Tiedtke Thompson YSU Noah RRTMG/RRTMG

Twin Lakes (KTLX), Tulsa (KINX), and Frederick (KFDR)
are assimilated into the two convective-scale ensembles
(Figure 1(b)). The radar observations are processed using the
88D2ARPS software with the necessary quality control steps,
including velocity dealiasing and ground clutter removal
[48]. The quality controlled radar observations are then
projected into the model grid space in the form of a series
of column observations. In order to mitigate the negative
impact of small spurious cells, the noisy data in the radar
observations are discarded if the reflectivity is smaller than
25 dBZ. The latent heat (LH) release based method from

the ARPS cloud analysis package is used for in-cloud temper-
ature adjustment and all hydrometeor variables are updated
during every analysis in the assimilating window. The ARPS
3DVARuses the radar radial velocity andOklahomaMesonet
[49] surface observations of temperature, pressure, wind
speed and direction, and dewpoint temperature to update the
three wind components (𝑢, V, and 𝑤), potential temperature
(𝜃), pressure (𝑝), and water vapor mixing ratio (𝑞V), while
the cloud analysis procedure uses the reflectivity observations
to update the hydrometeor variables and adjust the in-cloud
temperature and moisture fields. Additional quality control
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Figure 2: Environmental soundings from the 36-member ensembles with temperature (thin red lines) and dewpoint temperature (thin blue
lines) at 2100UTCMay 8 ((a) and (b)) and 0000UTCMay 9, 2003 ((c) and (d)) from theOklahomaCity (KOKC) station from the FixedPhysics
and MultiPhysics mesoscale ensemble data assimilation systems. Overlaid are the ensemble mean (thick lines) and radiosonde observations
(black) at 00 UTCMay 9, 2003 ((c) and (d)).

of the radial velocity observations is conducted during ARPS
3DVAR assimilation, such that if the absolute difference
between a gridded radial velocity and the background is
too high (greater than 20m s−1), that observation is rejected.
Radar observations are assimilated into each member of
the FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics ensemble members via a
5min cycling procedure that lasts for a 40min period starting
at 2100 UTC and ending at 2140 UTC with a total of nine
assimilation cycles. Each cycle begins with an application of
the 3DVAR and cloud analysis, followed by a 5min ARPS
forecast, which is then used as the background for the next
3DVAR and cloud analysis. One-hour ensemble forecasts
are launched from each of the 36 convective-scale ensemble
analyses valid at the end of the cycling period at 2140 UTC.
This time is 30min prior to the time the OKC tornado first
developed in the city of Moore, Oklahoma.

3. Results

The accuracy of the forecasts from both mesoscale and
convective scale experiments using either FixedPhysics or
MultiPhysics ensemble is evaluated using both quantitative

and qualitative perspectives. Statistical measures include
root-mean-square (RMSE) error, bias (forecast observations),
and equitable threat scores (ETS) [50]. The environmental
soundings, dryline structures, significant tornado parameter
(STP), and forecast probability of low-level updraft helicity
track from the two ensemble systems are also compared
to quantify the accuracy of the storm forecasts using two
different inhomogeneous mesoscale storm environments.

3.1. Environmental Soundings from the Mesoscale Ensembles.
Soundings from the mesoscale ensembles at 2100 UTC May
8, and 0000 UTCMay 9, 2003, fromOklahoma City (KOKC)
indicate that the two ensembles produce different storm envi-
ronments (Figure 2). The environmental soundings at 2100
UTC, the time when convective-scale ensembles are initial-
ized from the two mesoscale ensembles, show noticeable dif-
ferences between the two ensemble systems (Figures 2(a) and
2(b)). The soundings from the MultiPhysics ensemble that
incorporates physics parameterizations diversity across the
members show larger variability amongst the members than
those from the FixedPhysics ensemble with the same single
suite of parameterization schemes among the members. All
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36 ensemble members from the FixedPhysics ensemble show
saturated air around 850 hPa while the MultiPhysics ensem-
ble members show greater variability in temperature and
humidity from the surface to 700 hPa.Thewinds in the lowest
3 km are also more variable in MultiPhysics, with stronger
backing of the surface winds in MultiPhysics. Due to the
lack of radiosonde observations at 2100 UTC, it is not known
which soundings are more realistic. Soundings from the two
ensemble systems later in the evening at 0000 UTC show that
both ensemble systems fail to capture the observed capping
inversion (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)). Accurately capturing the
capping inversion is a common forecasting problem faced
by the modeling community. However, the larger variability
within MultiPhysics captures the observed temperature and
moisture profiles within themember envelope for most verti-
cal levels, an improvement over that seen from FixedPhysics.
The observations more often lie on the edge or outside the
ensemble envelope for the FixedPhysics experiment.

3.2. Location of Drylines in the Convective-Scale Ensembles.
The forecast locations of the dryline—the feature that helped
initiate the OKC supercell storm—and their associated dry-
line bulges also are important to compare between the
two ensembles. Isolines of 10∘C 2m dewpoint temperature
forecasts (a reasonable proxy for dryline location) from each
member of FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics along with the
analyzed isoline from Oklahoma Mesonet observations are
shown in Figure 3. The MultiPhysics ensemble has dryline
bulges (areas where dry air is advancing eastward more
rapidly yielding an eastward bulge in the isodrosotherm)
in Oklahoma as early as 10min into the forecasts at 2150
UTC, in reasonable agreement with observations, while the
FixedPhysics ensemble has no dryline bulges at this time
(Figures 3(a)–3(c)). The MultiPhysics ensemble captures the
dryline locationwithin the ensemble envelope better than the
FixedPhysics ensemble throughout the 1 h forecast (Figures
3(d)–3(l)). Most importantly, the MultiPhysics ensemble
also produces two distinct dryline bulges in Oklahoma
that compare well with the two observed dryline bulges.
Dryline bulges are an indication of the development of deep
moist convection and they develop due to enhanced low-
level convergence, helping parcels reach their level of free
convection [51].

3.3. Forecast Error Statistics of Near Surface Variables. Bias
and RMSE of 2m temperature, 2m dewpoint tempera-
ture, and 10m wind speed are calculated from the two
convective-scale ensembles and corresponding Oklahoma
Mesonet observations at 5min intervals using the 112 avail-
able Mesonet observations stations within the model domain
(Figure 4). The RMSE from the MultiPhysics ensemble is
smaller compared to the FixedPhysics ensemble throughout
the entire forecast period for both 2m temperature and
2m dewpoint temperature (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). The
differences in the magnitude of the RMSE errors are as
high as 0.35∘C and 0.60∘C for 2m temperature and 2m
dewpoint temperature, respectively, at the beginning of the
forecast period, with the differences reducing to 0.08 and 0.10,

respectively, at the end of forecast period. The differences in
the RMSE values between the two ensembles for the 10m
wind speed are very small with slightly smaller values for
the MultiPhysics ensemble (Figure 4(c)). These results are
consistentwith the findings fromFujita et al. [12] andZhiyong
and Zhang [17] in which the benefits of a MultiPhysics
ensemble over a single-scheme ensemble are found to be
more pronounced in the thermodynamic variables than
in the wind fields. For 2m temperature, the FixedPhysics
ensemble has a larger warm bias while the MultiPhysics
ensemble has a smaller cold bias at all forecast times. For 2m
dewpoint temperature both FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics
ensembles have a moist bias with the bias from MultiPhysics
being larger. However, for the 10m wind speed, the bias in
MixedPhysics is consistently larger than that in FixedPhysics.
These statistics indicate that using physics diversity across the
ensemble can have a positive impact on the forecast of near
surface thermodynamic variables but a mixed impact on the
forecast of near surface wind field.

3.4. Ensemble Mean Forecasts of Significant Tornado Param-
eter (STP). One of the severe weather parameters used to
evaluate tornadic supercell environments by the NOAA/
NWS/Storm Prediction Center is the significant tornado
parameter (STP; [52]). The STP helps discriminate between
significantly tornadic (F2 or greater damage) and nontor-
nadic supercell environments, with proximity soundings
yielding STP values greater than 1 in association with a
majority of F2 or greater tornadic supercell storms. The STP
equation is defined as

STP = CAPE
1000 J ⋅ kg−1

×
SHR
20m ⋅ s−1

×
SREH
100m2 ⋅ s−2

×
(2000m − LCL)
1500m

×

(150 J ⋅ kg−1 + CIN)
125 J ⋅ kg−1

,

(1)

where CAPE is the convective available potential energy,
SHR is 0–6 km vector vertical shear magnitude, SREH is 0-
1 km storm-relative helicity, CIN is convective inhibition, and
LCL is the lifting condensation level. The ensemble-mean
forecast of STP derived from MultiPhysics ensemble at 2150
(20 minutes prior to tornadogenesis) is very large around
the OKC area, with values approaching 50, suggestive of a
severe storm environment with significant tornado threat
(Figure 5(b)). Thompson et al. [52] show that the largest
values of STP are below 10 when using proximity soundings
from the hourly 40 km Rapid Update Cycle-2 (RUC-2),
suggesting that the high temporal frequency 3 km convective-
scale model forecasts over an area that includes both the
supercell storm and its surrounding environments may be
providing new and useful information. The maximum value
of STP continues to increase over the next 20 minutes out to
2200 UTC (Figure 5(d)) with values higher than 75. By the
time the observed tornado forms at ∼2210 UTC, the values
of STP start to decrease (Figures 5(f) and 5(h)). In contrast,
the FixedPhysics ensemble generates smaller STP values
around OKC at 2150 UTC indicating a less favorable storm
environment (Figure 5(a)). By 2200 UTC, the FixedPhysics
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Figure 3: Isolines of 10∘C 2mdewpoint temperature forecasts from FixedPhysics andMultiPhysics convective-scale ensemblemembers (thin
blue lines), ensemble mean (thick blue lines), and Oklahoma mesonet observations (red line) at ((a), (b), (c)) 2150, ((d), (e), (f)) 2200, ((g),
(h), (i)) 2210, and ((j), (k), (l)) 2220 UTCMay 8, 2003. The portion of the domain shown here is 201 × 435 km wide.

ensemble produces high values of STP in south central
Kansas (Figure 5(c)) indicating severe tornadic environment
in that area and small values of STP around OKC area. Thus,
the STP values from the FixedPhysics ensemble could have

diverted forecasters attention to the north of Kansas where
no significant tornadoes were observed until over 30min
after the end of the forecast period. The behavior of the
large magnitude STP fields to the south of regions of forecast
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Figure 4:The time series of RMSE and bias (forecast observations) during 1 h forecast period for (a) 2m temperatures (∘C), (b) 2m dewpoint
temperature (∘C), and (c) 10m wind speed (m s−1) for the FixedPhysics (green lines) and MultiPhysics (red lines) convective-scale ensemble
system.

convection suggests that they are produced by the model
supercells modifying the surrounding environment as also
seen in Brooks et al. [53]. The correlation coefficient between
themaximumvalues of STP surrounding the supercell region
and the maximum values of 0–3 km updraft helicity within
the storm (a measure of low-level storm intensity) during the

forecast period is 0.86 for FixedPhysics ensemble and 0.95 for
MultiPhysics ensemble. These high correlations suggest that
the intensity of the environmental modification is related to
the intensity of the low-level mesocyclone. This relationship
deserves further study to evaluate whether or not it could be
used to evaluate the likelihood of tornado formation.
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Figure 5: Ensemble-mean forecasts of STP parameter (colorfill, 5 increments) from FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale
experiments. The portion of the domain shown here is 306 × 363 km wide.
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Figure 6: Neighborhood ensemble probability forecasts of 0–3 km updraft helicity from (a) FixedPhysics and (b) MultiPhysics convective-
scale ensembles exceeding thresholds of 50m2 s−2 starting at 2200 UTC and ending at 2240 UTC over the entire convective-scale domain.
Overlaid in each panel is the NWS observed tornado damage track (black outline) that starts at 2210 UTC and ends at 2238 UTC.

3.5. Ensemble Probabilistic Forecast of Updraft Helicity of the
Supercell. The 3 km model horizontal grid spacing used in
this study is far too coarse to explicitly resolve a tornado
circulation. However, one good measure of the amount of
rotation within the supercell storm is the updraft helicity
(UH; [39–41, 54]), as it tends to highlight the main rotating
storm updraft within a specified layer. A 0–3 km UH is
selected to evaluate forecasts of low-level mesocyclones asso-
ciated with tornadic supercell storms. Neighborhood ensem-
ble probabilities of UH exceeding predetermined thresholds
are calculated during the 1 h forecast period from both exper-
iments (Figures 6 and 7), with a 9 km radius used to calculate
the probabilistic forecasts of UH around each horizontal grid
point to account for the small displacement errors across
the ensemble members [6]. Results using a threshold UH
of 50m2 s−2, a reasonable value for identifying mesocyclonic
features in a convective-scale model [55, 56], show sev-
eral regions of interest (Figure 6). Both experiments show
maximum probabilities (100%) of significant rotation over
OKC that covers the NWS surveyed OKC tornado observed
damage track (black line) and extends farther northeastward.
Close examination reveals that the 100% probabilities of
a low-level mesocyclone from the FixedPhysics ensemble
(Figure 6(a)) encompass a broader area than those from the
MultiPhysics ensemble (Figure 6(b)) for the OKC area. In
addition, both experiments show several additional rotation
tracks north of OKC in north central Oklahoma, near the
Oklahoma-Kansas border and in south-central Kansas. The
FixedPhysics ensemble experiments show two high prob-
ability rotation tracks, one just north of OKC with 100%
probabilities at several points and another in south-central
Kansas with probabilities as high as 95%. In contrast, the
MultiPhysics ensemble generates low probabilities of rotation
with values below 45% on the storm north of OKC and
values below 70% for the longer mesocyclone track in south
Kansas. The high probabilities of UH in Kansas from the
FixedPhysics ensembles correlate with the high STP values in

that area as shown in Figures 5(a), 5(c), 5(e), and 5(g). These
results suggest that compared to the FixedPhysics ensemble,
the MultiPhysics ensemble is able to better discriminate the
region of tornadic supercell threat during this 1-hour forecast
period.

Using UH track as a proxy for tornado path length
forecasts, Clark et al. [41] show that the UH forecast path
length from convective-scale models is strongly related to the
track length of observed tornadoes.Therefore, to evaluate the
forecasts of low-level tornadic rotation for the OKC supercell
storm, 0–3 km neighborhood UH probabilities with higher
threshold values of 150m2 s−2, 200m2 s−2, and 250m2 s−2
from both FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale
ensemble are evaluated (Figures 7(a)–7(f)) and are com-
pared against the 0–3 kmmesocyclone circulations [57] from
KTLX radar observations (Figure 7(g)) generated using the
Warning Decision Support System-Integrated Information
software (WDSS-II; [58]). Results indicate that the low-
level mesocyclone persists during the 0-1 h forecast for all
threshold values, with higher probabilities of UH quali-
tatively correlating well with the observed rotation track
(Figure 7(g)). Maximum probabilities (100%) are seen at all
grid points covering the NWS damage path and correlating
well with the radar observed rotation path for 150m2 s−2
threshold value for both ensemble experiments (Figures 7(a),
7(b), and 7(g)). However, the UH track from FixedPhysics
(Figure 7(a)) extends well beyond the observed mesocyclone
track with 100% probabilities stretching northeastward, while
the MultiPhysics (Figure 7(b)) ensemble correctly forecasts
the length of observed rotation with 100% probabilities and
has lower UH probabilities beyond the observed rotation
track.The probabilities remain above 90% for aUH threshold
of 200m2 s−2 and above 50% for a threshold of 250m2 s−2
for the entire path length of the observed damage track
(Figures 7(d) and 7(f)) in MultiPhysics. In contrast, the
FixedPhysics ensemble indicates lower UH probabilities with
values below 65% for a 200m2 s−2 threshold and below 30%
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Figure 7: Neighborhood ensemble probability forecasts of 0–3 km updraft helicity from FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics convective-scale
ensembles exceeding thresholds of ((a), (b)) 150m2 s−2, ((c), (d)) 200m2 s−2, and ((e), (f)) 250m2 s−2 starting at 2200 UTC and ending at 2240
UTC. The bottom panel (g) is the WDSS-II generated KTLX radar observed low level (0–3 km AGL) mesocyclone track during 2200–2240
UTC (MD is missing data). Overlaid in each panel is the NWS observed tornado damage track (black outline in (a)–(f) and green outline in
(g)) that starts at 2210 UTC and ends at 2238 UTC. The portion of the domain shown here is 120 × 90 km wide.

for a 250m2 s−2 threshold near the beginning of the observed
tornado. Thus, the UH probability track from the Multi-
Physics ensemble better captures the observed tornado and
rotation track extent than from the FixedPhysics ensemble.
These results highlight the potential benefit of background
environmental variability in predicted 0–3 km UH forecast
probabilities violent tornadoes, one of the goals of NOAA’s
Warn-on-Forecast initiative [18].

3.6. Forecast Time Series of Equitable Threat Scores (ETS).
To quantify the accuracy of precipitation forecasts from the
ensembles, the ETS is calculated from both FixedPhysics and
MultiPhysics convective-scale ensembles for radar reflectivity
exceeding threshold values of 35 and 45 dBZ (Figure 8).

The ETS is calculated using continuously cycled 3DVAR
analyses produced throughout the 1 h forecast period as
observations. An ETS score of 1 indicates a perfect forecast,
with the ETS value decreasing to 0 as forecast accuracy
declines. Results indicate that both ensemble systems start
with ETS values of ∼0.70 for 35 dBZ threshold (Figures 8(a)
and 8(b)) and ∼0.55 for 45 dBZ threshold (Figures 8(c) and
8(d)) at the beginning of the forecast. The ETS accuracy
decreases with forecast lead times as expected. However, the
variability in the ETS score amongst the members is larger
and increases with forecast lead times for the MultiPhysics
ensembles compared to that for the FixedPhysics ensemble.
At the end of the forecast period at 2240 UTC, the mean
ETS values for MultiPhysics ensemble are ∼0.15 and ∼0.20
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Figure 8: Values of equitable threat score (ETS) for reflectivity thresholds of ((a), (b)) 35 dBZ and ((c), (d)) 45 dBZ as a function of forecast
times (UTC) from the convective-scale FixedPhysics and MultiPhysics 36-member ensembles (thin lines) and ensemble mean (thick lines).
The independent 3DVAR analyses of reflectivity are used as observations.

(Figures 8(b) and 8(d)), while the mean ETS values for
FixedPhysics ensembles are 0.09 and 0.10 (Figures 8(a) and
8(c)) for 35 and 45 dBZ thresholds, respectively. Thus the
MultiPhysics ensemble maintains higher ETS accuracy than
the FixedPhysics ensemble at the end of 1-hour-long forecasts.
This is more pronounced for 45 dBZ threshold (Figure 8(d)),
in which the MultiPhysics ensemble maintains the 0.20 ETS
values during the last 25 minutes of the forecasts.

4. Discussion

In this study, experiments are conducted to assimilate radar
observations within a convective-scale ensemble using back-
ground storm environments from two different mesoscale
ensembles forMay 8, 2003, OklahomaCity tornadic supercell
storm event. The two sets of 36-member 12 km mesoscale
ensembles using either single (FixedPhysics) or multi-
ple physical parameterization (MultiPhysics) schemes are
produced. The FixedPhysics ensemble uses the same land

surface, planetary boundary layer, radiation, convection, and
microphysical parameterizations amongst all the ensemble
members, whereas the MultiPhysics ensemble uses a vari-
ation of those combinations across the members. Tradi-
tional atmospheric observations are assimilated into the
ensembles at every hour cycle starting at 1200 UTC on the
day of the event and out to 12 h or 0000 UTC, May 9,
2003. The convective-scale 3 km ensembles are created using
the mesoscale ensembles as background and assimilating
Doppler radial velocity and reflectivity observations from
four operational WSR-88D radars every 5 minutes over a
40min cycling period starting at 2100 UTC and ending
at 2140 UTC. Finally, 1 h forecasts are launched from the
convective-scale ensemble analyses starting at 2140 UTC and
extending out to 2240 UTC, thereby covering the entire
lifetime of the observed OKC tornado.

Results indicate that the forecast RMSE values for the
near surface temperature, dewpoint temperature, and wind
variables from the convective-scale MultiPhysics ensemble
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are smaller than those from the FixedPhysics ensemble, high-
lighting the positive impact of the MultiPhysics approach.
However, a more qualitative evaluation of specific forecast
features, such as the presence of dryline bulges, environmen-
tal sounding structures, values of ensemblemean STP, and 0–
3 km UH probabilities shows that the MultiPhysics ensemble
better captures the important features on this day than
the FixedPhysics ensemble. In particular, the convective-
scale Multiphysics ensemble forecasts high values of STP
around the OKC area before tornadogenesis, suggesting an
environment that is very favorable for tornadic supercell
storms, while the FixedPhysics experiment forecasts much
lower STP values in the same area. The 0–3 km UH values
for both FixedPhysics andMultiPhysics ensembles show high
probabilities that correlate well with the observed tornado
and low-level rotation tracks. However, the UH track in
the MultiPhysics ensemble better captures the beginning
and ending points of the observed tornado track than seen
in the FixedPhysics ensemble. Therefore, convective-scale
ensembles with greater diversity in the mesoscale envi-
ronmental conditions as produced through using multiple
physics schemes can provide forecasters with more accurate
situational awareness and greater confidence of the tornado
threats from very short-range ensemble forecasts.

Although not computationally feasible for this study,
convective-scale data assimilation and forecast experiments
with horizontal grid spacing less than 1 km are needed to
resolve tornadic-scale circulations. Past studies show notice-
able differences in storm structures when simulated with a
horizontal grid spacing varying between 250m and 1 km [59,
60]. While the computational demands associated with such
small grid spacing are significant at this time, with continued
rapid increases in computing power, futureworkwill focus on
convective-scale data assimilation and forecast experiments
at 1 km or less. The use of more sophisticated double or
triple moment microphysics schemes in the convective-scale
ensemble with perturbed microphysical parameters within
the scheme [61] and applying physics diversity across the
ensemble [62, 63] can provide improved short-range forecasts
for a wide range of storm systems and will be included in
future convective-scale data assimilation studies.

Due to our limited understanding of atmospheric pro-
cesses, it is likely that the use of evenmore sophisticated phys-
ical parameterization schemes will face challenges when used
in some storm environments. However, the results obtained
from this study suggest that by using reasonable diversity in
physics schemes, an ensemble system is more likely to span
the observations and provide improved storm environments
for a wide range of storm systems. An ensemble system
that accounts for uncertainties both in initial condition and
model physical parameterization schemes is important to
the successful very short-range probabilistic convective-scale
forecast of tornadic supercell thunderstorms, which is the
main goal NOAA’s Warn-on-Forecast initiative.
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A typical storm-scale ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) analysis/forecast system is shown to introduce imbalances into the ensemble
posteriors that generate acoustic waves in subsequent integrations. When the EnKF is used to research storm-scale dynamics, the
resulting spurious pressure oscillations are large enough to impact investigation of processes driven by nonhydrostatic pressure
gradient forces. Fortunately, thermodynamic retrieval techniques traditionally applied to dual-Doppler wind analyses can be
adapted to diagnose the balanced portion of an EnKF pressure analysis, thereby eliminating the fast-mode pressure oscillations.
The efficacy of this approach is demonstrated using a high-resolution supercell thunderstorm simulation as well as EnKF analyses
of a simulated and a real supercell.

1. Introduction

The EnKF [1] has become a popular and valuable tool for
storm-scale research [2–12]. Particularly when dual-Doppler
radar data are available, EnKF data assimilation can provide
reliable analyses of wind and, to a lesser degree, temperature
and microphysical variables in convective storms. EnKF
analyses of pressure, on the other hand, are subject to severe
errors, at least with some compressible model configurations
(the first tests of the EnKF with a compressible model were
performed by Tong and Xue [5]). This problem is illustrated
in Figure 1 using output from the National Severe Storms
Laboratory Collaborative Model for Multiscale Atmospheric
Simulation (NCOMMAS; [13, 14]) ensemble square root filter
[15]. Similar behavior occurs using the Data Assimilation
Research Testbed [16] EnKF with the Advanced Research
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW; [17]) model
(James Marquis andThomas Jones, personal communication
2013). The pressure analysis errors severely impede investi-
gation of critical storm processes that are, in part, driven
by dynamic pressure gradient forces, including supercell
occlusion downdrafts [18], lifting of negatively buoyant air

[19], supercell propagation [20], the descending rear inflow
and ascending front-to-rear flow in mesoscale convective
systems [21], and possibly descending reflectivity cores [22].

The pressure oscillations shown in Figure 1 are associated
with acoustic waves generated within the data assimilation
region. The waves are presumably excited as each ensemble
member adjusts to an updated initial condition that is
dynamically inconsistent with the model (i.e., unbalanced).
This hypothesis is supported by two observations. First, the
acoustic waves occur whether or not pressure is updated dur-
ing the data assimilation and therefore cannot be attributed
to erroneous ensemble covariances between the pressure and
other variables (though the latter could conceivably exacer-
bate the problem in cases where pressure is updated). Second,
spurious waves are not evident in perfect-model EnKF
observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) with the
NCOMMAS (not shown), indicating that thewaves arise only
when analysis increments are substantially unbalanced. The
generation of high-amplitude fast modes due to unbalanced
initial conditions is a long-recognized problem in numerical
weather prediction, and many approaches have been used
to improve dynamical balance during the data assimilation
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Figure 1: True (left column) and EnKF mean posterior (right column) 𝑝 (shading; hPa) and radar reflectivity factor (contoured at 10, 30,
and 50 dBZ) at 𝑧 = 0.9 km. Fields are valid after (top row) zero, (middle row) one, and (bottom row) fifteen 2min forecast cycles. The true 𝑝
were filtered and averaged as in Potvin et al. [23] to permit more direct comparisons with the (coarser) EnKF 𝑝.
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Figure 2: True (left) and retrieved (right) 𝑝 (top; hPa), 𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑥 (middle; hPa km−1), and 𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑧 (bottom; hPa km−1) at 𝑧 = 0.9 km. Radar
reflectivity factor is contoured at 10, 30, and 50 dBZ.

procedure [24, 25]. Given the small influence of the pressure
field on the remaining state variables in certain compressible
cloud models on the relevant spatiotemporal scales, errors
due to the acoustic waves are largely confined to the pressure
field in storm-scale EnKF analyses. This makes it possible to

retrieve the portion of the pressure field that is in balance
with the remaining model fields (hereafter, the “balanced”
pressure). This obviates the need to mitigate the acoustic
waves during the data assimilation procedure, at least when
the analysis is not being used to initialize a numerical forecast.
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Instead, the balanced pressure can be retrieved after the data
assimilation is complete.

Severalmethods are available for diagnosing perturbation
(from the hydrostatic base state) pressure, typically in its
nondimensional Exner function form 𝜋 (the prime sym-
bol is omitted herein to simplify the notation), from the
equations of motion. Early methods satisfied the horizontal
equations of motion on individual horizontal planes [26, 27].
A major limitation of that approach is that the analyzed 𝜋
is offset from the true 𝜋 by a vertically varying constant,
precluding unique solution of 𝜕𝜋/𝜕𝑧 unless independent
pressure measurements are available at each analysis level.
This problem is avoided when all three equations of motion
are satisfied [28–30], in which case the retrieved 𝜋 is offset
by a volume-wide (rather than vertically varying) constant,
thereby permitting the impact of vertical pressure gradients
to be quantitatively considered. The tradeoff is that errors
in the analyzed local derivative and buoyancy terms in the
vertical momentum equation typically result in 𝜕𝜋/𝜕𝑥 and
𝜕𝜋/𝜕𝑦 analyses that are inferior to those obtained using two-
dimensional retrieval. As will be shown, however, there is a
very simple procedure for obtaining the advantages of both
the 2D and 3D approaches. This combined method permits
useful pressure retrievals to be obtained from acoustic wave-
contaminated EnKF analyses.

2. Pressure Retrieval Method

We adopt a variational framework for our pressure retrieval
scheme.The momentum equation constraints use the Klemp
andWilhelmson [31] formulation of the equations of motion
except with the Coriolis term (which is negligible) omitted.

A horizontal smoothness constraint is imposed to filter noise.
The cost function we seek to minimize can therefore be
expressed as

𝐽 =
1

2
∑

𝑖

∑

𝑗

∑

𝑘

𝐶
1
𝐽
2

1
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2
𝐽
2

2

+ 𝐶
3
𝐽
2

3
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4
𝐽
2

4

, (1)

where

𝐽
1
= (

𝜕𝜋

𝜕𝑥
− 𝐹) , 𝐽

2
= (

𝜕𝜋

𝜕𝑦
− 𝐺) , (2)

𝐽
3
= (

𝜕𝜋

𝜕𝑧
− 𝑔

𝜃
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2
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4
= (

𝜕
2
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2

+
𝜕
2
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𝜕𝑦
2

) ; (3)

𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘 are themodel grid indices;𝐹,𝐺, and𝐻 are the sums
of the local time derivative, advection, and turbulent mixing
terms for the 𝑢-, V-, and 𝑤-equations, respectively; 𝑔 is the
gravitational acceleration; and 𝜃

0
and 𝜃 are the horizontally

homogeneous base state and perturbation potential tempera-
ture, respectively.The subscripted𝐶’s represent the weighting
coefficients for each respective constraint, computed simi-
larly to the coefficients in [30]:
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(4)

where Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦, and Δ𝑧 are the analysis grid spacings and
𝑘
0
is the cutoff wavenumber, for which the theoretical

filter response is 0.5. The present study uses a 3Δ𝑥 cutoff
wavelength.

In the first step of the pressure retrieval scheme, a 2D
retrieval is performed (i.e.,𝐶

3
is set to zero) over each analysis

level. The resulting analysis, 𝜋
2D, is stored, and then a 3D

retrieval is performed, yielding 𝜋
3D. The vertically varying

constant 𝐴(𝑘) by which 𝜋
2D is offset from the balanced 𝜋,

𝜋bal, is then estimated by computing the mean difference
between 𝜋

3D and 𝜋
2D for each 𝑘. To see why 𝐴(𝑘) can be

estimated in this way, consider that the 2D and 3D analyses
can be written as

𝜋
2D = 𝜋bal + 𝐴 (𝑘) + 𝜋

error
2D ,

𝜋
3D = 𝜋bal + 𝜋

error
3D ,

(5)

where 𝜋error
2D and 𝜋error

3D are the retrieval errors, apart from
the vertically varying constant. Assuming that the 2D and
3D retrievals are approximately unbiased relative to each
other (apart from the vertically varying constant), averaging
the differences between the retrievals over each horizontal
analysis plane (symbolized by brackets) yields

⟨𝜋
2D − 𝜋3D⟩ = ⟨𝜋

error
2D − 𝜋

error
3D ⟩ + 𝐴 (𝑘) ≈ 𝐴 (𝑘) . (6)
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Figure 5: As in Figure 3 (top row) but for 𝑝
3D (solid) and 𝑝

3D retrieved with hydrometeor drag term omitted (dashed).

The final analysis 𝜋final is then obtained by subtracting the
𝐴(𝑘) estimate from 𝜋

2D:

𝜋final = 𝜋2D − ⟨𝜋2D − 𝜋3D⟩ . (7)

The 𝜋final is still subject to a volume-wide constant, which can
be estimated as the volume-mean difference between 𝜋final
and the 𝜋 from the simulation or EnKF analysis to which
the retrieval method is applied. This estimate is reasonable
to the extent that the errors in the input 𝜋 are unbiased.
Errors in the estimate of this constant will not impact most
applications since it is typically only the spatial derivatives
of 𝜋 that are sought. The estimated volume-wide constant
has been subtracted from the 𝜋final in the experiments below.
To further facilitate interpretation, 𝜋 has been converted to
dimensional perturbation pressure 𝑝.

3. Experiments

3.1. Verification of Retrieval Procedure. An NCOMMAS
supercell simulation was used to test the robustness of the
retrieval procedure and the integrity of the computer code.
The simulation was performed on a stationary 102.6 km ×

102.6 km × 20.4 km domain with 600m grid spacing in all
three dimensions and a large (small) time step of 4 (2/3) s. A
fully dual-moment version of the Ziegler [32] microphysical
parameterization (Ziegler Variable Density or ZVD) scheme
[33] was used. The remaining model settings were identical
to those of Potvin et al. [23]. The supercell in the present
simulation appears reasonably realistic, and its evolution
qualitatively resembles that of Potvin et al. [23].

Pressure retrievals were performed over the entire sim-
ulation domain. The local derivatives of 𝑢, V, and 𝑤 were
computed using centered finite differences with default

Δ𝑡 = 30 s (e.g., 𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑡 = (𝑢(𝑡+30)−𝑢(𝑡−30))/60). In general,
spatial derivativeswere computed using centered differencing
on theArakawaA (unstaggered) grid, necessitating averaging
of the model 𝑢, V, and 𝑤 from the Arakawa C (staggered)
grid. At the model boundaries, the 𝜋 derivatives in 𝐽

1
− 𝐽
3

were computed using one-sided differences. In preliminary
retrievals, setting the turbulence terms in the equations of
motion to zero generally had negligible or mildly positive
impact, presumably due to discretization errors being of
similar magnitude to the turbulence terms themselves, which
are typically much smaller than the remaining momentum
equation terms. The turbulence terms were consequently
omitted in the experiments shown.

Visual comparisons of the model and retrieved 𝑝final,
𝜕𝑝final/𝜕𝑥, and 𝜕𝑝final/𝜕𝑧 reveal high fidelity in the retrieval
technique (a representative example is shown in Figure 2), as
do vertical profiles of root mean square error (RMSE) and
relative (i.e., as a percentage of RMS 𝑝true) RMSE (RRMSE)
computed within the storm (Figure 3). (Both the model and
retrieved pressure gradients were computed using centered
differences on the Arakawa A grid.) Calculations of the
horizontal domain-wide 𝑝 bias at each level indicate that
the 3D retrieval largely eliminates the vertically varying
constant present in the 2D retrieval (Figure 4). To assess
the sensitivity of the technique to hydrometeor mixing ratio
errors (which are often large in EnKF analyses due to gross
imperfections in current microphysical parameterization
schemes), the retrieval was repeated with the hydrometeor
drag term (in the vertical equation of motion) omitted.
While ignoring water loading substantially degraded 𝑝

3D
within the storm (Figure 5), 𝑝

3D was barely impacted in
precipitation-free regions (not shown), resulting in relatively
small domain-wide 𝑝

3D biases at each level and, thus, only
minor error increases in the 𝐴(𝑘) estimates (Figure 4). The
spurious vertical trend introduced to 𝑝final (generally <
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Figure 6: As in Figure 2 except for Δ𝑡 = 120 s in the pressure retrieval.

0.05 hPa km−1) by the degraded 𝐴(𝑘) was practically neg-
ligible. The relative insensitivity of the proposed retrieval
method to hydrometeor errors is a major advantage over
existing 3D approaches.

The retrievals were also relatively insensitive to temporal
discretization errors in the local wind derivatives. Computing
the latter using Δ𝑡 = 120 s (rather than 30 s) to match

typical storm-scale EnKF analysis cycle periods substan-
tially increased the RMSE 𝜕𝑝final/𝜕𝑥 and 𝜕𝑝final/𝜕𝑧 (Figure 3)
but did not seriously qualitatively degrade the retrieval
(Figure 6).While temporal discretization errors will be much
larger in cases of rapidly moving storms (the present storm
travels eastward at ∼10m s−1), such errors may be substan-
tially reduced using advection correction methods [34–36].
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Figure 7: True (left column), retrieved (middle column), and EnKF mean posterior (right column) 𝑝 (top row), 𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑥 (middle row;
hPa km−1), and 𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑧 (bottom row; hPa km−1) at 𝑧 = 0.9 km, 𝑡 = 50min. The true 𝑝 were filtered and averaged as in Potvin et al. [23]
to permit more direct comparisons with the (coarser) EnKF 𝑝. Radar reflectivity factor is contoured at 10, 30, and 50 dBZ.

3.2. Retrievals from a Simulated EnKFMeanAnalysis. Having
verified the robustness of the pressure retrieval scheme, we
then applied the technique to mean posteriors from an EnKF
OSSE conducted by Potvin and Wicker [11] (pictured in
Figure 1). In that experiment (labeled “2-LFO” in [11]),mobile
dual-Doppler velocity pseudoobservations were generated
from the “truth” simulation of Potvin et al. [23], perturbed
with random errors, and assimilated at two-minute intervals.
Model error was introduced by using coarser ensemble grid
spacing (600m versus 200m) and different microphysical
parameterization (the Gilmore et al. [37] version of the Lin
et al. [38] scheme versus the ZVD scheme) from those
in the “truth” simulation. The use of an imperfect model
in the EnKF resulted in dynamically unbalanced analysis

increments that instigated acoustic waves during the data
assimilation. The ensemble was integrated for 30min prior
to the first analysis update to develop physically realistic
covariance structures.

Local wind derivatives for the pressure retrieval scheme
were computed using mean posteriors separated by 4min
(i.e., Δ𝑡 = 2min). This interval is similar to the volume
scan periods for Weather Surveillance Radar—1988 Doppler
(WSR-88D) convection sampling patterns. All fields required
for the momentum equation constraints were obtained from
the EnKF posteriors (i.e., treated as known quantities). The
pressure retrievals were performed offline from the EnKF
analysis; that is, the retrieved posterior pressure field at each
time was not used to initialize the subsequent forecast cycle
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Figure 8: As in Figure 7 except for 𝑧 = 3.3 km.

in the data assimilation experiment. Due to the very weak
impact of the pressure field on the remaining state variables
in compressible models (the property exploited by the pro-
posedmethod to remove the fast-mode pressure oscillations),
rebalancing the pressure field at each analysis cycle should
have generally negligible impact on the remaining model
fields throughout the data assimilation. We have verified this
with separate, real data experiments (not shown), in which
the differences due to the pressure rebalancing produced
only tiny differences in the final ensemble analysis and in
subsequent 30min forecasts.

Given the insensitivity of the pressure retrievals in
Section 3.1 to discretization and hydrometeor mixing ratio
errors, it was expected that 𝑝final obtained from the EnKF
analyses would well capture the balanced portion of the

EnKF 𝑝 (𝑝bal) and thereby improve upon the EnKF 𝑝 and
generally resemble 𝑝true (keeping in mind that errors in the
other EnKF fields will create some discrepancies between the
EnKF 𝑝bal and 𝑝true).This was indeed the case throughout the
assimilation period, except at higher altitudes. After 20min
of data assimilation (𝑡 = 50min), the EnKF wind analyses
are sufficiently accurate that 𝑝final reasonably resembles 𝑝true
at lower and middle levels, much more so than does the
EnKF 𝑝 (Figures 7, 8, and 9). The improvement of 𝑝final
over the EnKF 𝑝, however, decreases with height (Figure 9),
presumably due in large part to the shallower fast-mode
pressure oscillations aloft (not shown). Within the top half
of the storm, 𝑝final is generally mildly inferior to the EnKF
𝑝, indicating that retrieval errors dominate improvements
from removing the (small) fast-mode pressure errors. This
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suggests that application of the proposed pressure retrieval
method be restricted to altitudes where spurious pressure
oscillations are large.

While the retrieval results from this OSSE are likely
somewhat optimistic despite our efforts to mitigate the
“identical twin” problem, larger EnKF analysis errors in real
cases should not substantially impede the technique’s ability
to recover the EnKF 𝑝bal and, thus, to remove the fast-
mode pressure errors (which is the objective of the proposed
method). Furthermore, the previous results, combined with
the resilience of dual-mobile-Doppler EnKFwind analyses to
microphysical and background wind errors [11, 39], suggest
that pressure retrievals obtained from high-quality radar
datasets such as those collected during the second Verifi-
cation of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment
(VORTEX2; [40]) may be useful for investigating pressure-
gradient-driven storm processes. Rigorous testing of this
hypothesis, unfortunately, is currently precluded by the lack
of dense 3D pressure observations within storms.

3.3. Retrievals from a Real Data EnKF Mean Analysis. While
our ability to verify the real-world performance of the
proposed technique is quite limited, qualitative evaluation
of pressure retrievals from EnKF analyses of the May 29-30,
2004, Geary, OK, USA, tornadic supercell supports cautious
optimism. The EnKF analyses were obtained by assimilating
quality-controlled Doppler velocity data from two Shared
Mobile Atmospheric Research and Teaching (SMART; [41])
radars using the NCOMMAS EnKF with the ZVD micro-
physics scheme (see Potvin et al. [39] for further details).
Pressure retrievals were performed in the same manner as
with the simulated EnKF analyses in Section 3.2.

A representative comparison of the 𝑝final and EnKF 𝑝,
valid after 44min of data assimilation (0037 UTC 30May), is
shown in Figure 10. As in the EnKFOSSE (Section 3.2), high-
amplitude pressure oscillations generated during the data
assimilation are not evident in the retrieved pressure fields.
Furthermore, the 𝑝final comports with present understanding
of the pressure distribution within supercells, which suggests
retrieval errors are not unduly large. For example, both
the 𝑝final and EnKF 𝑝 exhibit an inflow low and a deep
pressure minimum associated with the strong mesocyclonic
rotation (Figures 10(a) and 10(b)), as well as upward-directed
perturbation pressure gradient force along the gust front
(Figures 10(c) and 10(d)). The 𝑝final, but not the EnKF 𝑝, per-
sistently indicates a region of substantial downward-directed
perturbation pressure gradient force near the analyzed occlu-
sion downdraft (Figures 10(c)–10(f)). This is consistent with
current understanding of occlusion downdraft formation
[42], suggesting that the EnKF pressure analysis near the
occlusion downdraft is contaminated with fast-mode errors
that the retrieval successfully corrects.

4. Conclusion

As in other data assimilation frameworks, storm-scale EnKF
radar data assimilation can introduce dynamical imbalances

that induce severe pressure errors in analyses, inhibiting
investigation of important storm processes. Retrieval proce-
dures that have traditionally been used to retrieve the pres-
sure and buoyancy fields from dual-Doppler wind analyses
can be used to rebalance the pressure field in such cases.Using
a combination of the 2D and 3Dpressure retrieval approaches
that mitigates the deficiencies of both, we have demonstrated
that useful analyses of the perturbation pressure field and
its derivatives can be obtained from EnKF analyses despite
model and discretization errors. The described procedure
could be modified to separately retrieve, for example, the
linear and nonlinear components of the dynamic perturba-
tion pressure [43]. The method could also be extended to
other nonhydrostatic equation sets including that used by the
WRF-ARWmodel.

It should be noted that some of the existing methods for
suppressing acoustic and gravity waves in model initial con-
ditions could be adapted to removing pressure oscillations
in EnKF analyses. For example, during data assimilation,
digital filter initialization (DFI; [44]) could be applied to
the analysis increments at each cycle prior to integrating
the ensemble forward to the next time. All such approaches,
however, would increase computational cost, and it is not
clear whether storm-scale analyses would improve given
the model approximations used in these methods (e.g., the
adiabatic backward model integration in DFI). Alternatively,
a diagnostic pressure equation (e.g., [45]) could be solved
(either exactly, or weakly as in the proposedmethod), thereby
avoiding temporal discretization errors, but at the cost of
increased spatial discretization errors. While we recommend
evaluation of the relative efficacy of alternative methods for
recovering the balanced pressure component, we also empha-
size that the proposed method provides an existing, effective,
simple, and low-cost way to remove pressure oscillations
from storm-scale EnKF analyses and does not require data
assimilation experiments to be rerun.
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The Doppler velocity dealiasing technique based on alias-robust VAD and variational (AR-Var) analyses developed at the National
Severe Storms Laboratory for radar data quality control and assimilation is further improved in its two-step procedures: the
reference check in the first step and the continuity check in the second step. In the first step, the alias-robust variational analysis is
modified adaptively and used in place of the alias-robust velocity-azimuth display (VAD) analysis for all scan modes (rather than
solely the WSR-88D volume coverage pattern 31 with the Nyquist velocity V

𝑁

reduced below 12m s−1 and the TDWRMod80 with
V
𝑁

reduced below 15m s−1), so more raw data can pass the stringent threshold conditions used by the reference check in the first
step. This improves the dealiased data coverage without false dealiasing to better satisfy the high data quality standard required by
radar data assimilation. In the second step, new procedures are designed and added to the continuity check to increase the dealiased
data coverage over storm-scale areas threatened by intense mesocyclones and their generated tornados. The performances of the
improved dealiasing technique versus the existing techniques are exemplified by the results obtained for tornadic storms scanned
by the operational KTLX radar in Oklahoma.

1. Introduction

Radar data quality control is critical for radar data assim-
ilation, and dealiasing is an important and yet often very
difficult part of radar data quality control. Currently, the local
environment dealiasing algorithm (Eilts and Smith [1]) is
used onWSR-88D radars (NEXRADNetwork) for processing
radar data for Doppler velocity data in real-time. When this
algorithm was originally developed at the National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL), the primary goal was for visual
and certain quantitative applications, such as automated
mesocyclone detections (Stumpf et al. [2] and Smith and
Elmore [3]), with considerable tolerance for bad or poor
quality data to retain as much as possible the original data
coverage. Therefore, the processed data often do not satisfy
the high-quality standard required by data assimilation at
the National Centers of Environmental Prediction (NCEP).
This problem is common for most early developed dealias-
ing techniques, especially for those designed primarily for

applications not involving data assimilation including the
currently developed and tested techniques (such as the two-
dimensional dealiasing of Jing and Wiener [4]) for broad
applications at the NWS Radar Operations Center (Burgess
and Crum [5] and Witt et al. [6]). Striving to meet the need
of radar data assimilation, continued efforts have been made
at NSSL in collaboration with other research institutes to
develop robust dealiasing techniques (Gong et al. [7], Gao
et al. [8], Zhang and Wang [9], Xu et al. [10], and Xu and
Nai [11]). In particular, the dealiasing technique of Xu et al.
[10] has been tested extensively with real-time observations
from operational WSR-88D radars under various weather
conditions. From these tests, the technique was found to be
capable of correcting alias errors without false dealiasing in
most cases, but it occasionally failed to correct or flag severely
aliased radial velocities around strongly sheared and often
tilted inversion layers in severe winter ice storms scanned
by the operational WSR-88D radars using volume coverage
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pattern 31 (VCP31) with V
𝑁
< 12m s−1, where V

𝑁
denotes the

Nyquist velocity. The occasional failures were caused by the
lack of the required accuracy (within±7V

𝑁
/4 of the true value

at every observation point) of the reference radial-velocity
field produced by the alias-robust velocity-azimuth display
(AR-VAD) analysis (Xu et al. [12]). To solve this problem
(caused mainly by reduced V

𝑁
), an alias-robust variational

(AR-Var) analysis was developed (Xu and Nai [13]) and used
in place of the AR-VAD analysis for the reference check to
upgrade the VAD-based dealiasing (Xu et al. [10]) adaptively
for VCP31 into an AR-Var-based dealiasing (Xu and Nai [11]).
As the above dealiasing techniques were developed for data
assimilation applications at NCEP (Liu et al. [14]), various
stringent threshold conditions must be used to ensure the
dealiased data to be completely free of false dealiasing. As
these stringent conditions tend to discard many data that
cannot pass the thresholds even after dealiasing, the dealiased
data often have less or even much less coverage than the
raw data, especially in isolated data areas far away from the
radar or in localized areas of strong and complex winds
such as those around mesocyclones. It is thus necessary to
further improve these dealiasing techniques to increase their
dealiased data coverage but remain to be completely free of
false dealiasing, especially over storm-scale areas threatened
by intense mesocyclones and their generated tornados. The
above existing dealiasing techniques for data assimilation are
reviewed in Section 2. Improvements made to the existing
dealiasing techniques are presented in Section 3. Conclusions
follow in Section 4.

2. Review of VAD-Based and
AR-Var-Based Dealiasing Techniques for
Data Assimilation

The VAD-based dealiasing technique (Xu et al. [10]) devel-
oped at NSSL for radar wind data quality control was
delivered to NCEP for radar data assimilation tests and
applications (Liu et al. [14]). This dealiasing performs two
steps: (i) the reference checkwith the reference radial-velocity
field produced by the AR-VAD analysis (Xu et al. [12]) to
detect and correct alias errors in the all-flagged raw data and
(ii) the continuity check with an enhanced use of available
seed data (i.e., dealiased or deflagged data that have passed
the reference check and thus have been accepted as good
data) in a properly enlarged block area near each remaining
flagged data point being checked. The technique has been
tested with raw radial velocities scanned from operational
WSR-88D radars under various weather conditions. In most
cases, the algorithm can correct aliased velocities without
false dealiasing. However, like the classic VAD analysis, the
AR-VAD analysis is inherently limited by its uniform-wind
assumption, so the resultant reference radial velocities often
do not have the desired flexibility and variability to allow
most raw data to pass the stringent threshold conditions,
especially when the Nyquist velocity V

𝑁
is reduced, and thus,

the threshold ranges are further narrowed. Because of this,
theVAD-based dealiasing occasionally fails to detect and cor-
rect severely aliased velocities around strongly sheared and

tilted inversion layers in severe winter ice storms observed
by operational WSR-88D radars using VCP31 with V

𝑁
<

12m s−1. To solve this problem, the AR-Var analysis (Xu
et al. [15]) was refined into a two-step analysis (Xu and
Nai [13]) and used in place of the AR-VAD analysis for
the reference check. In the first step of the refined AR-
Var analysis, the original AR-VAD analysis was modified to
fit the raw aliased radial-velocity observations in the ±90∘
vicinity of each of the two paired zero radial-velocity points
(about 180∘ apart) on a selected range circle.Thismodification
resembles the sectorized uniform-wind technique applied
with two 180∘ sectors. The two analyzed radial-velocity fields
were then combined into a single radial-velocity field not
rigidly constrained by the VAD uniform-wind assumption.
In the second step, the combined radial-velocity field was
used as the first guess for the refined AR-Var analysis. This
upgraded the AR-VAD-based dealiasing into the AR-Var-
based dealiasing (Xu and Nai [11]) adaptively for winter ice
storms scanned byWSR-88D radars usingVCP31 (at 0.5∘, 1.5∘,
2.5∘, 3.5∘, and 4.5∘ tilts) as well as for storms scanned by the
FAATerminal DopplerWeather Radar (TDWR) radars using
Mod80 (with V

𝑁
< 15m s−1 at 0.5∘, 1.0∘, 2.5∘, 5.1∘, 7.7∘, 11.3∘,

15.3∘, 20.7∘, and 28.2∘ tilts).
The AR-Var-based dealiasing has been tested successfully

with many winter ice storms scanned by operational WSR-
88D radars using VCP31 with V

𝑁
< 12m s−1 and many

storms scanned by the FAA OKC airport TDWR radar using
Mod80with V

𝑁
< 15m s−1.The effectiveness of this dealiasing

technique is shown by the example in Figure 1 (in addition
to the example in Figure 2 of Xu and Nai [11]). As shown
in Figure 1(a)(or Figure 1(b)), the raw radial velocities were
severely aliased in most areas outside the 25 (or 10) km radial
range, and the aliased velocities were even folded twice in
areas to the southwest and northeast of the radar outside
the 150 (or 60) km radial range on the 1.5∘ (or 4.5∘) tilt.
As shown by the dealiased radial-velocity field in Figure 1(c)
(or Figure 1(d)), the wind field is dominated by a strong
northeasterly flow below the vertical level of 𝑧 ≈ 0.7 km (that
is, within the radial range of 𝑟 ≈ 25 (or 15) km on 1.5∘ (or
4.5∘) tilt) and then veers sharply to a strong southwesterly flow
above 𝑧 ≈ 0.8 km. This sharp change in wind direction is a
typical feature often observed during winter ice storms, and
this feature is well captured by the two-step AR-Var analysis
but not retrieved by the AR-VAD analysis due to the reduced
V
𝑁
(=11.51m s−1) and the increased discrepancy between the

VAD-analyzed uniform wind and the true wind, especially
around the vertical-shear layer that is not perfectly flat.

The AR-Var-based dealiasing has been incorporated into
the radar data quality control package (Liu et al. [14]) at the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) for
operational tests. For radar data assimilation applications at
NCEP, the method is required to be absolutely free of false
dealiasing. This has inevitably sacrificed the data coverage
to certain but different degrees for AR-Var-based dealiasing
and AR-VAD-based dealiasing. The sacrificed (flagged) data
coverage is usually minor andmarginal for the AR-Var-based
dealiasing applied adaptively to winter ice storms since the
raw velocities scanned from ice storms using VCP31 usually
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Raw velocity image scanned by the KTLX radar with V
𝑁

= 11.51m s−1 (a) on 1.5∘ tilt at 00:10:38 UTC and (b) on 4.5∘ tilt at 00:15:28
UTC for the ice storm on January 27, 2009. Dealiased velocity image on (c) 1.5∘ and (d) 4.5∘ tilts by the AR-Var-based dealiasing.

have rather continuous and complete coverage on each tilt,
and so do the dealiased data (as shown in Figure 1). However,
for the VAD-based dealiasing still used for other VCPs, the
reference check in the first main step has to be limited within
the cut-off radial range (30 km for 0.5∘ tilt and 80 km for all
other higher tilts; see Section 2b of Xu et al. [10]) to avoid
false dealiasing, so isolated data areas away (by 40 gates and
5 beams or more) from the seed data areas produced by the
reference check will remain flagged as they cannot be reached
by the continuity check in the second step of the VAD-based
dealiasing (see Section 2c of Xu et al. [10]). This limitation
can become serious for a spring or summer convective storm
when the raw velocities scanned from the storm using VCP11,
VCP211, VCP12, or VCP121 (with V

𝑁
> 20m s−1 at 14 tilts

from 0.5∘ to 19.5∘) are scattered sparsely in large isolated areas
far away from the radar. To reduce this limitation, further
improvements are made to both the reference check in the
first step and the continuity check in the second step. These
new improvements are described in Section 3.

3. New Improvements and Results

To increase the coverage of seed data produced by the
reference check, the AR-Var-based dealiasing is extended
and used in place of the VAD-based dealiasing for all the
remainingVCPs (other thanVCP31 forWSR-88DandMod80
for TDWR) with two new adaptations (for V

𝑁
> 18m s−1

only): (i) The first-guess background radial-velocity field
(used to start the descent algorithm in the second step of the
refined AR-Var analysis) is taken directly from the AR-VAD
analysis without modification in the first step of the refined
AR-Var analysis, because the modified AR-VAD analysis is
necessary only for V

𝑁
< 18m s−1 but it requires sufficient

raw-data coverage on each selected range circle as explained
in Section 2. (ii) The cut-off radial range limitation (see
Section 2b of Xu et al. [10]) is removed for the reference
check, because the refined AR-Var analysis is not rigidly
constrained by the VAD uniform-wind assumption and thus
can fit the data much better than the AR-VAD analysis at
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A

(a) (b)

B2
B1

(c)

B2

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: (a) Raw radial-velocity image scanned by the KTLX radar using VCP12 with V
𝑁

= 26.1m s−1 at 4.0∘ tilt for the Oklahoma tornadic
storm system at 22:12:23 UTC on May 24, 2011. (b) Dealiased radial-velocity (seed data) image produced by the improved reference check
alone. (c) Dealiased radial-velocity image (with the special data points plotted in purple) produced by the first one-way forward procedure
in the continuity check after the improved reference check. (d) Final dealiased radial-velocity image produced by the new extended AR-Var-
based method. (e) As in panel (c) but the first guess is from the RAP-predicted wind field for the refined AR-Var analysis. (f) As in panel
(d) but the first guess is from the RAP-predicted wind field for the refined AR-Var analysis. The white letters “A” in panel (a) mark the main
aliased-velocity areas.The white letters B1 and B2 in panel (c) mark the two flagged (in black) peninsula areas.The white letter B2 in panel (d)
marks the remained flagged peninsula area. The large (or small) yellow circle marks a mature (or emerging) tornadic mesocyclone in panels
(a) and (f), and a magnified frame is inserted to show the mature tornadic mesocyclone in panel (f).The green contour on the bottom of each
panel shows the boundary between Oklahoma and Texas states. The color scale for the radial velocity is plotted on the top of each panel.

far radial ranges (with an increased analysis accuracy as
exemplified in Figures 1 and 2 of Xu and Nai [13]). The
above two adaptations can improve the seed data coverage,
but the improved seed data coverage is still confined by
the often limited radial range of the first-guess background
radial-velocity field produced by the AR-VAD analysis. This
is shown by the example in Figure 2(b), where the seed data
produced from the raw data in Figure 2(a) by the reference
checkwith the above two adaptations are still confinedwithin
the 36 km radial range, because the AR-VAD analysis fails
to produce the first-guess background radial-velocity field
for the AR-Var analysis for 𝑟 > 36 km (𝑧 > 2.6 km on 4.0∘
tilt). As listed in column 3 of Table 1, these seed data cover
28.04% of the raw data, which is better than the seed data,

overage (26.36%) produced by the reference check in the AR-
VAD-based dealiasing (not shown). Nevertheless, after the
continuity check is performed (one-way forward going away
from the radar) in the second main step, the new extended
AR-Var-based dealiasing can cover most connected raw-data
areas without any false dealiasing as shown in Figure 2(c),
and this coverage (76.07% as listed in column 5 of Table 1) is
higher than that (74.56%) of the AR-VAD-based dealiasing.
As we can see in Figure 2(c), there are still flagged (in black
or purple) data holes (especially around the two tornadic
mesocyclones marked by the large and small yellow circles
in Figure 2(a)) and large amounts of flagged data in the two
peninsula areas (marked by the white letters B1 and B2 in
Figure 2(b)) and beyond the 130 km radial range.
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To recover the flagged data holes (especially around
tornadic mesocyclones), the original one-way procedure
(going forward away from the radar) of the continuity check
(see Section 2c of Xu et al. [10]) is upgraded into a two-way
procedure (going forward and backward twice on each tilt).
In addition, the block-to-point continuity check in Section
2c(1) of Xu et al. [10] and the three-directional continuity
check in Section 2c(2) of Xu et al. [10] are modified and
augmented with new step as described below.

(i) The threshold value for the modified block-to-point
continuity check is tightened from V

𝑁
/2 to V

𝑁
/3 in (6) of Xu

et al. [10], and flagged data that fail to pass this tightened
threshold condition are marked as special data points (to be
used and treated in later steps). The Nyquist folding number
correction and related check in (7) of Xu et al. [10] are not
performed here but delayed to the new fifth step described
below. This can avoid possible false dealiasing in the vicinity
of a mesocyclone.

(ii) If at least 40 seed data cannot be found in the 40Δ𝑟×
11∘ box, and thus, the modified block-to-point continuity
check in (i) cannot perform, then the three-directional
continuity check is modified and performed with V𝑜2

𝑟

in (8)–
(10) of Xu et al. [10] replaced by

V𝑜𝑁
𝑟

= V𝑜
𝑟

+ 2𝑁V𝑁 , (1)

where V𝑜
𝑟

is the raw radial-velocity observation, 𝑁 =
Int[(Vseed

𝑟

− V𝑜
𝑟

)/(2V
𝑁
)] is the Nyquist folding number esti-

mated for V𝑜
𝑟

from Vseed
𝑟

, Int[()] represents the nearest integer
of (), and Vseed

𝑟

is given by the seed datum (i.e., Vseed1
𝑟

in (8),
Vseed2
𝑟

in (9), or Vseed3
𝑟

in (10) of Xu et al. [10]). The flowchart
of the above steps (i)-(ii) is shown in Figure 3(a).

(iii) A new third step is added to recheck each seed
datum. The rechecking procedure goes forward (away from
the radar) along each beam through the entire tilt (clockwise).
The seed datumbeing checkedwill degrade to a special datum
if the following two conditions are both met. (a) There is
one or more special data points within 10 gates (along the
same beam from the seed datum) in the direction opposite
to the searching direction. (b) There is one or more special
data point within 15 gates in the searching direction or there
are more than 5 flagged data points within 15 gates and more
than 20 flagged data points within 40 gates in the searching
direction. This third step ensures each accepted seed datum
to be not two-sided by special data along the current beam
(where the special datum is located) and not neighbored by
too many flagged data in the searching direction.

(iv) A new fourth step is added to perform a line-to-
point continuity check at each special datum point. The
procedure goes forward along each beam through the entire
tilt (clockwise). The special datum being checked or its
correction V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

will be upgraded to a seed datum if the
following two conditions are both satisfied. (a) V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

is within
±V
𝑁
/2 of the averaged value of the seed data (if any) available

from the three data points that are on the current beam and its
two neighboring beams along either of the two adjacent range
circles (to the current range circle where the special datum
is located). (b) V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

is within ±V
𝑁
/2 of the averaged value of

the seed data (if any) available from the three data points that
are on the current range circle and its two neighboring range
circles along either of the two adjacent beams (to the current
beam). Here, V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

is computed by (1) with𝑁 estimated for V𝑜
𝑟

from Vseed
𝑟

, V𝑜
𝑟

is the special datum being checked, and Vseed
𝑟

is
given by the averaged value of the seed data.

(v) A new fifth step is added to perform a point-to-point
continuity check at each special datum point. The procedure
goes in the same way as in the above step (iv). The special
datum being checked or its correction V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

will upgrade to a
seed datum if the following two conditions are both satisfied.
(a) V𝑜𝑁
𝑟

is within ±V
𝑁
/2 of the nearest seed datum that is

within ±5 range gates from the special datum point along the
same beam. (b) V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

is within ±V
𝑁
/2 of the nearest seed datum

that is within±2 beampositions from the special datumpoint
along the same range circle. Here, V𝑜𝑁

𝑟

is computed by (1)
with 𝑁 estimated for V𝑜

𝑟

from Vseed
𝑟

, V𝑜
𝑟

is the special datum
being checked, and Vseed

𝑟

is given by the seed datum.Theabove
steps (iv)-(v) are performed repetitively through the entire
tilt for three times. This completes the first one-way forward
procedure, as shown by the flowchart in Figure 3(b).

(vi) After the above first one-way forward procedure, the
procedure is restarted with the five steps (i)–(vi) performed
one way backward (toward the radar). After this, the above
two-way forward-backward procedure is repeated in the
same way as described above except that the line-to-point
continuity check and point-to-point continuity check in (iv)-
(v) are now applied only to those special data that satisfy the
four cyclonic-rotation conditions (listed in the appendix) in
an 11 × 41 window (11 beams and 41 range gates) centered at
the special datum point being checked.

The effectiveness of the above modifications (i)–(vi) is
exemplified by the result in Figure 2(d), where the data
holes that are previously identified by the first one-way
forward procedure as special data points (plotted in purple
in Figure 2(c)) are all recovered around the mature tornadic
mesocyclone and the previously flagged data in the first
peninsula area (marked by the white letters B1 in Figure 2(c))
are also recovered, although the flagged data and special data
in the second peninsula area (marked by the white letters
B2 in Figure 2(d)) and the flagged data beyond the 130 km
radial range are not recovered yet. The final dealiased data
(including the deflagged nonaliased data) cover 83.66% of
the raw data as listed in column 6 of Table 1. The CPU time
required by this new extended AR-Var-based dealiasing is
99 s for processing the entire volume of radial-velocity data
for the case in Figure 2, which is nearly 2.5 times of that
(40 s) required by the AR-VAD-based dealiasing but is still
fast enough for real-time applications. The increased CPU
time is caused by the AR-Var analysis that can be but is
not yet parallelized in the current code and thus is applied
sequentially to each selected range circle on each tilt. The
increased part of the CPU time can be reduced by about 10
(or even 102) times if the AR-Var analysis is parallelized for
all different tilts (or all selected range circles).

In addition to the above improvements, a model-
predicted wind field can be interpolated onto each selected
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Table 1: Numbers of raw data (column 2), seed data (column 3), one-way special data (column 4), one-way dealiased data (column 5), final
dealiased data (column 6), and falsely dealiased data (column 7) are produced by the three methods (column 1) for the case in Figure 2. The
percentage with respect to the total number of raw data is also listed below the number in each type of data in the same box. “Seed data” are
dealiased data produced by the reference check alone. “One-way special data” are special data identified by the first one-way forward procedure
(see the flowchart in Figure 3(b)) in the continuity check. “One-way dealiased” data are dealiased data produced by the first one-way forward
procedure in the continuity check. All “dealiased” data include de-flagged nonaliased data.

Method Raw data Seed data One-way special data One-way dealiased Final dealiased Falsely dealiased

AR-VAD-based 120971 31882
26.36% N/A 90191

74.56% N/A 0

New AR-Var-based 120971 33922
28.04%

10593
8.75%

92028
76.07%

101200
83.66% 0

Model + AR-Var-based 120971 104436
86.33%

6579
5.44%

113712
94.00%

119964
99.17% 0

First data point

Flagged?

40 or more seed data?

No

Next data point

End of tilt

Last point?

Yes

Yes
No

No
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Mark the data point
as a special data pointNo

Search for seed data in 40Δr × 11∘ box

�
o
r passes (6) of [10]

with the threshold
tightened to �N/3?

Turn �or into a seed,
deflag the data point

Turn �oNr into a seed,
deflag the data point

�
oN
r (instead of �o2r )

satisfies two of (8)-
(10) of [10]?

(a)

End of one-way forward procedure

Input raw data on a tilt 

forward along each beam 
and counterclockwise 
through the entire tilt

Perform steps (i)-(ii)
forward along each beam 
and clockwise through the 

entire tilt

Perform step (iii) to recheck each seed datum forward  
along each beam through the entire tilt (clockwise)  

Compare the two check results as described at the end of 
section 2c of [10] and complete steps (i)-(ii) 

Steps (iv)-(v)
performed 3 times?

Yes

Perform step (iv) forward along each beam through the  
entire tilt (clockwise)

Perform step (v) forward along each beam through the    
entire tilt (clockwise)

No

Perform steps (i)-(ii)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Flowchart for the modified block-to-point continuity check and modified three-directional continuity check in steps (i)-(ii).
(b) Flowchart for the first one-way forward procedure from step (i) to step (v) in the continuity check.

range circle and used as the first guess for the refined AR-
Var analysis to cover the isolated data areas far away from
the radar if the predicted field can fit the data closely and
allow most of the data to pass the threshold in (14) of Xu
and Nai [13] for the refined AR-Var analysis. This approach
was recently developed and tested with the wind fields
predicted hourly by the NCEP operational Rapid Refresh
(RAP) model. The preliminary results are very encouraging.
The effectiveness of this approach, called model+AR-Var-
based dealiasing, is exemplified by the improved results in
Figures 2(e) and 2(f). In this case, the seed data coverage is
increased from 28.04% to 86.33% (see column 3 of Table 1),
the special data coverage is reduced from 8.75% to 5.44%

(see column 4 of Table 1), the dealiased data coverage is
increased from 76.07% to 94.00% (see column 5 of Table 1)
after the first one-way forward procedure, and the final
dealiased data coverage is increased from 83.66% to 99.17%
(see column 6 of Table 1). The CPU time required by this
model+AR-Var-based dealiasing is 271 s for processing the
entire volume of radial-velocity data for the case in Figure 2,
which is 6.8 times of that (40 s) required by the AR-VAD-
based dealiasing and is marginal for real-time applications.
Again, the increased part of the CPU time can be reduced
by about 10 (or even 102) times if the AR-Var analysis used
in this model+AR-Var-based dealiasing is parallelized for all
different tilts (or all selected range circles).
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Figure 4: Raw radial-velocity image scanned by the KTLX radar using VCP12 with V
𝑁

= 26.1m s−1 at 0.9∘ tilt for the Shawnee, Oklahoma
tornadic storm at 00:23:41 UTC on May 20, 2013 (local time 7:23:41 pm, on May 19, 2013). (b) Dealiased radial-velocity image produced by
the first one-way forward procedure in the continuity check. (c) Final dealiased radial-velocity image produced by the new extended AR-Var-
based method. (d) as in panel (d) but the first guess is from the RAP-predicted wind field for the refined AR-Var analysis. The white letters
“A” in panel (a) mark the main aliased-velocity areas. The yellow circle in panels (a) and (d) encircles the mesocyclone and its produced EF4
tornado that struck Shawnee, Oklahoma, in the evening (local time around 6:45 pm) on May 19, 2013.

The improved dealiasing techniques presented in this
paper have been running continuously with real-time data
from five operationalWSR-88D radars (KTLX, KSRX, KINX,
KVNX, and KFDR) and one TDWR radar (TOKC). Their
improved performances have been monitored and verified
under various weather conditions, especially during severe
storms. Examples of their real-time results are shown in
Figures 4 and 5 for two recent tornadic storms scanned by the
KTLX radar. The example in Figure 4 is the tornadic storm
that produced a strong mesocyclone (marked by the yellow
circle in Figure 4(d)) and an EF4 tornado that tracked from
Norman to Shawnee, Oklahoma, in the evening (local time
between 6:00 pm and 7:00 pm) onMay 19, 2013.The example
in Figure 5 is the tornadic storm that produced a strong
mesocyclone (marked by the yellow circle in Figure 5(d)) and
an EF5 tornado that struck the cities of Newcastle andMoore,

Oklahoma, in the afternoon (local time between 2:45 pm and
3:35 pm) on May 20, 2013.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, further improvements are made in radar
velocity dealiasing atop of the recently published VAD-
based dealiasing (Xu et al. [10]) and AR-Var-based dealiasing
(Xu and Nai [11]). The improved dealiasing techniques have
been running continuously with real-time data from six
operational radars (KTLX, KSRX, KINX, KVNX, KFDR, and
TOKC). According to the real-time results so far monitored
(as sampled in Figures 2, 4–6), the techniques are quite
effective in improving the dealiased data coverage without
false dealiasing.The improvement achieved by using the pre-
dicted wind field from the operational RAPmodel as the first
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: As in Figure 4 but for the Moore, Oklahoma, tornadic storm scanned by the KTLX radar using VCP12 with V
𝑁

= 26.1m s−1 on 0.5∘
tilt at 20:17:15 UTC onMay 20, 2013 (local time 03:17:15 pm onMay 20, 2013).The yellow circle in panels (a) and (d) encircles the mesocyclone
and its produced EF5 tornado that struck Moore, Oklahoma, in the afternoon (local time around 3:30 pm) on May 20, 2013.

guess for the refined AR-Var analysis (Xu and Nai [13]) to
produce a radial-velocity reference field over broad radial
ranges for the reference check in the first step is especially
encouraging. However, according to our additional tests (not
shown in this paper), directly using the RAP-predicted wind
field for the reference check without the refined AR-Var
analysis can occasionally cause false dealiasing. In particular,
directly using the RAP-predicted wind field in the reference
check can work well (with no false dealiasing) for almost
all the 222 volumes of raw radial-velocity data collected by
the KTLX radar for the three cases considered in this paper,
but it causes false dealiasing on 10 tilts in two volumes at
23:14:34 UTC on May 19, 2013. Although the false dealiasing
rate is extremely low (0.9% in number of volumes and 0.32%
in number of tilts) for these three cases due to the stringent

threshold condition used for the reference check (see (4)-
(5) of Xu et al. [10]), the false dealiasing area (less than 40
seed data points or 70 final dealiased data points on any of
the 10 tilts) is within the mesocyclone (not shown). Thus,
the refined AR-Var analysis is still necessary for the reference
check to be free of false dealiasing when a model-predicted
wind field is used. The current refined AR-Var analysis uses
stringent threshold to filter radial-velocity data (see (14) of Xu
andNai [13]) and requires at least 20 valid radial-velocity data
on each selected range circle, so it tends to reject scattered
data in small isolated areas far away from the radar. This is
a minor limitation for the improved reference check in the
first step. It is possible to reduce this limitation by performing
the AR-Var analysis not over the entire range circle but locally
and adaptively around each isolated data area. The improved
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(a)

B2

B1

(b)

Figure 6: Enlarged displays around the mesocyclone of (a) the raw radial-velocity image in Figure 5(a) and (b) the dealiased radial-velocity
image in Figure 5(c). The yellow circle in each panel encircles the mesocyclone. The white letters B1 and B2 in panel (b) mark the two flagged
(in black) areas immediately outside the 5 km range, while the radial velocities within the 5 km radial range on 0.5∘ tilt are not used and thus
flagged (in black) to avoid possible ground clutter contaminations.

continuity check in the second step also has a limitation in
its dealiased data coverage. In particular, it does not always
cover all the data points in every small but critical area of
tornadicmesocyclone.This limitation is seen clearlywhen the
raw and dealiased radial-velocity images in Figures 5(a) and
5(c) are enlarged around themesocyclone in Figures 6(a) and
6(b), respectively. Continued research efforts are being made
to reduce the above limitations.

Appendix

Cyclonic-Rotation Conditions

(a) V
𝑟max − V𝑟min > V𝑁 and 𝜑max > 𝜑min, where V𝑟max (or
V
𝑟min) is the maximum (or minimum) radial velocity
among all the seed data in the 11× 41window and𝜑max
(or 𝜑min) is the azimuthal angle of the V

𝑟max (or V𝑟min)
data point.

(b) V
𝑟
+ − V
𝑟
− > 0.3V

𝑁
, where V

𝑟
+ (or V

𝑟
−) is the averaged

value of those seed data that are larger (or smaller)
than V

𝑟𝑚
≡ (V
𝑟max + V𝑟min)/2 in the 11 × 41 window.

(c) 𝜑
+
> 𝜑
−
, where 𝜑

+
(or 𝜑
−
) is the averaged azimuthal

angle for those seed data that are larger (or smaller)
than V

𝑟𝑚
in the 11 × 41 window.

(d) 𝑁
𝑙
− > 2𝑁

𝑙
+ and𝑁

𝑟
+ > 2𝑁

𝑟
− , where𝑁

𝑙
+ (or𝑁

𝑙
−) is the

number of seed data that are larger (or smaller) than
V
𝑟𝑚

in the left window,𝑁
𝑟
+ (or𝑁

𝑟
−) is the number of

seed data that are larger (or smaller) than V
𝑟𝑚

in the
right window, and the 11 × 41 window is divided into
two parts, the left window and the right window, by
the radial line at 𝜑 = 𝜑

𝑚
≡ (𝜑max + 𝜑min)/2.

If the above four cyclonic-rotation conditions are satisfied
for the special datum point being checked, then the 11 ×
41 window centered at the special datum point may very
likely cover the vortex center of a mesocyclone. In this case,
as by-products, the vortex center location can be estimated
by (𝑟, 𝜑) = (𝑟

𝑚
, 𝜑
𝑚
) on the current tilt in the radar local

coordinate system, and the radius of maximum tangential
velocity for the vortex flow can be estimated by 𝜌

𝑀
≈

(|𝑟max − 𝑟min|
2

+ 𝑟
2

𝑚

|𝜑max − 𝜑min|
2

)
1/2

/2, where 𝑟
𝑚
≡ (𝑟max +

𝑟min)/2 and 𝑟max (or 𝑟min) is the radial range of the V𝑟max (or
V
𝑟min) data point.
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This study examines the impact of three-dimensional variational data assimilation (3DVAR) on the prediction of two heavy rainfall
events over Southern China by using a real-time storm-scale forecasting system. Initialized from the European Centre forMedium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) high-resolution data, the forecasting system is characterized by combining the Advanced
Research Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model and the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) 3DVAR
package. Observations from Doppler radars, surface Automatic Weather Station (AWS) network, and radiosondes are used in the
experiments to evaluate the impact of data assimilation on short-term quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) skill. Results suggest
that extrasurface AWS data assimilation has slight but general positive impact on rainfall location forecasts. Surface AWS data also
improvemodel results of near-surface variables. Radiosonde data assimilation improves theQPF skill by improving rainfall position
accuracy and reducing rainfall overprediction. Compared with radar data, the overall impact of additional surface and radiosonde
data is smaller and is reflected primarily in reducing rainfall overestimation. The assimilation of all radar, surface, and radiosonde
data has a more positive impact on the forecast skill than the assimilation of either type of data only for the two rainfall events.

1. Introduction

Convective storms accompanied with heavy precipitation,
hail, and damaging wind occur frequently in summer season
in Southern China. To reduce damage from such severe
weather, more accurate short-term forecast from convective-
scale numerical weather prediction (NWP) models incorpo-
rated with robust data assimilation systems have been paid
more attention [1–3]. In recent years, several studies have
demonstrated that the Advanced Regional Prediction System
(ARPS) three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) system is
capable of analyzing different data types, by using multiple
analysis passes [4–7].

Based on the Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model and the ARPS 3DVAR/
Cloud Analysis module, a real-time hourly updated storm-
scale forecasting system has been developed collaboratively
by the Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS)

in the University of Oklahoma, Shenzhen Meteorological
Bureau (SZMB) of China and the Shenzhen Institute of
Advanced Technology (SIAT), Chinese Academy of Sciences.
The forecasting system, called Hourly Assimilation and
Prediction System, or HAPS, has been in daily real-time
forecast runs since March 2010. The system was initialized
fromGlobal Forecast System (GFS) data and characterized by
assimilating reflectivity and radial wind from local Weather
Surveillance Radar-1998 Doppler (WSR-98D) radars every
hour in real-time forecast in the first phase. During the
second phase of upgrading HAPS, not only fine-resolution
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) analysis but also forecast data have been used
for initial condition (IC) and lateral boundary condition
(LBC), and assimilation of surface Automatic Weather Sta-
tion (AWS) and radiosonde observations were also examined
[8].
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One way of improving precipitation forecast is thought to
use as much available data as possible. Better mesoscale anal-
yses can be provided from frequent intermittent assimilation
of surface data [9] or combination of surface and radiosonde
data within and above the model planetary boundary layer
[10]. Kain et al. [11] demonstrated that assimilation of radar
data and other conventional observations had a positive
impact on convection-scale model forecasts. Ha et al. [12]
found that the assimilation of both Doppler radar and
surface data had a more positive impact on quantitative
precipitation forecast (QPF) skill than the assimilation of
radar data or surface data only. Considering the consistent
positive impact of radar data assimilation shown in recent
studies [13–16], emphasis is placed on evaluating the effect
of surface AWS and radiosonde data assimilation. AWS data
have the advantage of better temporal and spatial resolutions,
while radiosonde data can provide multilayer meteorological
information, both of which should be used effectively in
NWP models. As the purpose of deploying HAPS forecast
system is to improve convective-scale precipitation forecasts,
experiments in the study are focused on the data assimilation
results from the convective-scale domain only.

A description of the model and the observation network
is given in Section 2. In Section 3, two heavy rainfall events
and corresponding experimental design are introduced. In
Section 4, impacts of data assimilation on precipitation
distribution, near-surface variables, and the QPF skill are
evaluated. Finally, summary and conclusions are given in
Section 5.

2. Model Description and
Observation Network

2.1. Model Description. The HAPS forecast system, using
the WRF-ARW (V3.3.1) model as the forecast model and
the ARPS 3DVAR package to provide data assimilation,
consists of a mesoscale domain with 12 km horizontal grid
spacing and a one-way nested convective-scale domain at
4 km grid spacing (Figure 1). The model is initiated from
the ECMWF high-resolution data which have a horizontal
resolution of 0.25 deg and 20 vertical pressure levels with
model top at 10 hPa. The mesoscale domain that covers
Southern China region produces 48 h forecasts every 12 h
(initiated at 0000 and 1200 UTC) to serve as background and
LBC for the convective-scale forecasts. The convective-scale
domain produces 12 h forecasts every hour (e.g., initiated at
0000, 0100, 0200UTC, etc.).

Both model domains have 51 vertical levels. The RRTM
longwave radiation [17], Goddard shortwave radiation [18],
MYJ planetary boundary layer [19, 20], and Noah land
surface model [21] are used in both domains in the real-
time system.The Etamicrophysics and Kain-Fritsch cumulus
parameterization [22] are used in the 12 kmdomain, while the
more complicated NewThompson scheme [23] is used in the
4 km domain.

The 3DVAR method minimizes a cost function
that includes the background, observation, and mass
conservation constraint terms. The cost function [4] can be

written as

𝐽 (x) = 1
2
(x − x𝑏)

𝑇

B−1 (x − x𝑏) + 1
2
[𝐻 (x) − y𝑜]𝑇

× R−1 [𝐻 (x) − y𝑜] + 𝐽
𝑐
(x) ,

(1)

where the first term on the right-hand side measures the
departure of the analysis vector x from the background x𝑏,
weighed by the inverse of the background error covariance
matrix B. The analysis variables include three wind com-
ponents (𝑢, V, and 𝑤), potential temperature, pressure, and
water vapor mixing ratio. The second term measures the
departure of x, projected into observation space by 𝐻, from
the observation vector y𝑜. The analyzed radial velocity𝑉

𝑟
can

be approximated as

𝑉
𝑟
=
(𝑋 − 𝑋

𝑜
) 𝑢 + (𝑌 − 𝑌

𝑜
) V + (𝑍 − 𝑍

𝑜
) 𝑤

𝑟
, (2)

where 𝑢, V, and 𝑤 are wind components in Cartesian
coordinates (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍), (𝑋

𝑜
, 𝑌
𝑜
, 𝑍
𝑜
) is the radar location, and

𝑟 is the distance between radar site and data point less than
100 km.The third term 𝐽

𝑐
(x) represents dynamic or equation

constraints. The detailed description of ARPS 3DVAR can be
found in [4, 24].

Observation errors can be generated from different
sources, such as instrument noise, preprocessing, and rep-
resentative error. Considering the random noise in radial
velocity and the calibration error in reflectivity, Xu et al.
[25] discussed the effect of such observational errors. They
found that the four-dimensional variational data assimilation
technique was not very sensitive to the observational errors,
although larger errors in some retrieved fields did occur after
increasing errors in radial velocity and reflectivity. Gong et
al. [26] discussed partition of observation and background
error covariances with the Bessel fitting function and the data
from three dense radiosonde observation regions including
East Asia, North America, and Europe. For surface AWS data
assimilation, Xu et al. [27] conducted experiments to test
the impact of the actual elevation difference between obser-
vation sites and numerical model surface. Their studies all
demonstrated the importance of estimating observation error
statistics but can only be classified as sensitivity experiments.
To represent the observations accurately from instruments in
China, more systematic experiments are needed. Therefore,
due to lack of reliable statistics on error information for
China instruments, observation errors are assumed to be
uncorrelated and specified according to estimated errors for
the various observational platforms [7].

A multiscale analysis procedure is included in the ARPS
3DVAR package. It means that multiple analysis passes with
each one including different data types and using different
filter scales can be used for data assimilation. The filter
scale, defined as radius in the package, is guided by the
density of observation sites. Considering the distances of
those observation sties shown in Figure 1, the horizontal
influence radiuses for radar, AWS, and radiosonde data are
selected as 20, 50, and 400 km, respectively. The vertical
influence radius is four in grid points.
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Figure 1: Model domains and locations of (a) radar (black triangles) sites, and (b) AWS (small black dots), and radiosonde (big blue dots)
sites.
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Figure 2: 850 hPa wind (arrows, m s−1) and relative humidity (shading) at (a) 0000 UTC June 29, 2011 and (b) 0000 UTC July 15, 2011.

2.2. Observation Network. The available observations for this
study are from WSR-98D radars, surface AWS, radiosonde,
and rain gaugemeasurements.There are 16 radars in the 4 km
domain (triangles in Figure 1(a)), including eight in Guang-
dong Province and eight in other four provinces. The WSR-
98D radars are S-band radars with the similar characteristics
to those of the Weather Surveillance Radar-1998 Doppler
(WSR-88D) radars in the US operational Doppler radar
network [28]. Volumetric radar data from these radars are
available every 6min for 9 elevation angles, with resolutions
of radar reflectivity and velocity on the radials of being 1.0 km
and 250m [29]. Raw radar data must be processed through

automated quality control and averaged into data “columns”
by using the program 88D2arps.

The AWS network in China has been used primarily
in observing weather conditions but not yet been applied
to NWP models [27]. The surface AWS data include near-
surface temperature, dewpoint, and wind components with
the time interval of every 5min. Data from 437 surface
AWS sites (Figure 1(b)) with a horizontal distance of 3–
10 km are used in the study. In addition, data from 21
radiosonde sites (blue dots in Figure 1(b)) in the 4 kmdomain
is also used in data assimilation. These sites are part of the
radiosonde network stations distributed throughout China,
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Figure 3: Composite reflectivity from observations at (a) 1200 UTC June 29, 2011 and (b) 1200 UTC July 15, 2011.
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Figure 4: 3 h accumulated precipitation from (a) observations, (b) CNTL, (c) RADSND, and (d) ALLDATA between 1200 and 1500 UTC
June 29, 2011 for case 20110629.
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Figure 5: 6 h accumulated precipitation from (a) observations, (b) CNTL, (c) RADSND, and (d) ALLDATA between 1200 and 1800 UTC
June 29, 2011 for case 20110629.

Table 1: Experiment description.

Experiments Description

CNTL Radar data assimilation at start time in 4 km
domain

RADAWS CNTL + AWS data assimilation at start time in
4 km domain

RADSND CNTL + radiosonde data assimilation at start
time in 4 km domain

ALLDATA CNTL + AWS and radiosonde data assimilation
at start time in 4 km domain

with improvement in instrumentation model and correction
method during the last 50 years [30, 31]. The conventional
radiosonde data are available at 0000 and 1200 UTC, includ-
ing temperature, dewpoint, and wind profiles from 850 to
100 hPa. The total number of rain gauges in the 4 km domain
is 1353 (figure not shown). They are used for quantitative
precipitation verification in later sections.

3. Overview of Rainfall Events and
Experimental Design

3.1. Overview of Rainfall Events. Two heavy rainfall events
associated with southwest monsoons are selected in this
study, as the southwestern summer monsoons are typical
synoptic settings producing rainfall over Southern China in
June and July.The first rainfall event (case 20110629) was from
June 28, 2011 to June 30, 2011, affecting several provinces in
Southern China with heavy rain and severe flooding. The
second rainfall event (case 20110715), occurred from July 15,
2011 to July 18, 2011, characterized by nonuniformity and
extremely high rainfall rates in localized areas.

Figure 2 shows the 850 hPawind field and relative humid-
ity at 0000 UTC June 29 and 0000 UTC July 15, 2011 from the
data of ECMWF analysis for the two events. At 0000 UTC
June 29, 2011 (Figure 2(a)), warm andmoist air is transported
from coastal areas near Southern China to inland regions
through the strong southwest winds, forming a southwest-
northeast water vapor band. The high relative humidity of
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Figure 6: 12 h accumulated precipitation from (a) observations, (b) CNTL, (c) RADSND, and (d) ALLDATA between 1200 UTC 29 June and
0000 UTC June 30, 2011 for case 20110629.

over 80% in several provinces, combined with the gradual
deeper trough at higher levels, contributes to the formation of
heavy rainfall. Similar to the first case, southwest winds and a
water vapor band at 0000 UTC July 15, 2011 appear at coastal
areas of Southern China (Figure 2(b)). However, themoist air
band in this event is somewhat narrower, due to the wind
shear from southwest to southeast over eastern Guangdong
and Fujian. Therefore, the low pressure and vapor transport
mainly affect the coastal provinces over Southern China.

To have a clear picture of echo structures, Figure 3
shows the observed composite reflectivity at 1200 UTC June
29 and 1200 UTC July 15, 2011, respectively. Composite
reflectivity is defined as the maximum reflectivity in the
vertical column.The observed reflectivity is derived from the
ARPS 3DVAR analysis by using available radar data (with
radar station locations shown in Figure 1(a)). At 1200 UTC
June 29, 2011 (Figure 3(a)), the main echo regions are at
southwest Guangdong and nearby coastal areas, with the
maximum value of 43.9 dBZ. In addition, scattered weaker
cells can also be seen over surrounding areas of Guangdong.

In comparison, larger reflectivity regions with the similar
magnitude cover almost all the Guangdong Province at 1200
UTC July 15, 2011 (Figure 3(b)). Consequently, both events
caused severe waterlogging in multiple cities of Guangdong
Province.

3.2. Experimental Design. One 12 km and 4 km forecast pair
for each rainfall event is conducted. For case 20110629, 12 km
forecast is initiated at 0000 UTC 29 June 2011 and runs for
48 h to 0000 UTC 1 July 2011. The 12 h forecast in the 4 km
domain is from 1200 UTC 29 June to 0000 UTC 30 June 2011.
For the other rainfall event, the 12 km forecast is from 0000
UTC 15 July to 0000 UTC 17 July 2011, and the 4 km run is
from 1200 UTC 15 July to 0000 UTC 16 July 2011.

Data assimilation experiments are carried out in the
convective-scale domain without cycling. As previous studies
have demonstrated that radar data assimilation is useful in
improving precipitation pattern and short-term QPF skill,
the impact of radar data assimilation will not be examined
again in the study. The focus of the present study is to
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Figure 7: 3 h accumulated precipitation from (a) observations, (b) CNTL, (c) RADSND, and (d) ALLDATA between 1200 and 1500 UTC July
15, 2011 for case 20110715.

evaluate the impact of surface AWS and radiosonde data
(experiments shown in Table 1). Hence, the basic experiment
(or control experiment, CNTL) is a WRF-ARW forecast with
radar data assimilation conducted at the initiation time in the
4 km domain. Additional experiments assimilate radar data
plus surface AWS and radiosonde data, which are named as
RADAWSandRADSND, respectively. To examine the impact
of all the combined data, experiments with radar, surface
AWS, and radiosonde data assimilated together (ALLDATA)
at the initiation time of the 4 km domain are also performed
for the two cases.

4. Results

4.1. Impact of Data Assimilation on Precipitation Distribution.
To show the impact of data assimilation on precipitation
distribution, 3, 6, and 12 h accumulated precipitations from
both observations and three experiments (CNTL, RADSND,
and ALLDATA) for the two rainfall cases are provided in this
section. Model results are from forecasts in the convective-
scale domain. The precipitation distribution from RADAWS

is not shown as little difference is detected compared with
that from CNTL. However, the positive impact of AWS data
assimilation still can be seen from near-surface variables,
which will be presented in Section 4.2.

Figure 4 presents the first 3 h accumulated precipitation
between 1200 and 1500 UTC June 29, 2011 from both obser-
vations and experiments (CNTL, RADSND, andALLDATA).
According to observations (Figure 4(a)), there are primar-
ily two precipitation regions, one in the central Guangxi
Province and the other in the southern Guangdong Province.
The observed maximum 3 h rainfall is 58.5mm. Compared
with observations, the main precipitation region in Guang-
dong generated from experiment CNTL (Figure 4(b)) is a
little north and overestimated with the maximum value of up
to 140mm. And the rainfall region in Guangdong becomes
much smaller in size and is displaced northwestward, as
no radar data are available in Guangxi. Further radiosonde
(Figure 4(c)) as well as radiosonde and AWS (Figure 4(d))
data assimilation reduces the size of rainfall overestimation
region in Guangdong but still not captures the rainfall region
in Guangxi.
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Figure 8: 6 h accumulated precipitation from (a) observations, (b) CNTL, (c) RADSND, and (d) ALLDATA between 1200 and 1800 UTC
July 15, 2011 for case 20110715.

At 1800 UTC (the time of 6 h forecast), the observed
precipitation pattern (Figure 5(a)) is similar to that of 3 h
before, with two main precipitation regions. The model fore-
casts from CNTL, RADSND, and ALL DATA (Figures 5(b)–
5(d)) also show one main precipitation region in Guangdong
and are different from each other in the small scattered
precipitation regions in Guangxi.

Rainfall continues increase during the latter 6 h fore-
cast. The 12 h rainfall records from rain gauge observa-
tions (Figure 6(a)) suggest that the two precipitation regions
become larger both in size and the central value, charac-
terized by one region with the maximum value of 114mm
in Guangxi and the other rainband with the southwest-
northeast direction in Guangdong. Results from radar data
assimilation (Figure 6(b)) show two precipitation regions,
although the direction of the precipitation region in Guang-
dong is not closes enough to the coastline. The experiment
RADSND (Figure 6(c)) improves the precipitation pattern
in Guangxi by increasing the precipitation coverage. Com-
pared with observations and experiment CNTL, experiment

ALLDATA generally improves the forecast by moving the
precipitation region inGuangxi southward although still have
the problem of rainfall overestimation.

Figures 7–9 present the first 3, 6, and 12 h accumulated
precipitations from both observations and three experiments
for case 20110715. For the first 3 h between 1200 and 1500
UTC July 15, 2011, Figure 7(a) shows a southwest-northeast
rainband over southern coastal provinces, with themaximum
value of 72.5mm. The precipitation patterns from CNTL,
RADSND, and ALLDATA (Figures 7(b)–7(d)) are quite close
to each other; all are successful in generating the basic
rainband. Overall, the experiment ALLDATA is better in
terms of the maximum precipitation amount, even though
it is higher than that from observations. At 1800 UTC
July 15, 2011, the observed 6 h accumulated precipitation
areas (Figure 8(a)) are still over Guangdong and its sur-
rounding regions, but the rainfall amount increases with
the maximum value of 121.5mm. At that time, differences
among experiments can be seen, as more detailed structures
of the precipitation patterns are generated from RADSND
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Figure 9: 12 h accumulated precipitation from (a) observations, (b) CNTL, (c) RADSND, and (d) ALLDATA between 1200 UTC July 15 and
0000 UTC July 16, 2011 for case 20110715.

and ALLDATA (Figures 8(c) and 8(d)). The discrepancies in
precipitation distribution become larger by the time of 12 h
forecasts. The 12 h accumulated precipitation distribution
(Figure 9(a)) is characterized by separate localized precip-
itation centers, mainly with one at the southwest edge of
Guangdong and the other one in central Guangdong. In
comparison with experiment CNTL (Figure 9(b)), RASND
(Figure 9(c)) shows positive impact by reducing the size of
rainfall overestimation regions and the value of themaximum
rainfall amount. ExperimentALLDATA (Figure 9(d)) further
improves forecasts by splitting the one rainfall region over
central Guangdong into smaller separate precipitation cen-
ters, which are closer to observations.

On the whole, forecasts with radar data assimilation are
successful in producing the general precipitation patterns but
not satisfying in forecasting accurate locations of precipita-
tion centers and rainfall amounts. Addition of radiosonde
data assimilation can either reduce the rainfall areal coverage
overestimation or the precipitation maxima. Combination of

all the three data types is helpful in producing more detailed
precipitation spatial distribution.

4.2. AWSData Assimilation Impact onNear-Surface Variables.
Surface observations, although they provide data of only
one level, have the advantage of better temporal and spatial
resolutions with both thermal and wind information. Root
mean square errors (RMSEs) for 2m temperature and relative
humidity as well as 10m wind components are used to
evaluate the impact of AWS data assimilation in this section.
Interpolation from model grid data to observation locations
is performed over the AWS sites.

The RMSE is defined as

RMSE = ( 1
𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1

(𝐹
𝑖
− 𝑂
𝑖
)
2

)

1/2

, (3)

where 𝐹
𝑖
represents variables, including temperature, relative

humidity, andwind components frommodel results, and𝑂
𝑖
is
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Figure 10: Time series of RMSEs for (a) 2m temperature and (b) 10m wind speed during the 12 h forecast for case 20110629 valid from 1300
UTC June 29 to 0000 UTC June 30 in the 4 km domain and RMSEs for (c) 2m temperature and (d) 10m wind speed during the 12 h forecast
for case 20110715 valid from 1300 UTC July 15 to 0000 UTC July 16 in the 4 km domain.

for the same variables from AWS data.𝑁 is the total number
of observations and is equal to or less than 437, depending on
the availability of data.

Figure 10 presents the time series of RMSEs for 2m
temperature and 10m wind speed from experiments CNTL
and RADAWS for both cases. For case 20110629, compared
with results in experiment CNTL, the RMSE in experiment
RADAWS for temperature (Figure 10(a)) is reduced from 2.1
to 1.7∘C at 1 h forecast, and for 10mwind speed (Figure 10(b))
is reduced from 3.5 to 2.4m s−1 at 1 h forecast. For case
20110715 (Figures 10(c) and 10(d)), both RMSEs for 2m
temperature and 10m wind speed are reduced, although the
positive impact on temperature only lasts for 3 h.

Overall, AWS data assimilation has positive impact on
near-surface variables. Ha et al. [12] pointed out that surface
data contributed to the occurrence of intensified low-level
winds. Stensrud et al. [32] found that the assimilation of
only surface observations was beneficial to the creation of
more realistic mesoscale features associated with mesoscale
convective systems. High-resolution surface data do have the

potential of improving storm-scale convective features [33].
Hence, although our focus is on improving QPF skill, it is still
encouraging to add AWS data assimilation in the real-time
forecasting system.

4.3. Data Assimilation Impact on QPF Skill. To evaluate the
QPF skills of above data assimilation experiments, the bias
score [34] and Equitable Threat Score (ETS, [35]) for 1, 3,
and 6 h accumulated precipitations with thresholds of 1, 5
and 10mm from the convective-scale domain are calculated.
Similar to the calculation of the RMSE, interpolation from
model grid data to station locations is first performed before
calculating the biases and ETSs. For each case, the number of
available sites is approximately 1000.

The bias is defined as

bias = 𝐹
𝑂
, (4)

where 𝐹 is the number of events that are forecast and 𝑂
is the number of the events that occurred. For a specified
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Figure 11: Bias score and FSS for hourly accumulated precipitation from experiments CNTL, RADAWS, RADSND, and ALLDATA for case
20110629. (a) Bias and (b) FSS with the threshold of 1mm and (c) bias and (d) FSS with the threshold of 5mm.

threshold, a perfect forecast would have a bias of 1, while
values of bias less than and greater than one represent rainfall
underprediction and overprediction, respectively.

The ETS is defined as

ETS = 𝐶 − 𝐻

𝐹 + 𝑂 − 𝐶 − 𝐻
, (5)

where𝐻 = (𝐹 ⋅ 𝑂)/𝑁, 𝐶 is the number of the events that are
correctly forecast, and 𝐹 and 𝑂 are defined as above. For a
perfect forecast, the ETS is 1. A larger ETS indicates a more
skillful forecast.

The neighborhood-based Fractions Skill Score (FSS) is
also used for the verification. It is defined as [36]

FSS = 1 −
(1/𝑁)∑

𝑁

𝑖=1

[𝑃
𝐹(𝑖)
− 𝑃
𝑂(𝑖)
]
2

(1/𝑁) (∑
𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑃
2

𝐹(𝑖)

− ∑
𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑃
2

𝑂(𝑖)

)

, (6)

where 𝑁 is the number of grid points within the neighbor-
hood of grid point 𝑖, 𝑃

𝐹(𝑖)
and 𝑃

𝑂(𝑖)
are the neighborhood

probabilities at the 𝑖th grid box in the model forecast
and observed fraction fields, respectively. A perfect forecast

would have a FSS of 1, while a score of 0 means no skill. The
radius of influence in the study is specified as 25 km.

Figure 11 shows the bias score and FSS for hourly accu-
mulated precipitation with thresholds of 1 and 5mm from
all the experiments for case 20110629. For the verifications
with the threshold of 1mm, the biases (Figure 11(a)) in
RADSND and ALLDATA are generally smaller than those in
CNTL and RADAWS, and the experiment RADAWS has the
highest bias errors during the latter 5 h.The FSS (Figure 11(b))
are rather mixed, as additional AWS or radiosonde data
assimilation produce better forecasts than experiment CNTL
during certain hours, but no experiment is consistently better
than the others throughout the 12 h forecast.The results from
the verifications with the threshold of 5mm (Figures 11(c)
and 11(d)) are also mixed, including the higher degree of
overprediction from RADAWS, smaller bias errors in the
first few hours but worse results later from ALLDATA and
fluctuations of FSS from all experiments.

Comparison of bias score and ETS for 6 h accumulated
precipitation from all the experiments is shown in Figure 12.
RADAWS produces larger biases than CNTL both in the
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Figure 12: Bias score and ETS for 6 h accumulated precipitation with the thresholds of 1, 5, and 10mm from the four experiments for case
20110629. Bias for (a) the first 6 h and (b) the latter 6 h precipitations and ETS for (c) the first 6 h and (d) the latter 6 h precipitations.

first and latter 6 h forecasts, indicating that addition of AWS
data increases the degree of rainfall overprediction for this
case.The biases of RADSND and ALLDATA are very similar,
showing lower errors with all thresholds in the first 6 h
and with the 1 and 5mm thresholds in the latter 6 h. ETS
in RADAWS are higher than those in CNTL, indicating
that additional AWS data assimilation improves forecasts
in terms of position accuracy. In comparison, RADSND
and ALLDATA generally exhibit higher ETS than CNTL. In
addition, RADSNDandALLDATAalso showmore skill than
RADAWS with the 1mm threshold, but not consistent with
the other two thresholds.

Figure 13 shows the bias score and FSS for hourly accu-
mulated precipitation with thresholds of 1, 5, and 10mm from
all the experiments for case 20110715. After an overview of

the biases in the left column, we can see that biases are
clustered into two groups, including CNTL and RADAWS
with larger biases, as well as RADSND and ALLDATA with
lower bias errors. That means addition of radiosonde data
reduces the degree of rainfall overprediction. FSS shown in
Figure 13 also suggest that CNTL and RADAWS have similar
skills, while RADSND and ALLDATA exhibit generally but
not very consistent higher scores.

Figure 14 shows the bias score and ETS for the first
and latter 6 h accumulated precipitations with the three
thresholds from all the experiments for case 20110715. It can
be seen that RADSND and ALLDATA exhibit lower biases
than CNTL and RADAWS (Figures 14(a) and 14(b)), which
is consistent with precipitation distribution as shown before.
For ETS in the first 6 h (Figure 14(c)), RADAWS produces
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Figure 13: Bias score and FSS for hourly accumulated precipitation for case 20110715 from experiments CNTL, RADAWS, RADSND, and
ALLDATA. (a) Bias and (b) FSS with the threshold of 1mm, (c) bias and (d) FSS with the threshold of 5mm, and (e) bias and (f) FSS with
the threshold of 10mm.

slightly better forecast than CNTL. When compared with
RADAWS, RADSND and ALLDATA improve forecast skills
slightly only for the thresholds of 5 and 10mm. In the latter
6 h (Figure 14(d)), ALLDATA exhibit the highest ETS among
all the experiments for both light and heavy rainfall.

In summary, additional surface AWS data assimilation
improves the location of rainfall forecasting slightly; however,
it may increase the degree of rainfall overestimation some-
times. In comparison, radiosonde data assimilation improves
the QPF skill mainly by reducing rainfall overprediction.
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Figure 14: Bias score and ETS for 6 h accumulated precipitation with the thresholds of 1, 5, and 10mm for case 20110715 from the four
experiments. Bias for (a) the first 6 h and (b) the latter 6 h precipitations and ETS for (c) the first 6 h and (d) the latter 6 h precipitations.

Therefore, combination of the surface AWS and radiosonde
data assimilation has the overall positive impact of improving
rainfall position accuracy and reducing the degree of over-
prediction. Dawson II and Xue [33] found that additional
surface data in the initial conditions produced positive but
not significant impact on position error forecast of the
mesoscale convective system. The study of Sheng et al. [28]
demonstrated that surface and upper-air data assimilation
on the 6 km domain forecast was beneficial but rather small.
On the whole, our results are in agreement with these
previous studies. To compare the impact of surface AWS
and radiosonde data with that of radar data more clearly,
Figure 15 shows the bias score and ETS for 12 h accumulated
precipitation from experiments CNTL and ALLDATA, as

well as forecasts without any data assimilation (short for
NOASSIM) for both cases.

The biases scores of NOASSIM for both cases (Figures
15(a) and 15(c)) are less than 0.7 for the 1mm threshold and
even less than 0.5 for the 5 and 10mm thresholds. In contrast,
the bias scores of CNTL are too large, all over the perfect
value of 1. Further addition of surface AWS and radiosonde
data from experiment ALLDATA suggests the best forecasts
in terms of bias errors, as they are closer to 1. The ETS from
all experiments (Figures 15(b) and 15(d)) suggest that radar
data assimilation improves the forecasts evidently and surface
AWS and radiosonde data have the general positive but much
smaller impact. The lower ETS in ALLDATA than that in
CNTL with the 1mm threshold (Figure 15(d)) is speculated
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Figure 15: Bias score and ETS for 12 h accumulated precipitation with the thresholds of 1, 5, and 10mm from NOASSIM, CNTL, and
ALLDATA. (a) Bias and (b) ETS for case 20110629 and (c) bias and (d) ETS for case 20110715.

from the slight negative impact of radiosonde data, as shown
before in Figure 14(c). Overall, additional surface AWS and
radiosonde data assimilation reduce rainfall overprediction
from radar data assimilation. Even though they have smaller
impact than radar data in terms of ETS, they still should be
considered in convective-scale forecasts.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This study is part of effort to improve the forecast skill of
the HAPS system for the Shenzhen Meteorological Bureau,
with the main focus on evaluating the impact of 3DVAR
data assimilation on short-term QPF by considering differ-
ent observation data sources from Doppler weather radars,

surface AWS, and conventional radiosondes. Data assimila-
tion experiments for the June 29 and July 15, 2011 rainfall
events over Southern China are carried out. Since the positive
impact of radar data assimilation has been demonstrated
in previous studies, this study is emphasized on evaluating
additional surface AWS and radiosonde data assimilation
impacts on short-term QPF skill.

Extrasurface AWS data assimilation has slight but general
positive impact on rainfall location forecasts. The positive
impact of AWS data can also be shown from the forecast
of near-surface variables. At the same time, it cannot be
denied that AWS data assimilation may increase the degree
of rainfall overprediction sometimes. AWS data are available
at the start time of every hour and can be provided timely,
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being recommended in the daily real-time forecasting sys-
tem.

Radiosonde data assimilation improves the QPF skill in
terms of improving rainfall position accuracy and reducing
rainfall overprediction. Although radiosonde data have rel-
atively coarser resolution and are available every 12 h, they
are also beneficial to convective-scale precipitation forecasts.
Combination of the surface AWS and radiosonde data assim-
ilation has the overall positive impact of improving rainfall
position accuracy and reducing the degree of overprediction.

Radar data assimilation has the obvious positive impact
on precipitation forecasts in terms of ETS but also produces
higher bias errors for overprediction. Compared with radar
data, the overall impact of additional surface and radiosonde
data is smaller and is reflected primarily in reducing rainfall
overestimation. Therefore, the assimilation of all radar, sur-
face and radiosonde data has a more positive impact on the
QPF skill than the assimilation of either type of data only.

Only two cases are investigated in this study. To improve
the precipitation forecast more effectively, more research
efforts are needed, including more case studies and further
quality control of observation data. It should be noted that
cycling experiments are also performed with a 6 h AWS data
cycle window at 1 h intervals in the 12 km domain, with
mixed or even negative impacts. AWS data quality control
and improvement of the cycling process might need to be
further looked into in the future work. In addition, higher
model resolution of 1 km or even sub-100-meter should also
be examined in future studies.
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The variational radar data assimilation system has been developed and tested for the Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF-ARW)model since 2005. Initial efforts focused on the assimilation of the radar observations in the 3-dimensional
variational framework, and recently the efforts have been extended to the 4-dimensional system. This article provides a review of
the basics of the system and various studies that have been conducted to evaluate and improve the performance of the system.
Future activities that are required to further improve the system and to make it operational are also discussed.

1. Introduction

In the past two decades active research was conducted
on the development of techniques to initialize storm-scale
numerical prediction models. It has been recognized that
the success will critically depend on the optimal use of the
national operationalWSR-88D radar network that covers the
United States with single Doppler coverage in most areas.
Although the network provides observations at a resolution
that is able to resolve atmospheric convection, they are only
limited to radial wind and reflectivity. Therefore several early
studies focused on the feasibility of retrieving meteorological
fields from these single Doppler observations. Techniques
with different complexities have been developed which aim
at obtaining the unobserved meteorological variables such
as 3-dimensional (3D) wind, temperature, and microphysical
fields from the radar observations of radial velocity and
reflectivity (e.g., [1–5]).

The techniques that make use of a numerical model in a
data assimilation (DA) context received particular attention
because they combine the retrieval, initialization, and fore-
cast in one system. The first radar DA system for the storm-
scale was developed based on the 4-dimensional variational
data assimilation (4D-Var) technique and a boundary layer
fluid dynamics model for the retrieval of the 3D wind and
temperature [1]. This system, known as VDRAS (Variational

Doppler Radar Analysis System), was later expanded to
include microphysical retrieval, as well as short-term fore-
casts initialized by these retrieved fields [6–9]. Another
variational-based radar DA system was developed by Gao
et al. [4] using a 3-dimensional variational data assimi-
lation (3D-Var) technique in the framework of the ARPS
(Advanced Research and Prediction System [10]) model. A
so-called 3.5-dimensional variational radar data assimilation
based onNavy’s COAMPS (TheCoupledOcean/Atmosphere
Mesoscale Prediction System) was developed and demon-
strated through a number of studies [11, 12].These variational
systems showed great potentials in the use of radar obser-
vations for initializing high-resolution numerical models
through several case studies and real-time demonstrations
[13, 14].

The demonstrated potential motivated the development
of a radar DA scheme in the variational DA systemWRFVAR
of the community model ARW-WRF (Advanced Research
Weather Research and Forecasting; hereafter refer to WRF).
WRFVAR includes both 3D-Var [15, 16] and 4D-Var [17]
components. The radar DA scheme was first developed for
WRF 3D-Var [18, 19] and recently expanded to 4D-Var [20,
21]. Unlike the ARPS 3D-Var system and VDRAS whose
developments were motivated by the assimilation of radar
observations for convective-scale analysis, theWRFVAR sys-
tem was started with conventional data assimilation without
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the convective-scale analysis as a priority. It thus emphasized
the synoptic-scale balance through the use of model forecast
background and its error covariance. It also used the stream
function and velocity potential as the momentum control
variables instead of the direct velocities as in VDRAS and
ARPS 3D-Var. In addition, the incremental formulation [22]
that is commonly used in large-scale data assimilation sys-
tems was adopted by WRFVAR, which might not be suitable
for the storm-scale applications because of the linearization
required in the formulation. Therefore, the addition of a
radar data assimilation capability to WRF, which is a forecast
system aiming at broad research and operational applications,
presents new challenges that do not exist in the systems that
focus on the storm-scale analysis and forecasting.

In recent years several operational centers throughout the
world have also been developing and testing capabilities of
assimilating radar observations to initialize high-resolution
convection-permitting NWP models. One of the notable
efforts was taken by the Met Office of the United Kingdom
using the unified model and its variational data assimilation
system [23]. The lessons learnt in understanding and finding
solutions to the aforementioned challenges inWRFVAR have
a wide application to the operational community because
some operational data assimilation systems use the similar
framework as WRFVAR and will hence face the same chal-
lenges.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a review of the
progress of the WRFVAR system and its planned future
developments. Since the initial development of the system,
a good number of studies have been conducted which
either aim at the further development of the system or at
answering some challenging scientific questions. A review of
these studies will benefit the future users of the community
system. In Section 2, we provide a review on the overall
system design, including the fundamental framework of
WRFVAR, radar observation operators, control variables and
their background error (BE) estimates, and automated radar
data quality control.The performance of the 3D-Var system is
reviewed in Section 3 and of the 4D-Var system in Section 4.
At the last section, we discuss the planned future efforts for
the DA system.

2. System Design of WRFVAR Radar DA

2.1. Fundamental Framework of WRFVAR. The WRFVAR
follows the incremental variational formulation [22] that
is commonly used in operational systems. In the standard
variational formulation, the optimal analysis is obtained by
minimizing a cost function measuring the misfit between
observation and prediction by a nonlinear model. In the
incremental variational formulation, however, a linearized
model is used to generate the prediction needed in the cost
function. The advantage of the incremental approach is that
it not only reduces the computational cost of 4D-Var but also
improves the mathematical conditioning of the cost function
(i.e., a quadratic cost function) because of the linearization
of the forward operator. It facilitates the use of a coarser
resolution tangent linear model (TLM) and adjoint model

(ADM) to reduce the computational cost and a simplified
representation of physical processes in TLM and ADM in the
data assimilation cycle.

The cost function of the incremental formulation can
be derived from the standard cost function with some
assumptions that will be described later. First we express the
standard cost function as follows:
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This cost function assumes that the assimilation window
covers 𝐾 observation windows with each represented by the
subscript 𝑘. The variables of x

0
, x𝑏
0

, and y𝑜
𝑘

represent the
initial atmospheric state, the background state which can be
previous model forecast, and the observed state, respectively.
𝑀
𝑘
is the nonlinear prediction model to propagate the initial

atmospheric state to that at the 𝑘th observation time in the
case of 4D-Var. It should be noted that 3D-Var is regarded
as a special case in which 𝐾 can simply set to 0 and 𝑀

𝑘

set to the identity matrix. 𝐻
𝑘
is the nonlinear observation

operator. B and R are the background and observation error
covariance matrices, respectively.

To derive the cost function of the incremental formula-
tion, we first introduce the innovation variable d at the 𝑘th
observation time as
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When the increment 𝛿x𝑛
0

at the 𝑛th outer loop iteration is
obtained, the estimate of the atmospheric state is updated by
x𝑛
0

= x𝑛−1
0

+ 𝛿x𝑛
0

and used to produce the first guess trajectory
𝑀
𝑘
[x𝑛
0

] for the next outer loop 𝑛 + 1. The basic assumption
of the incremental approach is that the solution of the cost
function (4) gradually approaches that of the nonlinear cost
function (1) given enough number of outer loop iterations.
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Assuming the background error covariance matrix is
given by B = UUT and a control variable transform by
𝛿x
0
= Uk, the background term of the cost function (4)

is simplified to (1/2)(∑𝑁
𝑖=1

k𝑖)T(∑𝑁
𝑖=1

k𝑖), where 𝑁 is the total
number of outer loops, whereby avoiding the difficulty in
computing the inverse of B. The control variable transform
𝛿x
0
= Uk is implemented through a series of operations

U = UpUkUh [15].The horizontal transform Uh is performed
using a recursive filter [24].The vertical transform Uk applies
an EOF (empirical orthogonal function) decomposition on
the vertical component of the background error covariance.
The physical transform Up converts the increment in control
variable space to analysis variable space.The control variables
of theWRFVAR systemwill be described later in this section.

The optimal analysis is obtained by minimizing the cost
function (4) by iterating in both the outer and inner loops.
The number of inner loop iterations is determined either by
a convergence criterion or a prespecified fixed number. The
number of the outer loop iterations is typically 2 to 6. The
gradient of the cost function required in the minimization
process is computed by the adjoint method. For the 4D-Var
system with the incremental formulation, a forward model
and its TLM and ADM are needed. The forward model is
the same as the WRF forecast model but currently only
with the physical schemes of the Kessler microphysics and
the diffusion. More schemes will be added to the forward
model in the future as the adjoint of these schemes has been
developed.

2.2. Radar Observation Operators. To assimilate radar obser-
vations, the following observation terms are added to the
existing cost function:
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where 𝐽old is used to represent the existing cost function
before radar data assimilation is developed. The variables V

𝑟

stand for the radial velocity and Z for the reflectivity factor.
The superscript “ob” indicates the observations. The symbols
R−1k and R−1z stand for observation error covariance matrices
for radial velocity and reflectivity, respectively. Note that the
summation over the observation time levels 𝑘 is not needed
in the case of 3D-Var.The observation operator𝐻

𝑘
in the cost

function (1) links the model variables in a model coordinate
to the observation variables in an observation space. For the
radar radial velocity, this linkage is formulated with the 3D
wind field (𝑢, V, and 𝑤), the hydrometeor fall speed 𝑉

𝑡
, and

the distance 𝐷 between the location of a data point and the
radar antenna:
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where (𝑥
𝑑
, 𝑦
𝑑
, 𝑧
𝑑
) represents the location of the observation

point and (𝑥
𝑟
, 𝑦
𝑟
, 𝑧
𝑟
) represents the location of the radar

station. 𝑉
𝑡
is calculated from the rainwater mixing ratio with

a height correction following Sun and Crook [6]. Relation
(6) is linear except that 𝑉

𝑡
is nonlinearly dependent on 𝑞

𝑟
,

which needs to be linearized to obtain the linear observation
operator for𝑉

𝑟
. Note that the earth curvature effect [25] must

be considered when mapping the radar observations to the
model grid, which is done in the radar data preprocessing
package that is described in the next subsection.

The formulation of the reflectivity operator is not as
straightforward because it depends on the assumption of
drop size distribution in a microphysical parameterization
scheme and the classification of hydrometeors. Following Sun
and Crook [6], Xiao et al. [19] used the following relation
for WRF 3D-Var by assuming the Marshall-Palmer drop size
distribution for rain:

𝑍 = 43.1 + 17.5 log
10

(𝜌𝑞
𝑟
) , (8)

where 𝜌 is the air density (kgm−3) and 𝑞
𝑟
is the rainwater

mixing ratio (g kg−1). Zhang et al. [26] examined a different
relation by assuming a constrained gamma drop size distri-
bution and found some improvement in the analysis of low
precipitation.

Equation (8) was used in the cost function (5) to assim-
ilate reflectivity in the WRF 3D-Var developed by Xiao et al.
[19]. However, Wang et al. [27] showed that the linearization
of (8) as required by the incremental formulation of the cost
function can result in a dry bias in rainwater analysis. Thus
they proposed to indirectly assimilate the derived rainwater
mixing ratio 𝑞

𝑟
from (8) by replacing 𝑍 with 𝑞

𝑟
in (5).

2.3. Control Variables and Background Error Estimate. The
standard control variables (CV) [15] forWRF 3D-Var and 4D-
Var are the stream function 𝜓, the unbalanced component
of velocity potential 𝜒

𝑢
, the unbalanced component of tem-

perature 𝑇
𝑢
, the unbalanced component of surface pressure

𝑃su , and “pseudo” relative humidity Rhs. The unbalanced
component for each of the three variables is the residual
after subtracting the respective correlated component with
𝜓 which is obtained by a statistical fitting. The “pseudo”
relative humidity is the water vapor mixing ratio divided by
its saturated value in the background state. To assimilate radar
radial velocity and reflectivity associated with warm rain,
vertical velocity and the microphysical parameters of cloud
water and rainwater must be added as control variables. In
the currentWRFVAR system, no cross-correlationwith other
variables is considered for relative humidity, cloud water
mixing ratio, rain water mixing ratio, and vertical velocity.
The 4D-Var technique through the use of theWRFmodel can
implicitly produce multivariate correlations for the analysis.

One issue that raises concerns for the convective-scaleDA
is the selection of momentum control variables. The use of
stream function and velocity potential (𝜓 and 𝜒) was widely
accepted by global operational models (e.g., National Center
of Environmental Prediction’s Gridpoint Statistical Interpola-
tion and United Kingdom Met Office Unified Model 3D-Var
system). However, a recent study by Xie and MacDonals [28]
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suggested that the use of stream function and velocity poten-
tial as momentum control variables might not be suitable
for analysis over a regional domain for small-scale problems.
Othermesoscale DA systems that involve radar observations,
such as VDRAS and ARPS 3D-Var, used u-wind along x-grid
direction and v-wind along y-grid direction as momentum
control variables. An effort is being undertaken to compare
the impact of the choice of momentum control variables on
high-resolution analysis. Some preliminary results will be
shown in Section 5.

For control variables with option 5 (CV5) in WRFVAR,
a recursive filter and EOFs (empirical orthogonal functions)
are used to model background error covariance. The hor-
izontal autocovariance, which is assumed to be spatially
homogeneous and isotropic, ismodeled by the recursive filter.
The vertical error correlations are modeled using the diag-
nosed EOFs (empirical orthogonal functions) from estimated
background errors. Since convective-scale data assimilation
using radar observations is commonly done on limited area
domains, it is preferable to derive background error statistics
over the domain of interest as well as the season of interest.
There are two approaches to estimate the background error
statistics of the control variables in WRFVAR: the ensemble
method [20, 29] and the NMC method [30]. Both methods
are included in the utility GEN BE [15] of the standard
releasedWRFdata assimilation system. Both algorithmswere
used in previous WRFVAR studies.

An example of the estimated background error statistics is
given in Figure 1, which shows the horizontal length scales of
the control variables with respect to the vertical EOF modes.
The error statistics is computed on a domain covering a large
part of the USA (N24∘–N49∘ and W116∘–W74∘) using the
NMC method and the June 2012 data from the real-time
WRF 3 km runs. The plot shows that the length scales are
a few hundred kilometers for the dynamical variables and
temperature in the first few modes and reduced to below
100 kilometers in high frequency modes. The length scale of
relative humidity is below 50 kilometers for all EOF modes.

2.4. Automated Radar Data Quality Control. An automated
radar data quality control and error estimate system that
can be executed in real-time is an essential component of
an operational radar DA system. The automated radar data
preprocessing system embedded in NCAR’s real-time 4D-Var
systemVDRAS that is based on a cloud-scalemodel (different
fromWRF) [6] produces quality controlled radar data for use
by WRFVAR. The system along with its radar data quality
control package has been used in real-time since 2001. The
VDRAS data preprocessing system includes several quality
control algorithms as well as filtering, superobbing, and
error computation. In Sun [31], some of these preprocessing
methods were described. One of the challenging issues in
the use of radar radial velocity for various applications is the
data quality control of aliased velocities, known as velocity
dealiasing. Radial velocity is aliased when the true radial
velocity is larger than the unambiguous velocity of a radar
or Nyquist velocity [25]. A unique feature of the VDRAS
data preprocessing system is a velocity dealiasing algorithm
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Figure 1: Length scales of forecast errors of the WRFVAR control
variables of stream function (𝜓), unbalanced velocity potential (𝜒

𝑢

),
unblanced temperature (𝑇

𝑢

), and relative humidity (rh), with respect
to the vertical EOFmode, computed using 3 kmWRF forecasts over
a domain that covers a region of N24∘–N49∘ andW116∘–W74∘ in the
USA. Note that the surface pressure has only one mode (indicated
by the purple ∗) because it is a 2D field.

coupled with the 4D-Var radar data assimilation in which
the frequently updated wind analysis through a continuous
cycling is used as the reference wind for the dealiasing. Lim
and Sun [32] demonstrated that the coupling of the velocity
dealiasing algorithm with the radar DA system improved
the accuracy of the reference wind and hence resulted in an
improved dealiased velocity field by significantly reducing
the percentage of the improperly dealiased data from using
a reference wind field that had no radar data assimilation.

The velocity dealiasing can be particularly challenging
during hurricane events because of the strong wind and
the large error in the reference wind, especially near the
center where a slight offset of center location can cause a
large difference in wind direction. Recent applications of
the coupled dealiasing scheme in VDRAS suggest that the
scheme is effective to automatically unfold severely aliased
velocity observations. Figure 2 shows an example from a large
number of radar volumes that were successfully dealiased for
Typhoon Morakot that affected Taiwan during 7–9 August
2008.

3. Review of the 3D-Var Performances

The performance and impact of radar DA usingWRF 3D-Var
were examined through studies of individual cases as well as
multiple cases/days under operational settings. The first case
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Aliased radial velocity

(a)

Dealiased radial velocity

(b)

Figure 2: Radial velocity observations at 0.5∘ elevation from RCHL radar of the Central Weather Bureau (CWB) of Taiwan before (a) and
after (b) the dealiasing scheme in VDRAS was applied. The thin white contours are costal lines.

study with radar radial velocity data assimilation inWRF 3D-
Var was reported by Xiao et al. [18] using a heavy rainfall
case that occurred over the Korean Peninsula. They found
that the assimilation of the radial velocity data from Jindo
radar operated by the KoreanMeteorological Administration
improved the wind analysis (especially the northward com-
ponent) resulting in substantial improvement for 3 h rainfall
forecasts and noticeable improvement for 6 h forecasts. In a
follow-up paper, Xiao et al. [19] described a methodology
to assimilate radar reflectivity data into the WRF 3D-Var.
Although the reflectivity is linked to the rain water mixing
ratio, they chose the total liquid water 𝑞

𝑡
as the control

variable instead of 𝑞
𝑟
not only because the distribution of total

water is more Gaussian-like but also themultivariate analyses
can be achieved by use of a partition scheme. In this scheme,
the analysis increment of 𝑞

𝑡
is partitioned into thewater vapor

mixing ratio 𝑞V, the cloudwater 𝑞𝑐, and the rainwater 𝑞𝑟 using
a warm rain microphysical scheme. The method was first
tested with the landfalling typhoon Rusa (2002) over South
Korea.Their results indicated that the positive impact of radar
reflectivity lasted only for 3 hours. However, when both radial
velocity and reflectivity radar observations were assimilated,
noticeable improvement lasted up to 12 hours.

The above 3D-Var radar data assimilation system was
further evaluated by Pu et al. [33] in a case study of the
Hurricane Dennis near landfall that occurred during 2005 in
southeastern Cuba. In this study, the eastward and northward
velocities synthesized from an airborne Doppler radar as
well as reflectivity were assimilated into the WRF 3D-Var.
They demonstrated that the radar data significantly improved
the short-term (18 hours) forecasts of the intensity, track,
and precipitation. However, similarly as in Xiao et al. [19],
the impact was mainly attributed to the assimilation of the
Doppler wind observations.

The relatively small impact of the reflectivity data in the
scheme developed by Xiao et al. [19] motivated a further
examination of the reflectivity assimilation. Wang et al.
[27] pointed out some issues with this scheme, namely,

the use of a linearized form of the 𝑍-𝑞
𝑟
equation (8) as the

observation operator and the warm-rain partition scheme.
As aforementioned, theWRF 3D-Var applies the incremental
approach that requires the linearization of the forward
model. The logarithm 𝑍-𝑞

𝑟
equation (8) has a high degree

of nonlinearity especially when 𝑞
𝑟
is small. They found

a dry bias was introduced because of the errors in the
linearization. In addition, the performance of the partition
scheme largely depends on quality of relative humidity in
the first guess state because the switches that initiate the
warm rain processes may never be turned on during the
minimization of the cost function. Moreover, as noted by
Xiao et al. [19], the warm-rain partition scheme is not suitable
for winter storms in which cold rain process may play an
important role. Wang et al. [27] described a new scheme for
the assimilation of reflectivity in which the derived rain water
mixing ratio from (8) was assimilated instead of the direct
assimilation of the reflectivity observations. In addition, an
extra observation termwas added to the cost function (5) that
measures the misfit between the water vapor mixing ratios
from the model and an estimated field from radar reflectivity
observations. The estimated water vapor was obtained by
assuming saturation where radar reflectivity is higher than a
specified threshold above the cloud base. In this new scheme,
the control variables for the microphysics are pseudorelative
humidity and rain water mixing ratios. The partition scheme
used in Xiao et al. [19] is not needed.

The performance of the new reflectivity assimilation
scheme was demonstrated using an operational WRF 3D-
Var DA and forecasting system with rapid update cycles
by Wang et al. [27]. Four heavy-rain-producing convective
cases that occurred during summer 2009 in Beijing, China,
were studied using the new system. Results showed that the
indirect assimilation of reflectivity significantly improved the
short-term precipitation forecast skill up to 6 hours, extended
from the 3 hours shown in Xiao et al. [19]. Figure 3 compares
the 4-hour forecasts from two experiments that assimilate
radial velocity alone and both radial velocity and reflectivity,
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Figure 3: Hourly accumulated precipitation (unit: mm) for the convective case that occurred on July 23, 2009, in Beijing, China. The 3-hour
(left column) and 4-hour (right column) forecasts are initialized at 0600 UTC by a 3 hourly cycledWRF 3D-Var.The radar QPE ((a) and (b))
is used to verify the experiments that assimilate radar radial velocity ((c) and (d)) only and that assimilate both radial velocity and rain water
mixing ratio derived from reflectivity ((e) and (f)) (from [27]).
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respectively, for one of the four cases studied in Wang et al.
[27]. It is evident from this comparison that the addition
of the reflectivity data assimilation improves the forecast
by making the area of the precipitation more compact. The
improved positive impact of the new reflectivity assimilation
scheme was also confirmed by Sun et al. [34] by running the
3D-Var over a consecutive one-week period over theUSGreat
Plains region.

All of the studies reviewed previously assimilated radar
observationswith one cycle ormultiple 3 hourly cycles. Sun et
al. [34] demonstrated that the improvement of the short-term
precipitation forecast could be achieved by running theWRF
3D-Var with 3 hourly rapid update cycles even without radar
observations, although adding radar data further improved
the forecasts. It is desirable to run 3D-Var with more frequent
cycles (less than one hour) for nowcasting applications, given
the fact that radars provide frequent observations. However,
initial experiments yielded mixed results with hourly cycles.
Digital filter initialization [35] was used in an attempt to
reduce noises that may have been the reason for the difficulty
with the hourly cycles, but no significant impact was found.
Some technical issues need to be resolved and will be
discussed in the last section.

4. Some Early Results of the 4D-Var System

The ultimate goal of the WRFVAR radar data assimilation
system is the development of a 4D-Var scheme that is
capable of using the frequent radar observations at multiple
time levels. In their OSSE (Observation System Simulation
Experiments) study, Sugimoto et al. [36] showed that the 3D-
Var had only limited ability in retrieving the tangential wind
component that was not observed by radar. Using the 4D-
Var of a cloud-scale model, Sun and Crook [37], Sun and
Crook [38], and Crook and Sun [39] all showed that the 4D-
Var technique was able to retrieve the tangential wind with
reasonable accuracy. We therefore anticipate that the WRF
4D-Var can improve the 3D wind retrieval and hence the
convective forecasting over its 3D-Var.

The 4D-Var technique is used in the global operational
systems by several major operational weather service centers
throughout the world. The European Center for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) is the first center that
implemented a 4D-Var operational system [40–42]. Follow-
ing the success of ECMWF, other 4D-Var systems based on
operational NWP models were developed and implemented
at several operational centers throughout the world as their
data assimilation systems for global or regional NWPwithout
the convective-scale radar data assimilation. Recently the
Met Office has run a real-time demonstration with an
hourly cycling 4D-Var system and a 1.5 km resolution over a
domain covering Southern England and Wales. This system
currently assimilates radar radial velocity in the 4D-Var, but
the reflectivity is assimilated with a diabatic initialization
following Jones and Macpherson [43].

The basic framework of the WRF 4D-Var was described
byHuang et al. [17] and tested using a Typhoon case. Recently,
the TLM and its ADM of the system were upgraded to match
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Figure 4: Cost functions with respect to the number of total
iterations accumulated by the 6 outer loops indicated on top of the
solid curve. The three cost functions are from three experiments
that use the assimilation window length of 5 minutes (4DV T05),
15 minutes (4DV T15), and 30 minutes (4DV T30) (from [20]).

the updated WRF version 3.3. These upgrades along with
some other software enhancements were described in Zhang
et al. [44]. Wang et al. [20] described the latest development
of the system in regard to radar data assimilation and showed
the results of a case study from a squall line precipitation
event. Using the same case, Sun andWang [21] compared the
performance of the 4D-Varwith that of 3D-Var and found that
the precipitation forecast initialized by the 4D-Var noticeably
improved over that of 3D-Var.

One question sought to answer by Wang et al. [20] was
whether the incremental formulation would be feasible for
the application at the convective-scale. They concluded that
the incremental formulation worked well in the context of
radar data assimilation with a high-resolution configuration
when the typical assimilation window lengths of less than 30
minutes were used. Figure 4 shows the reduction of the cost
function (5)when thewindow lengths of 5, 10, and 30minutes
are used. Note that the frequency of the data is the same
(5min) in all the three experiments. In these experiments,
six outer loop iterations for the nonlinear base state update
were used, and 20 inner loop iterations for the minimization
of the cost function were performed. It is seen that the cost
function is smoothly reduced when the 5-minute window
was used. Some discontinuities are shown as the base state is
updated in the case of 15- and 30-minute window lengths, but
the cost function is steadily reduced at the end of each outer
loop from the previous loop. Figure 4 also suggests that the
30-minute assimilation window results in a largest reduction
of the cost function despite of the discontinuity caused by
the mismatch between the linearized forward model and
the nonlinear base state. Wang et al. [20] showed that the
forecast initialized by the 4D-Var with the 30-minute window
produced precipitation with smallest bias.

The performance of WRF 4D-Var was compared with
3D-Var by Sun and Wang [21] in a case study. They showed
that the 4D-Var substantially improved the precipitation skill
over the 3D-Var for the 0–6 h forecasts of the squall line
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Figure 5: 6-hour forecasts of hourly accumulated precipitation (mm) from (b) the basic WRF 3D-Var (3DV), (c) the enhancedWRF 3D-Var
(3DVQV), and (d) the 4D-Var (4DV). The Stage IV precipitation analysis is shown by (a) for verification.

studied. Figure 5 compares the 6-hour precipitation forecasts
(hourly accumulation) of a 4D-Var experiment with two 3D-
Var experiments from their study. The difference between
the two 3D-Var experiments 3DV and 3DVQV is that the
latter accounts for the effect of latent heat by assimilating
saturated in-cloud humidity as described in Wang et al.
[20, 27]. The improvement of the precipitation forecast from
the 4D-Var over the basic 3D-Var (Figure 5(b)) is clearly
shown when compared with the Stage IV data (Figure 5(a)).
Although the line structure is forecasted in the experiment
3DVQV (Figure 5(c)), the squall line has slower propagation
speed and the precipitation is overforecasted. It is clearly
seen that the 4D-Var experiment (Figure 5(d)) has the closest
agreement with the observations.The qualitative verifications
of the forecasts are compared in Figure 6 using the Fractions
Skill Score (FSS) [45] with the radii of influence of 8 km,
24 km, and 48 km. The superior performance of the 4D-Var
is shown by the improved FSS and the elimination of the
initial skill drop that is present in the 3D-Var techniques.
Sun and Wang [21] also found that the radial velocity
observations had greater impact on the 4D-Var analyses and

forecasts compared to the 3D-Var, suggesting that the 4D-
Var has a better ability in retrieving the 3D wind as expected.
Diagnostic analyses in their study suggested that the 4D-Var
produced more realistic low-level cold pool, its leading edge
convergence, and mid-level latent heating when compared
with the radar analyses produced by VDRAS.

5. Future Developments for
WRFVAR Radar DA

The encouraging results produced in the past studies warrant
further development and improvement of the WRFVAR
radar data assimilation system. An immediate next step is to
investigate the impact of the analysis and forecast with regard
to the selection of momentum control variables. One of the
motivations for investigating the impact of the momentum
control variables is that we have found that WRF 3D-Var
tended to produce degraded results when an hourly cycle
frequency was used. A new option that uses the u-wind and
v-wind is being added to theWRFVAR system and compared
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Figure 6: Fractions scale score (FSS) versus forecast hour of hourly accumulated precipitation (mmh−1) for the thresholds 5mm with the
radius of influence (ROI) of 8 km (a), 24 km (b), and (c) 48 km, respectively.

with the existing scheme using𝜓 and𝜒momentum variables.
Note that the unbalance component of the velocity potential
is used in WRF 3D-Var although, for simplicity, we use the
notation 𝜒 in the following description. Preliminary results
indicate that the two options can yield significant differences
in the characteristics of background error covariance and
hence affect the final analysis. Figure 7 compares the analysis
increments of u-wind and v-wind from single observation
tests using the two momentum control variable options.
These single observation tests were conducted by assuming
an observation of u (left column) and v (right column) at
the point marked by “+” in Figure 7 with an innovation and

observation error of 1ms−1.The background error covariance
values for the two tests were calculated using an ensemble
of short-term WRF forecasts. Apparently, the test using the
𝜓-𝜒 control variables (Figures 7(a) and 7(d)) gives larger
horizontal spread than the test using the u-v control variables
(Figures 7(b) and 7(e)). By plotting the increments along the
x-direction on the observation level (Figures 7(c) and 7(f))
it is clearly shown that the magnitudes of the wind incre-
ments are substantially different and much larger values have
resulted from the use of the𝑢-V option than the𝜓-𝜒option. In
addition, the 𝜓-𝜒 control variable scheme produces negative
increments in the distance far away from the observation
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x-wind component contours: −0.25 to 0.25 by 0.05 y-wind component contours: −0.25 to 0.25 by 0.05

x-wind component contours: −0.15 to 0.45 by 0.05 y-wind component contours: −0.45 to 0.55 by 0.05

Figure 7: Vertical sections of analysis increments from experiments that assume a single observation of u-wind (left columns) and v-wind
(right columns) with 1ms−1 innovation located at the point marked by “+” in (a) and (d). The 𝑢 and V increments (unit: ms−1) resulting from
the analyses that use 𝜓 and 𝜒 as momentum control variables are shown in (a) and (d), respectively, and from the direct use of 𝑢 and V as
control variables that are shown in (b) and (e), respectively.Themagnitudes of 𝑢 and V increments on the observation level (6 km) are plotted
as a function of x- and y-grid points. The horizontal grid spacing is 4 km.

point, which is questionable for the convective-scale. The
impact of the different momentum control variables in the
context of radar data assimilation for convective forecasting
is being currently studied in more depth to investigate what

are the causes of the different error characteristics and is also
being studied using real observations.

Although the initial results from Sun and Wang [21] are
encouraging, it is obvious that the WRF 4D-Var should be
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examined with more cases to confirm its superiority over the
3D-Var. One important issue that was not yet examined is
the continuous cycle in WRF 4D-Var. In both Wang et al.
[20] and Sun and Wang [21], only one assimilation cycle was
performed. Continuous cycles should be designed and tested
before the system can be implemented operationally. One
issue that requires attention is how tomaintain the continuity
between the assimilation cycle and the short-forecast cycle in
between two assimilation cycles. Difficultymay arise from the
use of differentmicrophysics schemes during the assimilation
period and the short-forecast period. Another obstacle for
operational implementation of 4D-Var is its high compu-
tational cost. The incremental formulation of WRF 4D-Var
can be implemented with a coarser resolution forward model
for the data assimilation while the high-resolution nonlinear
model is used for the outer loop background run as well as the
forecast run.This strategywill be tested in the near future, and
its performance both in terms of computational efficiency
and analysis/forecast quality will be evaluated.

Another planned future development is the use of dual-
polarization observations to improve the initialization of
microphysics variables. Li and Mecicalski [46] examined the
impact of assimilating an improved estimate of the rain water
mixing ratio through the use of differential reflectivity and
specific differential phase. Some impacts were found both
in the analyses and subsequent forecasts. A microphysics
scheme that includes the ice phase will be developed to facil-
itate the assimilation and initialization of ice microphysics.
Although the preliminary study by Li andMecicalski [46]was
encouraging, they raised the question how much additional
information can be retrieved from the dual-polarization
observations and to what extent it can improve the NWP
model forecast. It is certainly an area requiring more studies.

In recent years, a great deal of research has been devoted
to the development and testing of methodologies of hybrid
data assimilation that make use of both variational and
ensemble data assimilation techniques. Wang et al. [47]
developed a hybrid ensemble 3D-Var system for the WRF
model.This systemwas applied to a hurricane prediction, and
promising results were obtained [48]. Although the hybrid
concept is applicable to WRF 4D-Var, its effectiveness is
yet to be tested with radar data assimilation for convective
forecasting.
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As an important part of Doppler velocity data quality control for radar data assimilation and other quantitative applications,
an automated technique is developed to identify and remove contaminated velocities by birds, especially migrating birds. This
technique builds upon the existing hydrometeor classification algorithm (HCA) for dual-polarimetric WSR-88D radars developed
at theNational Severe Storms Laboratory, and it performs two steps. In the first step, the fuzzy-logicmethod in theHCA is simplified
and used to identify biological echoes (mainly from birds and insects). In the second step, another simple fuzzy logic method
is developed to detect bird echoes among the biological echoes identified in the first step and thus remove bird-contaminated
velocities.Themembership functions used by the fuzzy logic method in the second step are extracted from normalized histograms
of differential reflectivity and differential phase for birds and insects, respectively, while the normalized histograms are constructed
by polarimetric data collected during the 2012 fall migrating season and sorted for bird and insects, respectively. The performance
and effectiveness of the technique are demonstrated by real-data examples.

1. Introduction

Radar echoes from migrating birds can severely contaminate
Doppler velocity measurements (Jungbluth et al. [1]; Gau-
threaux et al. [2]). For meteorological applications, especially
quantitative applications in radar data assimilation, it is
necessary to remove bird-contaminated velocities using an
automated identification technique. Such a technique was
developed previously before the operationalWSR-88D radars
in the US were upgraded with dual-polarization capability
(Zhang et al. [3]; Liu et al. [4]), but the technique could
only crudely detect and remove bird-contaminated veloci-
ties volume-wise or tiltwise (for each sweep) because the
usable input data from operational WSR-88D radars were
limited to reflectivity and velocity measurements. A major
drawback of this previous technique is that it rejects the

entire volume (or tilt) of velocity observations even if only a
fraction of the volume (or tilt) is contaminated by migrating
birds. Now, almost all the operational WSR-88D radars
in the US are upgraded with dual-polarization capability,
which is essential for discriminating between meteorologi-
cal and nonmeteorological scatterers and for distinguishing
different hydrometeor types. In the hydrometeor classifica-
tion algorithm (HCA) developed for polarimetric radars at
the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) (Straka and
Zrnić [5]; Zrnić and Ryzhkov [6]; Zrnić et al. [7]; Schuur
et al. [8]; Ryzhkov et al. [9]; Park et al. [10]), birds and insects
are not distinguished and labeled as biological scatterers
entirely. This HCA is designed to remove biological scatterer
contamination from meteorological scatterers for the pur-
pose of quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE). It is thus
timely and desirable to develop an improved technique that
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takes advantage of polarimetric measurements to provide a
pixel-wise identification and removal of bird-contaminated
velocities. As a continuation of the previous efforts of Zhang
et al. [11, 12], this paper strives to develop such a desired
technique by leveraging the NSSL existing HCA.

The most recent version of the HCA (Park et al. [10])
utilizes all available polarimetric variables to discern ten
different classes of radar echoes with eight classes for various
hydrometeors, one class for ground clutter (GC, including
that due to anomalous propagation) and one class for biolog-
ical scatterers (BS). This classification was designed mainly
for using radar observations to improve the quantitative
precipitation estimation. The GC class is useful for both
reflectivity and velocity data quality controls, but the BS class
is directly useful only for reflectivity data quality control.
For radar velocity data quality control, it is necessary to
differentiate insects from birds, because insects can be treated
as passive tracers of air motions and thus are useful for
wind measurements in most cases, while birds and especially
migrating birds (mostly flying at night during the migrating
seasons) can cause significant biases (to the order of 10m s−1)
in radar measured Doppler velocities (Gauthreaux et al. [2];
Collins [13]; Bi et al. [14]). It has been known that the
polarimetric signatures of insects and birds are different
due to the shape and size differences between insects and
birds (Riley [15]; Vaughn [16]; Zrnić and Ryzhkov [17]).
In general, birds have higher differential phase and lower
differential reflectivity than insects (Zhang et al. [11, 12]).
These properties will be used in this paper to develop
an automated technique for pixel-wise identification and
removal of bird-contaminated velocities in two steps. In the
first step, the fuzzy logic in the HCA is simplified to identify 3
classes: BS, GC, andMS, whereMS representsmeteorological
scatterers and is essentially a combined category containing
all meteorological hydrometeor categories from the original
algorithm (see Section 2.1 of Schuur et al. [8]). In the second
step, a new simple fuzzy logic method is developed and used
to divide the BS class into two subclasses: (i) BS due to birds
(including bats) especially migrating birds (BSb) and (ii) BS
due to insects (BSi).The next section describes the simplified
HCA developed for the first step. Section 3 presents the fuzzy
logicmethod developed for the second step.Theperformance
and effectiveness of the two-step method are demonstrated
by real-data examples in Section 4. Conclusions follow in
Section 5.

2. Simplified HCA for Identifying BS in
the First Step

As explained in the introduction, the ten classes of radar
echoes in the original HCA are consolidated into three classes
using a simple fuzzy logic method that focuses on identifying
BS, GC, and MS. Among the six polarimetric variables used
by the original HCA, the simplified fuzzy logic method uses
the following five variables: (i) the radar reflectivity𝑍 (at hor-
izontal polarization), (ii) the differential reflectivity 𝑍DR, (iii)
the cross-correlation coefficient 𝜌hv between horizontally and
vertically polarized radar returns, (iv) the texture parameter

SD(𝑍) of 𝑍, and (v) the texture parameter SD(ΦDP) of the
differential phase ΦDP. The specific differential phase 𝐾DP is
used in the original HCA for identifying different types of
hydrometeors, so this variable is not used here.

As described in Park et al. [10], the parameter SD(𝑍)
[or SD(ΦDP)] characterizes the magnitude of the small-scale
fluctuations of 𝑍 (or ΦDP) along the radial. It is estimated by
smoothing 𝑍 (or ΦDP) data along the radial using a 1 km (or
2 km) running-average window, subtracting the smoothed 𝑍
(or ΦDP) from the original values and calculating the root-
mean-square (RMS) value of the residuals. Before applying
the classification procedure, 𝑍, 𝑍DR, and 𝜌hv are smoothed
along each radial using a 1 km averaging window for 𝑍 and
a 2 km window for 𝑍DR and 𝜌hv. In addition, the Doppler
velocity V

𝑟
is used to flag possible GC prior to the fuzzy

logic classification procedure. In particular, if V
𝑟
< 1m s−1

(or ≥1m s−1) for a pixel, then this pixel will be (or not be)
checked for GC in the fuzzy logic classification procedure. To
account for attenuation in precipitation, the biases of 𝑍 and
𝑍DR are estimated using heavily filtered ΦDP for WSR-88D
radars (Bringi et al. [18]):

Δ𝑍
att
(dBZ) = 0.04ΦDP (

∘

) ,

Δ𝑍DR
att
(dB) = 0.004ΦDP (

∘

) .

(1)

From the above parameter values, the simplified fuzzy
logic method computes the aggregation value 𝐴

𝑖
for the 𝑖th

class of radar echoes at each pixel by

𝐴
𝑖
=

Σ
𝑗
𝑊
𝑖𝑗
𝑃
(𝑖)

(𝑉
𝑗
)

Σ
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𝑊
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where 𝑃(𝑖)(𝑉
𝑗
) is the membership function that characterizes

the distribution of the 𝑗th variable for the 𝑖th class and𝑊
𝑖𝑗
is

a weight between 0 and 1 assigned to the 𝑖th class and the 𝑗th
variable. The classification decision is based on the maximal
aggregation value. The formulation in (2) is similar to that
in (3) of Park et al. [10] except that the confidence vector
assigned to each variable is now simply set to 1.

Each membership function 𝑃(𝑖)(𝑉
𝑗
) in (2) has a trape-

zoidal shape described by four parameters: 𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, 𝑥
3
, and 𝑥

4
.

This trapezoidal function increases linearly from 0 to 1 as 𝑉
𝑗

increases from 𝑥
1
to 𝑥
2
, remains to be 1 until 𝑉

𝑗
increases 𝑥

3
,

and then decreases linearly from 1 to 0 as𝑉
𝑗
further increases

from 𝑥
3
to 𝑥
4
(see Figure 1 of Schuur et al. [8] or Park et al.

[10]).The parameter values are listed in Table 1 for each of the
5 × 3 membership functions, where 𝑓

1
and 𝑓

2
are functions

of 𝑍 (in dBZ) given by (4) of Park et al. [10] or originally by
(7) and (8) of Schuur et al. [8] in the following forms:

𝑓
1
= −0.50 + 2.50 × 10

−3

𝑍 + 7.50 × 10
−4

𝑍
2

, (3)

𝑓
2
= 0.08 + 3.64 × 10

−2

𝑍 + 3.57 × 10
−4

𝑍
2

. (4)

Here, the five membership functions for GC are largely the
same as those in Table 1 of Park et al. [10] or originally Table 1
of Schuur et al. [8] except for the following modifications
according to our observations in the presence of GC: (i) the
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Table 1: Parameter values of the membership functions used by
the simplified HCA for the three classes. Reflectivity-dependent
parameters 𝑓

1

and 𝑓
2

are defined in (3) and (4), respectively.

GC BS RA
𝑃(𝑍) (dBZ)

𝑥
1

5 5 5
𝑥
2

20 10 10
𝑥
3

70 20 65
𝑥
4

80 30 75
𝑃(𝑍DR) (dB)

𝑥
1

−3 0 𝑓
1

− 0.3

𝑥
2

−2 2 𝑓
1

𝑥
3

1 10 𝑓
2

𝑥
4

2 12 𝑓
2

+ 0.3

𝑃(𝜌hv)

𝑥
1

0.5 0.3 0.85
𝑥
2

0.8 0.5 0.97
𝑥
3

0.9 0.8 1
𝑥
4

0.95 1.01 1.05
𝑃[SD(𝑍)] (dBZ)

𝑥
1

2 1 0
𝑥
2

4 2 0.5
𝑥
3

10 4 3
𝑥
4

15 7 6
𝑃[SD(ΦDP)] (

∘)
𝑥
1

30 8 0
𝑥
2

40 10 1
𝑥
3

50 40 15
𝑥
4

60 60 30

lower-limit value 𝑥
1
for𝑍 is lowered from 15 to 5 dBZ, (ii) the

lower-limit value 𝑥
1
for 𝑍DR is increased from −4 to −3 dB ,

and (iii) the lower-shoulder value 𝑥
2
for 𝜌hv is increased from

0.6 to 0.8 to reduce the possibility of misclassifying BS with
𝜌hv between 0.5 to 0.8 as GC. The five membership functions
for BS are mostly the same as those in Table 1 of Park et al.
[10] or Table 1 of Schuur et al. [8], except that the upper-
limit value 𝑥

4
for 𝜌hv is increased from 0.83 to 1.01, because

it has been found that 𝜌hv occasionally reaches to 1.01 for BS
in the operational polarimetric radar observations. The five
membership functions forMS aremostly the same as those in
Table 1 of Schuur et al. [8] except that the upper-limit value 𝑥

4

for 𝜌hv is increased from 1.01 to 1.05 because incorrect values
of 𝜌hv > 1 and even almost up to 1.05 have been seen from the
polarimetric data so far collected in the presence of MS, and
these incorrect values of 𝜌hv(>1) are caused by excessive noise
corrections (see (5) of Schuur et al. [8]).

The weights of the 5 × 3membership functions are listed
in Table 2. The weights of the five membership functions for
GC are largely the same as those in Table 2 Park et al. [10]
except for the followingmodifications: (i) the weight assigned
to𝑍 is increased from0.2 to 0.4 to enhance and ensure theGC
detection, (ii) the weight assigned to 𝜌hv is decreased from 1.0
to 0.4, and (iii) the weight assigned to SD(𝑍) is fine tuned
slightly from 0.6 to 0.5. The weights of the five membership

Table 2: Specified weights for the 5×3membership functions in the
simplified HCA.

Class Variables
𝑍 𝑍DR 𝜌hv SD(𝑍) SD(ΦDP)

GC/AP 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.8
BS 0.4 0.6 1 0.8 0.8
RA 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.2 0.2

Table 3: Typical ranges of𝑍DR,ΦDP, and 𝜌hv and height for BSb, BSi,
and MS.

𝑍DR ΦDP 𝜌hv Height
BSb <3 dB 70–100∘ <0.97 Mostly below melting layer

BSi ≥2 dB 40∘ <0.97 Below melting layer and mainly
in boundary layer

MS −2∼6 dB >0.97

functions for BS are the same as those in Table 2 of Park et al.
[10].Theweights of the fivemembership functions forMS are
the same as the maximum weights among the eight classes of
hydrometeors in Table 2 of Park et al. [10].

3. Fuzzy-Logic Method for Identifying BSb in
the Second Step

3.1. “Ground Truth” Data for Birds versus Insects. In the
second step, the BS class in the HCA is divided into two
subclasses: (i) BS due to birds especially migrating birds
(BSb) and (ii) BS due mainly to insects (BSi). The goal is to
develop a fuzzy logic method for further differentiating BSb
from BSi for each BS pixel identified by the simplified HCA
(described in Section 2). As reviewed in the introduction,
insects and birds have different polarimetric signatures due
to their differences in shape and size. In particular, birds have
higher ΦDP and lower 𝑍DR than insects. These signatures are
further quantified in Table 3 in comparison with those for
MS. As an example, Figure 1 shows the color images of 𝑍DR,
ΦDP, and 𝜌hv from the KVNX 0.5∘ scan at 0102UTC (local
time 8 pm) on 27 October 2011. In this case, the following two
types of pixels are readily identified by the simplifiedHCA: (i)
BS pixels within the 120 km radial range around the radar and
(ii)MS pixels far beyond 120 km radial range to the northwest
of the radar. The identified BS pixels have relatively low 𝑍DR,
high ΦDP, and low 𝜌hv, so they should be further classified
as BSb pixels. The identified MS pixels reveal a precipitation
system to the northwest of the radar.

To develop a fuzzy-logicmethod to differentiate BSb from
BSi, it is necessary to find proper membership functions
that characterize the distributions of ΦDP and 𝑍DR for BSb
versus BSi within the BS class based on the probability density
function estimated from normalized histograms of ΦDP and
𝑍DR for the two subclasses. To construct these normalized
histograms, it is necessary to collect large numbers of “ground
truth” data for BSb versus BSi in the presence of BS, and this
is done by the following selection procedure. First, it has long
been recognized and well observed that BS echoes are caused
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Imagers of (a) 𝑍DR, (b) ΦDP, and (c) 𝜌hv from the KVNX 0.5∘ scan at 0102 UTC (local time 8 pm) on 27 October 2011. The spatial
resolutions of the original data are 250m in the radial direction and 0.5∘ in the azimuthal direction.

dominantly by migrating birds during the nighttime but by
insects during the daytime in the spring and fall migrating
seasons, and the transition from birds to insects (or from
insects back to birds) occurs around the sunrise time (or
sunset time) almost every nonstormy day during a migrating
season, especially over the southern great plain in the central
United States (Zhang et al. [11]). Based on this well-observed
fact (Dingle [19]; Drake and Gatehouse [20]), most BS pixels
identified from nighttime (or daytime) radar scans during
migrating seasons by the simplified HCA can be attributed
to BSb (or BSi). Thus, we can sample midnight (or midday)
BS data tilt-by-tilt and treat each sampled tilt of data as
proxy “ground-truth” data for BSb (or BSi). Then, by visually
examining color images of the sampled polarimetric data on
each tilt, we can manually pick specific areas for BSb and BSi
where the polarimetric signatures are distinct inΦDP and𝑍DR
(with 𝜌hv < 0.97) for BSb and BSi, respectively, according to
Table 3. This completes the selection procedure.

As an example, Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the 𝑍DR–ΦDP
scattergrams for BS pixels identified by the simplified HCA
from the KVNX 0.5∘ scans at 0706 UTC (local midnight) and
1901 UTC (local midday), respectively, on 17 October 2011. As
shown, themidnight𝑍DR–ΦDP scattergram in Figure 2(a) has
relatively low 𝑍DR and relatively high ΦDP, and these are the
expected characters for BSb. On the other hand, the midday
𝑍DR–ΦDP scattergram in Figure 2(b) has relatively high 𝑍DR
and relatively lowΦDP, and these are the expected characters
for BSi caused by insects. Thus, by plotting and examining

their𝑍DR–ΦDP scattergrams,we can further check and ensure
the quality of the “ground truth” data.

3.2. Scattergrams and Normalized Histograms for Migrat-
ing Birds and Insects. To quantify and differentiate the
polarimetric signatures between insects and birds, especially
migrating birds, we started to monitor and sample real-time
operational polarimetric observations from the operational
KVNX radar since September 2011 (shortly after this radar
was upgraded with dual-polarization capability, the first
among the 159 operational WSR-88D radars in the US)
and from the operational KICT radar since September 2012
(shortly after this radar was upgraded with dual-polarization
capability). After polarimetric data are sampled from these
radars during the fall and spring migrating seasons and
processed by using the simplified HCA to identify BS pixels,
“ground-truth” data are gathered for BSb (or BSi) through
the two selection steps descried in Section 3.1. The “ground-
truth” data gathered from KICT and KVNX radars for
the 2012 fall migrating season have better qualities than
those gathered early from KVNX radar for the 2011 fall
migrating season (before KVNX radar was fully calibrated),
so the scattergrams constructed from the “ground-truth” data
gathered from KICT radar for the 2012 fall migrating season
will be used to extract the membership functions for BSb and
BSi in this subsection.

The red (or blue) dots in Figure 3 plot the 𝑍DR–ΦDP scat-
tergram for BSb (or BSi) constructed by 1692359 (or 1385090)
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Figure 2: 𝑍DR–ΦDP scattergrams for BS pixels identified by the simplified HCA from the KVNX 0.5∘ scans at (a) 0706 UTC (local midnight)
and (b) 1901 UCT (local midday), respectively, on 17 October 2011.

pixels of “ground-truth” data gathered from the KICT obser-
vations during the nighttime (or daytime) on 2 October 2012.
Here, again as expected, the scattergram for BSb (or BSi)
has relatively low (or high) 𝑍DR and relatively high (or low)
ΦDP, and the main differences between the two scattergrams
for BSb and BSi are similar to those showed in Figure 3
of Zrnić and Ryzhkov [17], although the core area of their
scattergram for BSb is relatively narrow (roughly within
−2 dB ≤ 𝑍DR ≤ 3 dB) and the core area of their scattergram
for BSi is not bounded by 𝑍DR = 8 dB. Note that the input
ΦDP is obtained by subtracting the radar system ΦDP from
the radar measured ΦDP, but the radar system ΦDP can
be estimated and recorded only through a rainy event. The
true system ΦDP often drifts slowly away from the recorded
value, but the latter will be still used as the true system
ΦDP until it is estimated and recorded through the next
rainy event. The slow drift of the true system ΦDP can cause
uncertainties in the input ΦDP (obtained by subtracting the
recorded systemΦDP from the radar measuredΦDP). For the
scattergrams in Figure 3, the subtracted system ΦDP is 14.81

∘.
Scattergrams constructed from “ground-truth” data gathered
from the KICT observations for other days during the 2012
fall migrating season are similar to those in Figure 3 for BSb
and BSi, respectively, but the core areas often shift to slightly
differentΦDP ranges due to the above explained uncertainties
in the input ΦDP.

As we can see from Figure 3, the two scattergrams for
BSb and BSi are not completely separated. Nevertheless, their
overlapped area is small which may imply a small degree
of true inseparability between BSb and BSi. The normalized
histograms of 𝑍DR (or ΦDP) that estimate the probability
density functions of 𝑍DR (or ΦDP) are extracted from the
scattergrams in Figure 3 andplotted for BSb by the solid curve
and for BSi by the dashed curve in Figures 4(a) (or 4(b)).
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Figure 3: 𝑍DR–ΦDP scattergrams for BSb (plotted by red dots) and
BSi (plotted by blue dots) constructed by 1692359 and 1385090 pixels
of “ground-truth” data gathered from the KICT observations during
the nighttime and daytime, respectively, on 2 October 2012.

As shown in Figure 4(a), BSb is dominant and the probability
for BSi is almost zero when −4 dB ≤ 𝑍DR < 4 dB, whereas
BSi is dominant and the probability for BSb is almost zero
when 𝑍DR > 4 dB. As shown in Figure 4(b), BSb is dominant
and the probability for BSi is nearly zero when ΦDP > 50

∘,
whereas BSi is dominant and the probability for BSb is much
smaller than that for BSi when ΦDP < 35

∘, so the situation
becomes ambiguous (with no clear dominance in either BSb
or BSi) only when 30∘ < ΦDP < 50

∘. Normalized histograms
of 𝜌hv are also plotted and examined in pairs for BSb and
BSi (not shown), and the dominant range of 𝜌hv for BSb
is found to be slightly lower than that for BSi. Since 𝜌hv
has a significantly overlapped range between BSb and BSi,
it will not be used as an input variable for the fuzzy logic
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Figure 4: Normalized histograms of (a) 𝑍DR and (b) ΦDP exacted from the scattergrams in Figure 3 and plotted by the solid curve for BSb
and by the dashed curve for BSi.

method in the next subsection. Normalized histograms of
other variables, such as 𝑍, V

𝑟
, SD(𝑍), SD(ΦDP), and SD (V

𝑟
),

exhibit largely overlapped ranges between BSb and BSi (not
shown), so they are not very useful here. Thus, only 𝑍DR and
ΦDP will be used as input variables for the fuzzy logic method
in the next subsection.

3.3. Fuzzy-Logic Method for Identifying Migrating Birds. The
fuzzy logic formulation for identifying migrating birds is
similar to that in (2) but is further simplified by using only
2 membership functions to characterize the distributions of
the two variables 𝑍DR and ΦDP for the subclass BSb. Based
on the normalized histogram of 𝑍DR for BSb in Figure 4(a),
the four parameters 𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, 𝑥
3
, and 𝑥

4
are set to −5, −3, 2,

and 4 dB, respectively, for the membership functions of 𝑍DR
for BSb. Based on the normalized histogram of ΦDP for BSb
in Figure 4(b), the four parameters 𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, 𝑥
3
, and 𝑥

4
are set

to 0∘, 40∘, 120∘, and 150∘, respectively, for the membership
function of ΦDP for BSb. The weights are set to 1 and 0.8
for the membership functions of 𝑍DR and ΦDP, respectively.
Because we only need to identify BSb (versus BSi) among BS,
it is convenient and sufficient to compute a single aggregation
value 𝐴

𝑖
in (2) for 𝑖 = BSb only and then check the computed

𝐴BSb with a properly tuned threshold value (which is 0.3 in
this case). Thus, if 𝐴BSb is larger than this threshold value for
a BS pixel, then this pixel is identified as a BSb pixel.

Since the method is developed as a part of the radar
velocity data quality control for operational data assimilation
applications (Liu et al. 2009 [21]), the goal is to detect and
remove all pixels contaminated bymigrating birds. To achieve
this goal, the threshold is purposely tightened to a relatively
low value (0.3) to enhance the detection of BSb. In this case,
some BSi pixels may be also removed as they are incorrectly
identified as “BSb” pixels due to the tightened threshold, and
this is a price paid for the enhanced detection and removal of
BSb to ensure that the processed and accepted velocity data
are free of bird contaminations.Thus, the method is designed
and tasked to detect and remove all true BSb pixels rather

than to identify and retain all true BSi pixels, and this task
is implemented effectively by considering only the subclass
BSb in the fuzzy logic formulation.

4. Effectiveness of the Method

The two-step method developed in this paper has been tested
with polarimetric data collected from the operational KVNX
and KICT radars during the 2011 fall and 2012 spring and
fall migrating seasons. The results indicate that the method
is as effective as, but more efficient than, the original HCA
for identifying GC and BS in the first step.Themethod is also
demonstrated to be effective and efficient for identifying BSb
in the second step. Examples are presented below to show the
effectiveness of this two-step method.

4.1. Effectiveness of the Simplified HCA. As mentioned in
Section 2, the simplified HCA is designed to identify and
discriminate BS fromGC andMS. An example is given in this
subsection to illustrate that this simplified HCA is effective
for this designed purpose in comparison with the original
HCA. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the images of reflectivity
𝑍 and radial velocity V

𝑟
, respectively, at the lowest tilt (0.5∘)

scanned by the operational KVNX radar at 013037 UTC on
28 October 2011. The local time was 8:30 pm. As shown, the
radar echoes were weak over most of the area within 100 km
radial range. 𝑍DR and ΦDP images (not show) indicate that
these weak echoes are BS from migrating birds. They were
also GC identified empirically (with |V

𝑟
| < 1m s−1 as shown

in Figure 5(b)) around 𝑟 = 50 km to the south-southeast and
west-northwest of the radar. Around 𝑟 = 120 km to the north
of radar, there was an isolated area of weak echo that lasted
only for a few volume scans (not shown) around sunrise
and sunset, and these weak echoes were BS of local birds,
as identified by human expertise. The scattered areas with
relatively high reflectivity (around 20 dBZ) outside 𝑟= 150 km
to the southeast of radar are clearly MS, again as identified
with human expertise. Figure 5(c) shows the classification
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Figure 5: Images of (a) 𝑍, (b) V
𝑟

, (c) classification results produced by the simplified HCA, and (d) classification results produced by the
original HCA from the KVNX 0.5∘ scan at 013150UTC on 28October 2011.The 10 classes in the original HCA are: (1) ground clutter including
that due to anomalous propagation (GC/AP); (2) biological scatterers (BS); (3) dry aggregated snow (DS); (4) wet snow (WS); (5) crystals of
various orientations (CR); (6) graupel (GR); (7) “big drops” (BD); (8) light and moderate rain (RA); (9) heavy rain (HR); and (10) a mixture
of rain and hail (RH). The spatial resolutions of the original data are the same as in Figure 1.

results from the simplified HCA. Here, the BS, GC, and
MS are colored in cyan, gray, and green, respectively. The
results are consistent with those identified above based on
human expertise. The classification results from the original
HCA are plotted in Figure 5(d), where the BS and GC are
again in cyan and gray, respectively, and the eight different
classes of MS are in other different colors. By comparing
Figure 5(c) with Figure 5(d), we can see that the BS and GC
areas identified by the simplified HCA cover the BS and GC
areas identified by the original HCA, respectively, and the
MS areas identified by the simplified HCA cover the areas of
hydrometeors identified by the original HCA. Thus, the BS
pixels identified by the simplified HCA in the first step can be
used to further identify BSb pixels in the second step.

4.2. Effectiveness of the Fuzz-Logic Method in the Second Step

4.2.1. Effectiveness for Identifying BSb. After BS pixels are
identified by the simplified HCA in the first step, the
fuzz-logic method described in Section 3.3 is applied to
discriminate BSb from BSi among the BS pixels. An example
is given in this subsection to illustrate the effectiveness of
the method for identifying and removing BSb contamina-
tions. Figures 6(a)–6(e) show the images of reflectivity 𝑍,
radial velocity V

𝑟
, cross-correlation coefficient 𝜌hv, differential

reflectivity 𝑍DR, and differential phase ΦDP, respectively, at
the lowest tilt (0.5∘) scanned by the operational KICT radar
at 090142 UTC on 30 September 2012. The local time was
around 4 am during the fall migrating season, and the sky
over the 150 km radial range from the KICT radar was
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Figure 6: Images of (a) 𝑍, (b) V
𝑟

, (c) 𝜌hv, (d) 𝑍DR, (e)ΦDP, and (f) final classification results produced in the second step from the KICT 0.5∘
scan at 090142 UTC (local time around 4 am) on 30 September 2012. The spatial resolutions of the original data are the same as in Figure 1.
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Figure 7: Infrared images from GOES-14 at 084500 UTC (upper
panel) and 091500 UTC (lower panel) on 30 September 2012 over
Kansas State and its neighboring states. The state boundaries are
plotted in purple.The three cyan circles plot the 50, 100, and 200 km
range rings cocentered at the KICT radar site (shown by the cyan
dot). The dark areas show relatively warm brightness temperature
remotely sensed from the ground, indicating clear sky over each
dark area. The green areas highlight cloud tops colder than 240∘K
(≈−30∘C around 7 km height).

covered by elongated rapidly-moving patches of thin clouds
aloft with no precipitation or, at least, no significant precip-
itation based on GOES-14 infrared observations as shown
in Figure 7. The presence of migrating birds is apparent and
prevailing as judged by human expertise from the radar
reflectivity image in Figure 6(a) and the GOES-14 infrared
image in Figure 7. In particular, as shown in Figure 6(a), the
gray colored reflectivity (<18 dBZ) over the broad area within
150 km radial range, which is identified as BS by the simplified
HCA in the first step, was caused by migrating birds, whereas
the green colored reflectivity (>18 dBZ) beyond 150 km to
the south of radar, which is identified as MS in the first
step, was caused by precipitation. Figure 6(c) shows that the
𝜌hv values (mostly around 1) in the MS area are larger than
the 𝜌hv values (mostly below 0.7) in the broad BSb area.
The 𝑍DR field in Figure 6(d) and ΦDP field in Figure 6(e)
are smoother and more uniform in the MS area than in the
BSb area. Moreover, the 𝑍DR values are mostly below 3 dB
and the ΦDP values are larger than 60∘ in the broad BSb
area. These polarimetric features further confirm that the BS
pixels identified in the first step are indeed BSb pixels rather
than BSi pixels. After MS and BS pixels are identified by
the simplified HCA in the first step, BSb pixels are further

identified from the BS pixels by the fuzz-logic method in the
second step. The final results are shown in Figure 6(f), where
the MS pixels are in green and the BSb pixels are in yellow.
These results are consistent with those identified above by
human expertise. This exemplifies the effectiveness of the
method for identifying BSb and removing BSb-contaminated
velocities.

From the classification results in Figure 6(f), we can
also see that the method is not perfect and its performance
is affected by noises in polarimetric measurements. For
example, ideally, all the pixels should be identified as MS in
the green-dominated areas beyond the 175 km radial range
to the south and southeast of the radar in Figure 6(f), but the
method identifies 37562 MS pixels among the total of 39452
pixels in these green-dominated area, so the hit rate is 95.21%
slightly below the perfect 100%. The remaining pixels are
4.79% of the total, and they are identified as GC, BSi, and BSb
in 0.68%, 0.25%, and 3.86%, respectively. Thus, the correctly
retained (MS and BSi) pixels are 95.46% of the total, and the
incorrectly rejected (GC and BSb) pixels are merely 4.54% of
the total. Similarly, all the pixels should be identified as BSb
in the yellow-dominated area within the 150 km radial range
in Figure 6(f), but the method identifies 372021 BSb pixels
among the total of 392649 pixels in this yellow-dominated
area, so the hit rate is 94.75%.The remaining pixels are 5.25%
of the total, and they are identified as GC, BSi, and MS in
0.56%, 1.95%, and 2.74%, respectively. Thus, the correctly
rejected (GC and BSb) pixels are 95.31% of the total, and the
incorrectly retained (MS and BSi) pixels are merely 4.69% of
the total.These retained (MS and BSi) pixels are scattered and
mostly isolated fromeach other, so they can be easily removed
by a simple continuity check after the classification.

Figure 8 shows the vertical profiles of absolute value and
azimuthal angle for the following two types of horizontal
velocities: (i) the horizontal velocity of air plus birds (plotted
by the solid profiles) produced by the velocity azimuth
display (VAD) analysis (which is a by-product of the VAD-
based dealiasing of Xu et al. [22]) from the same volume
of velocity data as that displayed (on 0.5∘ tilt only) in
Figure 6(b) but within the 150 km radial range to cover BSb
pixels only and (ii) the horizontal velocity of air (plotted
by the dashed profiles) above the KICT radar site at 090142
UTC interpolated from the hourly analyzed wind fields
produced by the operational Rapid Refresh (RAP) model
(see http://rapidrefresh.noaa.gov/) on 30 September 2012.
Subtracting the second velocity from the first gives the
differential velocity caused by migrating birds in the BSb
area. The absolute value and direction of the differential
velocity are plotted by the dotted vertical profiles in Figure 8.
As shown, when the height increases from 250 to 800m,
the absolute value of the differential velocity increases from
4.5 to 6.3m s−1 and the azimuthal angle changes slightly
from 190∘ to 176∘ (that is, within ±10∘ of the southward
direction). This result is consistent with the well-recognized
fact thatmigrating birds fly southward at speeds of 5∼10m s−1
nighttime during the fall migrating season over the southern
great plain in central United States. The differential velocities
diagnosed in Figure 8 are also in the range of the previously
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Figure 8: Vertical profiles of (a) absolute value (m s−1) and (b) azimuthal angle (clockwise from the north) for two types of horizontal
velocities: (i) the horizontal velocity of air plus birds (plotted by the solid profiles) produced by the VAD analysis from the KICT-scanned
volumetric velocity data at 090142 UTC but within the 150 km radial range to cover BSb pixels only and (ii) the horizontal velocity of air
(plotted by the dashed profiles) interpolated from RAP hourly wind analyses to the KICT radar location at 090142 UTC on 30 September
2012. The absolute value and azimuthal angle of the vector difference of the above two velocities (the first minus the second velocity) are
plotted by the dotted vertical profiles in panels (a) and (b), respectively.

documented VAD wind biases caused by migrating birds
(Jungbluth et al. [1]; Gauthreaux et al. [2]; Collins [13]).
Clearly, the differential velocities caused by migrating birds
are not small. It is thus necessary to identify BSb pixels
and remove them from velocity data, and this task can be
performed effectively by the method in the second step.

4.2.2. Effectiveness for Identifying BSi. The method is also
effective for identifying and retaining BSi pixels in the second
step, and this is illustrated by the example in Figure 9 where
the images were from the daytime KICT 0.5∘ scan at 215544
UTC (4 pm local time) on 30 September 2012. As shown in
Figure 9(a), most pixels within the 150 km radial range are
gray colored with 𝑍 < 15 dBZ. As these gray-colored low-
reflectivity pixels are already classified as BS by the simplified
HCA in the first step, they can be further identified as BSi
pixels judged by human expertise based on the time of the
day (4 pm local time). Furthermore, as we can see from
Figures 9(c)–9(e), on these low-reflectivity BS pixels, the
𝜌hv values are mostly below 0.97 (but occasionally become
unrealistically larger than 1 and even reach 1.05 for the reason
explained in Section 2), the𝑍DR values aremostly above 6 dB,
and theΦDP values are mostly below 60∘. These polorimetric
features further confirm that the low-reflectivity BS pixels
can be identified as BSi pixels according to Table 3. From
Figure 9(a), we can also see scattered areas of green-colored

pixels (with𝑍 > 15 dBZ) near the 100 km range to the north of
radar, around the 70 km range to the northeast of radar, and
inside the 50 km range to the northwest of the radar. These
scattered areas (𝑍 > 15 dBZ) are also already classified as BS
by the simplified HCA in the first step. In these scattered
areas (with 𝑍 > 15 dBZ), again as shown in Figures 9(b)–
9(e), the observed radial velocities are highly nonuniform
with large-amplitude irregular fluctuations, the 𝜌hv values are
mostly below 0.7, the 𝑍DR values are mostly below 3 dB, and
the ΦDP values are mostly above 60∘. These features indicate
that the BS pixels in the scattered areas of 𝑍 > 15 dBZ can be
further identified as BSb pixels according to Table 3, but these
BSb pixels indicate the presence of local nesting birds rather
than migrating birds as identified by human expertise based
on the local time (around 4 pm) and the highly fluctuated
radial velocities in these scattered areas (𝑍 > 15 dBZ). The
BSb and BSi areas identified above by human expertise are
alsowell identified automatically by themethod in the second
step as shown in Figure 9(f) by the yellow and cyan arrears,
respectively.

Figure 10 shows the vertical profiles of absolute value and
azimuthal angle for (i) the VAD velocity (plotted by the solid
profiles) computed from the same volume of velocity data as
that displayed (on 0.5∘ tilt only) in Figure 9(b) but with all
the BSb pixels removed, (ii) the interpolated velocity from
RAP hourly wind analyses (plotted by the dashed profiles) at
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Figure 9: As in Figure 6 but from the KICT 0.5∘ scan at 215542 UTC (local time around 4 pm) on 30 September 2012.

215542 UTC on 30 September 2012, and (iii) the differential
velocity (plotted by the dotted vertical profiles) obtained by
subtracting the second velocity from the first. As shown,
the differential velocity is small, and its absolution value

decreases from 3.4 to 1.6m s−1 and its azimuthal angle is
nearly constant around 150∼155∘ when the height increases
from 250 to 800m . These diagnosed differential velocities
could be due to the RAP hourly wind analysis error plus
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Figure 10: As in Figure 8 except that the VAD velocity (plotted by the solid profiles) is produced from the KICT-scanned volumetric velocity
data at 215542 UTC with all the BSb pixels removed and the interpolated velocity from RAP hourly wind analyses (plotted by the dashed
profiles) is also at 215542 UTC on 28 October 2011.

insects’ flying speeds (Drake and Gatehouse [20]). This
further confirms that BSi pixels are correctly identified by
the method in the second step. As the differential velocities
caused by insects are small, the observed radial velocities on
BSi pixels are retained by the method for data assimilation
applications.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-step method is developed to identify and
remove contaminated velocities by birds, especiallymigrating
birds, in addition to those contaminated by ground clutter
(GC, including that due to anomalous propagation). In the
first step, the existing hydrometeor classification algorithm
(HCA) developed for polarimetric radars at the NSSL (Zrnić
et al. [7]; Schuur et al. [8]; Ryzhkov et al. [9]; Park et al. [10]) is
simplified to identify three classes of radar echoes: (i) GC, (ii)
biological scatterers (BS), and (iii) meteorological scatterers
(MS). In the second step, a fuzzy-logic method is developed
and used to further identify scatterers of birds (including
bats) especially migrating birds (BSb) versus scatterers of
insects (BSi) among BS. The simplified HCA in the first step
uses five input polarimetric variables to identify BS, GC,
and MS, and the associated membership functions (listed
in Table 1) are condensed from those used in the original
HCA. Each BS pixel identified in the first step is used as a
starting point to further identify BSb versus BSi on that BS
pixel in the second step.The fuzzy-logicmethod in the second

step uses two input polarimetric variables, that is, 𝑍DR and
ΦDP, and the associated membership functions are extracted
from normalized histograms of 𝑍DR and ΦDP that estimate
the probability density functions of 𝑍DR and ΦDP, respec-
tively, while the normalized histograms are constructed from
“ground truth” data selected empirically by human expertise
(as described and exemplified in Section 3.1).

The method has been tested with polarimetric data col-
lected from the operational KVNX and KICT radars during
the 2011 fall and 2012 spring and fall migrating seasons. The
simplified HCA in the first step is found to be as effective as
the originalHCA, and the effectiveness is shown by the exam-
ple in Section 4.1.This simplifiedHCAhas been incorporated
into the operational radar reflectivity data quality control
package (Liu et al. [21]) for radar data assimilation application
at the national centers for environmental prediction (NCEP).
The fuzzy-logic method in the second step is also found to
be effective in further identifying BSb versus BSi for each BS
pixel identified in the first step, and the effectiveness is shown
by the examples in Section 4.2.The two-stepmethod has been
continuously applied to real-time polarimetric data from the
operational KVNX and KICT radars with the classification
results verified indirectly by comparing the interpolated RAP
wind analyses with the two types of VAD velocities produced
from volumetric velocity data (i) on BSb pixels only and
(ii) on non-BSb pixels only (as illustrated by the examples
in Figures 8 and 10). Through this real-time run, more and
better “ground truth” data will be accumulated and used to
further improve themethod in the second step.The improved
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method will be incorporated into the operational radar
velocity data quality control package (Liu et al. [21]) for radar
data assimilation application at NCEP.
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